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ABSTRACT
Climate change has become an important issue that all human beings have to address in
order to maintain sustainable development in our world, integrating more renewable energy into
our current infrastructures is one of them. This kind of energy resource with almost 0-emission
of CO2 (Carbon Dioxide) can be integrated into our energy portfolios in order to reduce the
amount of CO2 emission from our energy infrastructures.
Climate change may cause species extinctions, more extreme weather events and negative
impacts on agricultural product yields. These are the important motivations of RPS (Renew-
able Portfolio Standard) also called renewable electricity standard (RES). RPS is a regulation
that requires the energy production from the renewable energy sources, such as wind, solar,
biomass, and geothermal to be increased. RPS also requires that the electricity supply compa-
nies produce a specified fraction of their electricity from renewable energy sources. [73]
We use five mid-west states (with rich wind energy [95]) in U.S.A. as an example to present
quantitative results about the impacts of RPS [73] policy on the development of fossil/renewable
power generation/transmission system development. In order to satisfy growing power demand
in this area, generation/transmission capacities need to be expanded so that each state in this
area can realize their RPS policy goals. Therefore, we need to understand the impacts of RPS
on the generation/transmission capacity expansions. We design a strategy-level energy planing
modeling tool in order to analyze the investment that we have to do for the capacity expansions
if we want to realize RPS goals in all states of this area. We show these models using linear
network flow optimization models.
In classical linear network flow (LNF) problems, a network consists of multiple source and
sink nodes, where each node is a sink node or a source node, but not both. Usually, there is
only one kind of commodity flow and the goal is to find flow schedules and routes such that all
sink nodes’ flow demands are satisfied and the total flow transmission cost is minimized. We
xxiii
develop a capacity expansion multicommodity network flow (CEMNF) problem, in which the
total existing commodity supply is less than the total commodity demand. There are more than
one kind of commodities and each node is a commodity flow generator, as well as a consumer.
It is allowed to do expansions for commodity flow generation capacities at each node and also
to do expansions for commodity flow transmission capacities of each arc so that more flows
can be transmitted among nodes. The goal of CEMNF problem is to find the flow routes and
capacity expansion plans such that all flow demands are satisfied and the total cost of flow
routing and planning is minimized.
High-performance distributed computing algorithms designed to solve classical linear net-
work flow (LNF) problems have been proposed. Solving the general CEMNF problems by
high-performance distributed computing algorithms is an open research question. The LNF
problems can be formulated as linear programming models and parallel algorithms have been
proposed to solve them efficiently on distributed computing platforms. But, the constraints
of the CEMNF problems do not allow them to solve using the same methodology for LNF
problems. In this dissertation, we develop a transformation method to transform CEMNF
problems into LNF problems in polynomial time and space complexity to solve them efficiently
on distributed computing platforms. The results show that we can solve CEMNF problems with
high performance by transforming CEMNF problems into LNF problems. Both of CEMNF and
LNF problems can be formulated as linear programming models. We apply the transformation
algorithm and the -relaxation [20] algorithm to policy-driven (RPS [73]) energy infrastructure
planning problems and present the results. We study the uncertainty of CEMNF model pa-
rameter estimates and perform statistics analysis of the uncertainty impacts on the CEMNF
models’ optimal solutions.
1CHAPTER 1. ENERGY PLANNING PROBLEM
1.1 Introduction of RPS (Renewable Portfolio Standard) Policy
As climate change has become an important issue that all human beings have to address in
order to maintain sustainable development in our world, many procedures have been proposed
or even performed in some sectors of our society. Integrating more renewable energy into our
current infrastructures is one of them. This kind of energy resource with almost 0-emission
of CO2 can be integrated into our energy portfolios in order to reduce the amount of CO2
emission from our energy infrastructures.
Since the energy crisis happened in 1970’s, many countries have realized that their energy
security will depend on some countries or regions that have rich fossil energy sources if they
do not reform their energy infrastructures. Thus, renewable energy becomes one of important
alternative sources because they cannot be depleted. Moreover, the CO2 emitted by fossil
energy leads to greenhouse effects that make the Earth’s surface and lower atmosphere warmer.
This may cause species extinctions, more extreme weather events and negative impacts on
agricultural product yields. These are the important motivations of RPS (Renewable Portfolio
Standard) also called renewable electricity standard (RES). RPS is a regulation that requires
the energy production from the renewable energy sources, such as wind, solar, biomass, and
geothermal to be increased. RPS also requires that the electricity supply companies produce a
specified fraction of their electricity from renewable energy sources. [73]
It is reasonable to do the integration by developing renewable energy in the areas with
rich renewable energy resources such as wind and solar energy. We use five mid-west states
(with rich wind energy [95]) in U.S.A. as an example to present quantitative results about the
impacts of RPS [73] (renewable energy standard) policy on the development of fossil/renewable
2Figure 1.1 Wind power map of U.S.A from NREL (National Renewable Energy Lab) [95]
power generation/transmission systems. In order to satisfy growing power demand in this
area, generation/transmission capacities need to be expanded so that each state in this area
can realize their RPS policy goals. Therefore, we need to understand the impacts of RPS on
the generation/transmission capacity expansions. We designed a strategy-level energy planing
modeling tool in order to analyze the investment that we have to do for the capacity expansions
if we want to realize RPS goals in all states of this area.
Because RPS is implemented by private markets, it is important to design an investment
planning method such that (i) the markets can help implement RPS and provide an environment
in which the renewable energy can be developed and related services can be delivered more
cost-efficiently; (ii) the renewable energy can compete with fossil energy sources more fairly
and transparently. The similar schemes have been proposed in other countries, such as Italy,
Belgium and Britain. In U.S.A, RPS has been adopted in 27 states and the District of Columbia.
But, RPS is not a federal policy and each state has different detailed regualtions. In U.S.A,
more than 42 percent of the electricity sales comes from the 27 states [94].
But, the renewable energy sources are usually located in remotes areas that are far away
from power load regions such as big cities with large populations. There are vary little existing
3power load or generation in these remote areas. For example, Figure 1.1 shows that wind energy
sources are mainly located in Midwest, where the developers will not build wind power plants
if there are no transmission lines that can deliver power to the major load regions. Moreover,
because the wind energy is not so stable as fossil energy, it is always fluctuating and may
produce surplus power when supply is greater than demand, or is not able to produce enough
power to satisfy the power demand according to the schedules in the day-ahead markets. This
can lead to unexpected changes of voltage and frequency in the power grids and even result in
some damages on the power equipment. Thus, it is important and necessary to investigate how
to address the two above issues (transmission planning and fluctuation) such that our current
energy infrastructure can be more sustainable (reduced CO2 emissions) and reliable (reduced
negative impacts of fluctuating wind energy) when more wind energy is integrated into the
infrastructure. We use an energy storage system to store the surplus power generated from
wind energy and release it when it is needed. This can reduce the negative impacts caused by
the fluctuation of wind energy. Some north European countries have implemented this kinds
of energy storage systems e.g. heat tank [83]. It can transform electricity to thermal energy
and store it in heat tanks for up to one week. The thermal energy can be released as electricity
energy by heat engines later [104]. We also present an investment planning method in which
we use Midwest area as an example and minimize the investment cost of renewable and fossil
energy, CO2 emissions and satisfy the RPS of each state in this area.
1.2 Energy Infrastructure Planning Problems and Analysis
It is worth noting that RPS [73] mechanisms have tended to be most successful in developing
new renewable energy capacity in the United States where they have been used in combination
with federal Production Tax Credits (PTC). In periods, where PTC have been withdrawn, RPS
alone has often proven to be insufficient stimulus to encourage large volumes of capacity.
In the process integrating more clean energy in current fossil-major power systems, it is
crucial for decision makers to consider and promote the realizability of related energy regulation
or policies from the economic point of view. For example, the budget development to accomplish
the goals of these policies is one of the substantial factors for decision makers to determine.
4That can help decision makers determine how to keep the investment volume in their pro-
posed budget plan as small as possible and also make sure that (i) the burgeoning power
demand is met and (ii) the clean power market share satisfies the requirement of related clean
energy policies. In this work, we use wind energy in the five Midwest states (North Dakota,
South Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota, Iowa) of America (with rich wind energy) as an exam-
ple to show that our MBA algorithm can realize the above requirements with the minimal
clean-energy budget plan.
As one of the major forms of renewable energy, wind energy has some built-in advantages.
One of them is that it is environment friendly and another is that it cannot be depleted. By the
end of 2008, the worldwide wind-powered generator capacity was 121.2 GW (gigawatt), which
is about 1.5% of the worldwide electricity consumption. From 2005 to 2008, the capapcity
doubled. Some countries have obtained high levels of wind power penetration in their power
systems. For example, there is 19% of stationary electricity production in Denmark, 11% in
Spain, and 7% in Germany in 2008. In May 2009, there are eighty countries that are using
wind power on a commercial basis. [74] However, wind energy also has some disadvantages
that prevent it from being integrated into current energy infrastructure at large-scale. The
biggest one is that it fluctuates. It is difficut to accurately predict the wind class of a future
day. Another problem of wind energy is that it is usually located in remote areas, which are
far away from the high-power-demand regions with high population density. Moreover, we
also need to consider the related clean energy policies such as RPS [73] (in U.S.A.), which
has been approved by Washington D.C. and 30 states. RPS requires that the clean power
fraction should reach a specified value by a specified future year. In order to find solutions
for the above problems and satisfy related requirements, we need to stimulate wind power
development, satisfy growing power demand, manage power transmission, and maintain the
real-time balance of power demand and supply.
The energy planning problem is built up as a linear programming model, which usually are
used to find how to achieve the best outcome (e.g. minimal investment cost of power generation
and transmission capacity) within some given constraints represented as linear equations or
inequations. The model allows strategy-level long-term energy investment plan modeling for
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complicated issues in domains of energy, power system, investment management, and energy
policy. Among the five Midwest states of America (ND, SD, NE, MN, IA), ND (North Dakota)
is ranked as No. 1 state with the highest potential wind energy in America. SD (South Dakota)
is ranked as No. 4; NE (Nebraska) is ranked as No. 6; MN (Minnesota) is ranked as No. 9;
IA (Iowa) is ranked as No. 10. [79] We developed a new power trading modeling tool [64].
We present our MBA algorithm, show how to find the minimal budget plan, and present the
quantitative results on the minimal budget plan using the algorithm.
1.3 Problem Description
In this chapter, we present the energy modeling problems that we want to solve and the
solutions. The problems include (1) how to use the parallel computing method to improve
the performance of solving large scale energy planning problems; (2) how to do investment on
renewable energy development in order to satisfy some public policies about developing clean
power in power markets, such as RPS; (3) analysis on the impacts of wind energy development
on fossil energy development.
We use the region of seven states (ND,SD,NE,MN,IA) of Midwest as a case to show how
our planning method work for the above key points. We use wind energy as an example of
renewable energy, which is rich in Midwest area.
The long-term investment planning can be expressed as follows. Given a region that has
the following information: (1) existing renewable and fossil power capacities; (2) the potential
wind energy sources; (3) the existing fossil/wind power capacity; (4) the RPS [73] of each state
in the area, find out an investment plan such that
1. the growing power demand is met in the region;
2. the RPS of each state of the region is realized according to their own schedule;
3. the investment costs (including transmission line expansion, capacity expansion) and
operation costs are minimized in the region; and
64. the impact of fluctuation of wind energy is minimized in the region.
Our proposed solutions for the problem above include:
(1) In our parallel planning method, a large planned region is partitioned into multiple small
subregions, which have some fossil power plants and wind energy sources. Each subregion is
modeled as a year-level model (a linear programming model) and an hour-level model (a mixed
integer linear programming model). The parallel method is implemented in a cluster computer
system that is composed of some computing nodes. Each computing node is responsible for
solving the two models of a distinct subregion. The computation results of all these subregion
models are sent to a computing node that makes a global decision on the base of these received
subregion results. The global decision is to allow clean-power trading between neighboring
subregions in order to reduce the total CO2 emission of the whole region.
(2) As the power demand is growing in a subregion, our method encourages the development
of wind energy at first and then fossil energy by imposing penalties on the CO2 emissions from
the fossil power plants.
(3) Because of the wind energy fluctuation and transmission line capacity limitations, the
surplus wind power that cannot be transmitted online is stored in an energy storage system
(heat tank [83]) that can transform electricity energy to thermal energy. A well-insulated heat
tank can store the thermal energy for up to one week [83]. In the case that the power demand
grows, the stored energy will be released by heat engines [104], which can transform thermal
energy to electricity energy. The stored energy can be traded between neighboring subregions
so that the green house gas emission can be reduced in the whole region.
In sum, the problem that we want to solve is about renewable energy infrastructure capacity
expansion planning driven by RPS policy. In the following sections, we present the basic math-
ematical computing tools (linear/integer programming) and network flow problems/solutions
that are available for solving this kind of problems.
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Modeling tools are used to realize RPS goals [73] on the basis of optimization models, e.g.
linear/integer programming, whose optimization objective is to minimize the total investment
cost of fossil/wind power generation/transmission capacity expansions and also the CO2 emis-
sion cost. The models’ constraints mainly include: (1) meet the power demand; and (2) satisfy
RPS [73] goals (increase the clean power market share to a specified level in a specified future
year). RPS is state-level clean power regulation in U.S.A., which requires the increased power
generation from renewable energy resources, such as wind, solar, biomass, and geothermal.
This policy mainly set up an obligation on power production companies in order to generate a
specified fraction of their power from renewable energy resources [73].
Compared with fossil energy resources, wind energy resource availability is not reliable
because it may be impacted by local weather conditions. Thus, in the process of integrating
wind energy into our current energy infrastructures, it is necessary to keep fossil energy (e.g.
coal) also as a backup component in the energy portfolio to manage the uncertainty of wind
energy. In order to overcome the disadvantage of wind energy, we also use an energy storage
system (e.g. heat tank [83]) to store the extra wind energy when positive weather conditions
allow wind power plants to generate more wind power than negative ones. The stored wind
energy can be released later to reduce the fossil power production so that power demand can
be met and also CO2 emission can be reduced.
Some related works have been done in the domain of energy modeling and infrastructure
planning.
In [65], the authors indicated that wind power has just begun to develop and grow very fast
in U.S.A in recent years. The power grid operators have just begun to learn how to integrate
wind power into current power transmission systems and how to handle the fluctuation output
8Figure 2.1 Wind energy resources in the Midwest ISO footprint. [65]
of wind power plants. After the transmission parts and generation parts are separated, it is a
challenge to do the transmission planning for the remote rich-wind-energy areas. Transmission
planning also plays an important role in addressing the issue of RPS. Some states or orga-
nizations have implemented some plans or made some policies to encourage development of
renewable energy in remote areas. Texas developed a concept called competitive renewable
energy zones (CREZs) [66], in which ERCOT (Electric Reliability Council of Texas) can assess
the potential wind energy resources in Texas and analyze how to develop transmission upgrades
such that more wind power in remote areas can be integrated into existing power grid. Col-
orado also has a similar policy [65]. The Midwest ISO (MISO) is investigating the possibility
of carrying up to 40 GW from a variety of potential wind energy sites to load regions in the
Mid-Atlantic states. This can be shown in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1 shows that the footprint of the Midwest ISO covers all or part of 15 Midwest
states and Manitoba in Canada, whose total area is 920,000 square miles. If only 40 GW wind
energy is developed to deliver power by 2027, this expansion plan can greatly reduce the output
from baseload coal and nuclear generation, which play an important role in the Widwest ISO
area. This can help realize RPS in this area and also make it possible for the excess capacity
9to provide power for the areas outside of Midwest IOS area. This is very promising for high-
power demand area such as New England area, which is heavily populated and its land is so
expensive that the cost of building wind power plants is very high. But, one of the major
bottleneck problems is to build additional 765-kV power lines to carry power from Midwest
to east-coast area. Figure 2.1 presents the existing 765-kV powerlines and new 765-kV power
lines that need to be built as a system so that each part of the system is connected to other
parts. The authors of [65] argue that the profits generated from the wind expansion plan can
help offset the cost of the wind energy development.
The paper [65] shows that it is possible and cost-effective to develop the potential wind
energy in Midwest ISO area through existing market mechanisms. In the initial phase, the
transmission costs are allocated to individual states. Then, in the new-built transmission
system under a new tariff or tariff provisions by FERC, the costs would be allocated among
the users. But, these ideas or proposals are still not completely implemented, and very few
new transmission lines have been built under these proposals. Moreover, the paper [65] does
not present the detailed wind expansion planning that is supported by quantitative results. It
only provides some possible strategies that may help develop wind energy in remote areas and
carry the wind power from these areas to high-demand areas.
In the paper [67], the authors partitioned Rock mountain area (the states of MT, ID, WY,
CO and UT) into 18 load regions and present some problems that need to be considered.
For example, how to distribute the financial load for transmission lines among generators
and users. These load regions have similar characteristics of load and generation, and there
is limited existing transmission lines between adjacent load regions. The study focuses on
finding solutions that can reduce total cost and stimulate construction of upgrades. The ABB
MarketSimulator (COUGER) production cost model is used as the major tool. The input data
to the tool includes the data about generation (size, cost, capability and so on), transmission
(network data, constraints and so on ) and load (distribution, hourly variation and so on). The
model can also do the market modeling and market simulation with scenarios about clearing
prices, revenues/Rents, capacity factors and flows/congestion. The conclusions of the paper
include (1) it is important to calculate power output and capacity factors with the latest wind
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turbine technology and power curves (adjusted for elevation) and this may have significant
impacts on the capacity factors; (2) the locations and capacities of potential wind energy are
mainly stimulated and determined by transmission planning expansion in the near future.
The model in [67] has some limitations: (1) there is not an explicit standard or systematic
approach used to choose the mix of wind and fossil energy modeled for each scenario; (2) the
model does not present the numerical results of the long-term investment planning for the wind
energy development in Rocky mountain area.
In [70], the CEO of PJM (Pennsylvania-Jersy-Maryland) Interconnection answered some
important questions about wind energy development in the area of PJM when he was in-
terviewed by PennFuture, which is a nonprofit advocacy organization based in Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania, United States. PennFuture brings forward effective solutions for the problems of
pollution and climate change. Based on the analysis on the planned and unplanned equipment
outages, bids by suppliers, schedules of generation resources and energy transactions, the bal-
ance between power demand and production is scheduled one or more days ahead. After the
analysis, PJM establishes a mix of power generation with minimal cost for each hour of the day
in order to meet predicted demand, scheduled transactions and system reserve requirements.
When wind generation is available, it is also included in the mixed energy supply plan, because
wind generators have low operating costs and can accept almost any market price. When wind
is available to generate power, other energy sources that provide expensive power are either
reduced or oﬄine. In 2006, about 70 percent of the time, coal fired power generation is the most
expensive on the system and is replaced as long as wind is available. In the other 25 percent
of the time, natural gas fired power is the most expensive. If there is a sudden loss of a large
generating unit, they use the synchronized reserve to match the imbalance. The synchronized
reserve means that some generation units are synchronized to the power grid and always ready
to deliver power in the case that a sudden loss happens at any time. For the wind variability,
the reserve form is the ”supplemental reserve”, in which some synchronized reserve are required
to serve load and push the synchronized reserve below its required level. Since the need for
this ”supplemental reserve ” is partially caused by the supply side, PJM allocates part of of
the cost to the power generators in the case that there is an imbalance between supply and
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demand. The related cost is deducted from the payments that they would otherwise receive
for their supplied power. But, the cost is from about 75 cents to $2 per megawatt-hour. In
PJM, the costs caused by the wind variable fluctuation are carried by wind generators. The
study of smaller transmission systems have shown that, at levels below 20 percent wind energy
penetration, the costs of integrating wind generation are only a small fraction of the value of
that total generation. About the fluctuation of wind energy, the CEO of PJM indicated that
wind energy is not as fluctuating as we may think. According to the PJM experience, if a wind
generator is operating at a certain level currently, there is an 80% probability that it will be
operating within 10% of that level within one hour from now. And, there is a 60% probability
that it will be operating within 10% of that level within five hours from now. In the PJM study
about integrating a wind project into the exsiting the power grids, PJM expects that they can
averagely get 20% of its maximum output from that project during the summer peak-demand
periods. Although the percentage may be less than the expected value, wind certainly have a
capacity value.
In the interview minute [70], the practical experiences of PJM have shown that it is eco-
nomically and practically feasible to integrate wind energy into current energy infrastructure.
We also learn that to deal with the fluctuation of wind energy, we need reserve generators
that can provide synchronized reserve power for real time markets. In our proposal, we can
use heat tank to store the surplus power produced by wind and the heat engine in the heat
tanks can generate power from heat such that the heat tanks can work as reserve generators to
remove the imbalance caused by wind fluctuation. Another advantage of heat tanks is that it
can provide heating services, which are needed in the Midwest areas in winter. This can help
reduce CO2 emission in these areas if we use heat tanks to replace the natural gas as a major
heating service provider in this area.
In report [68], the authors presented that the impacts of fluctuation of wind energy on the
utility operations depended on the penetration levels and the time length of wind variations.
In the report, we can see that the higher penetration level of wind energy in the total energy
portfolio and the longer planning time, the more important and necessary it is to use more reg-
ulating capacity to handle the wind fluctuations. Although we have realized that transmission
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is an important issue and storage facilities are helpful for mixed energy infrastructure, it is still
not clear how to solve the transmission problem and how to use storage facilities to reduce the
impacts of wind energy fluctuation on the operation of power systems meanwhile improving
the penetration level of the renewable energy to realize the RPS goals.
We also review two optimization models that are developed to analyze how to integrate
wind energy to our current energy infrastructure.
The first model is WinDS (Wind Deployment Systems Model) [76], which is developed by
SEAC (Strategic Energy Analysis Center) of NREL (National Renewable Energy Lab). It is a
multi-regional and multitime-period linear programming model embedded with the Geographic
Information System (GIS). It focuses on the market issues about transmission access and cost,
and the fluctuation of wind power. In this model, the objective function is to minimize system-
wide costs and also satisfy the constraints of loads, reserve, and green house gas emission by
building and operating new generation and transmission systems from 2000 to 2050 over 25
two-year periods [76].
In the WinDS model [76] (developed by NREL (National Renewable Energy Laboratory)),
the linear programming model minimizes the present value of generation and transmission
capacity cost and operating cost and also the cost of ancillary services and storage. The linear
programming model has more than 100,000 constraints and 300,000 variables, which needs
5-10 hours to run for each of 26 two-year periods from 2000 to 2050 and 5-10 days for the
whole period. A major disadvantage of the WinDS model is that the higher spatial resolution
means the longer run-time. If the spatial resolution is down to the county level, the number
of variables and constraints in WinDS model could be overwhelming because there are more
than 3,000 counties in the USA. This may lead to a much longer run-time to solve the linear
programming model in WinDS. The resolution problem has been realized by officials of (DOE)
Department of Energy.
The Regional Energy Deployment System (ReEDS) model [77] (also developed by NREL
(National Renewable Energy Laboratory) on the basis of WinDS) is a long-term capacity-
expansion model that can be used to do analysis for the deployment of power generation
technologies and transmission infrastructure in United States.
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ReEDS implemented renewable energy requirements from RPS policies as constraints in
their mixed integer linear programming models. In this model, if RPS requirement is not satis-
fied in a region, a cost penalty associated with the defaults will be put on the objective function
of a national and state level models. In this dissertation, we also implement RPS requirements
as constraints but we do not use penalty because it is more important to find out what we need
to do in order to realize the RPS goals in the planning regions. We use generation capacity
expansions to satisfy the RPS requirements and minimize the total investment cost. The re-
sults can be used by decision makers who need to know what needs to be done for RPS policy
implementations. Moreover, we also propose and implement a new modeling strategy that sup-
port comparisons between the modeling results from models with RPS policies as constraints
and those without RPS policies as constraints. This can help decision makers understand the
impacts of RPS implementations on their budgets. Besides this, we also propose/implement
another modeling strategy that implement RPS policies by adjusting the financial support to
renewable energy productions. This can show the impacts of financial policies on the RPS
(social) policies. These are not done in ReEDS.
The second model is NEMS [96] (National Energy Modeling System). It is an energy and
economic model of U.S. energy markets developed by Energy Information Administration at
Department of Energy. NEMS can be used to forecast the production, consumption, import,
and pricing of energy and it depends on the assumptions for economic variables, which include
world energy market interactions, resource availability and technological choice. The output
from NEMS are fossil fuel prices, production, gas/electric industry output, refinery output, and
end-user fuel consumption. In NEMS model, there are only 13 regions, no new transmission
lines, and no cost or limits on use of transmission within regions. The NEMS model does not
address the issues about renewable energy fluctuation and transmission capacity expansion.
There are also other energy planning models. For example, NETPLAN model in [17] focuses
on the interactive relationship between energy system and transportation system. The All-
Modular Industry Growth Assessment (AMIGA) model [80] is a comprehensive economic model
of energy markets. But, the AMIGA model does not consider developing renewable energy and
its related transmission investment requirements. Another comprehensive energy planning
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model (developed by Brookhaven National Laboratory) is MARKAL (MARKet ALlocation),
which is a dynamic optimization model with the integration of energy, environmental, and
economic factors. But, it may not be able to solve large size optimization model with high
speed because it can run only on a PC Windows [78] platform.
2.1 Network Flow Problems
From the above analysis, we found that most energy planning problems can be formulated
and solved by network commodity-flow models. A commodity flow network is a directed graph
(composed of vertices and edges) in which each directed edge is associated with a capacity limit
and also transmits a flow from one vertex to another vertex. Usually, in the domain of flow
networks, we replace vertex with node and replace edge with arc. So, we use node and arc in
the following discussions.
The amount of flow on an edge cannot exceed the capacity of the arc. Often in Operations
Research, a directed graph is called a network, the vertices are called nodes and the edges are
called arcs.
In this kind of networks, each node (except source/sink node) must keep flow conservation.
It means that the total input flows is required to be equal to the total output flows at this
node. A source node is the one that has more flows to go out of the node. A sink node is the
one that needs more incoming flows.
Many real-world problems can be emulated by this kind of flow networks such as water
pipelines, power transmission systems and high-way transportation systems.
A good example of using flow networks to solve a problem is to find the maximum flow,
which is the largest possible total flow from the source node to the sink node in a given network.
Similarly, bipartite matching, the transportation problem and the assignment problem can be
solved if they can be modeled as flow networks correctly. The Ford−Fulkerson algorithm [16]
can be used to solve Maximum flow problem, which is equivalent to finding a cut with minimum
capacity that separates the source and the sink in a given network.
As flows are transmitted among nodes, a transmission cost (associated with each arc) will
be charged for the flow according to the flow amount. The minimum cost network flow problem
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is to find the optimal solution such that (i) all sink nodes’s flow demands are satisfied and all
source nodes’ flows are consumed; (ii) the total cost of sending the flows across the arcs is
minimized. Both of the two conditions ((i) and (ii)) must be satisfied.
There may be more than one kind of distinct commodities that are transmitted in a network.
This kind of min-cost network flow problem is called multi-commodity network flow problem.
In a given network, that are multiple commodity source nodes and sink nodes, and these dis-
tinguished commodities are transmitted from a given source node (through some intermediate
nodes if necessary) to a sink node.
Supermarket commodity supply chain is a good example of this kind of min-cost network
flow problems. The commodities manufactured in different factories/stores located in different
places connected by high-way systems. The supermarket managers need to find a global opti-
mal solution such that the total transportation cost is minimized meanwhile all supermarket
branches are provided with what commodities they want and the transportation capacity limits
must be considered. More network theories, examples and algorithms can be found in [28].
In this dissertation, we focus on min-cost multi-commodity linear network flow problems.
2.2 Classical Linear Network Flow Problems (LNF)
In classical linear network flow (LNF) problems, a network consists of multiple source and
sink nodes, where each node is a sink node or a source node, but not both. Other nodes act
as pass- through nodes where the inflow is equal to the outflow. A set of links, each with an
associated cost and flow capacity, facilitates flow of the commodities through them. A source
node generates a constant commodity flow and a sink node consumes a constant commodity
flow. Usually, there is only one kind of commodity flow and the goal is to find flow schedules
and routes such that all sink nodes’ flow demands are satisfied and the total flow transmission
cost is minimized.
The classical linear network flow (LNF) problems can be represented as a directed graph
(G(V,E)). In the graph, two nodes u, v ∈ V are connected by an arc (e ∈ E). The amount
of flow on an arc is upperbounded by the arc’s capacity. At each node (v ∈ V ), the amount
of flow into a node equals the amount of flow out of it and the amount that is consumed by
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the node. This kind of graph are used to model many real-world problems such as transporta-
tion problems, air traffic problems, telecommunication networks and electricity flow through
electrical transmission & distribution systems.
When more than one kind of commodity flow can be generated and transmitted in the
network, it is referred to as a multicommodity network flow problem. Each node can produce
different commodities. For example, in a electrical power generation and distribution network,
power may be generated using multiple resources such as fossil or renewable, and each may be
considered as a separate commodity. Each node also consumes the power to satisfy its local
demand. Each node also can sell power to other nodes to help them meet their local demands.
Different commodities may share the same or different transmission systems. The flow on each
arc cannot exceed the transmission line capacity. The commodity flows also have to follow the
flow conservation at each node. Each node needs to maintain its commodity flow conservation
(infow − outflow = flow demand).
When total demand in the system is greater than the total supply for a commodity or a group
of tradable commodities from the total current generation capacity, we need to plan commodity
generation capacity expansions. In effect, we need to expand the classical multicommodity
linear Network Flow problems into capacity expansion multicommodity linear Network Flow
(CEMNF) problems (which are discussed with details in Chapter 5), because we need to
consider not only flow routing but also new flow generation and flow transmission capacity
expansions.
2.3 LNF Problem Formulation
LNF problems are formulated as a directed graph with a set of nodes V and a set of arcs
E with aij being the associated cost of arc (i, j) and fij being the flow of the arc (i, j). The
primal problem for a classical linear network flow (LNF) problem [20] can be expressed by Eq.
(2.1) and Figure 2.2. In Eq. (2.1), aij , bij , cij and si are integers. Constants bij and cij are
lower and upper bounds of the flow on arc (i, j). si > 0 is the commodity flow supply of node
i and si < 0 is the commodity flow demand of node i. Equations (2.1b) and (2.1c) represent
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the flow conservation and capacity constraints, respectively. It is assumed that
∑
i∈V
si = 0 for
problem feasibility. It is also assumed that there is at most one arc in each direction between
any pair of nodes. The above LNF model is pictorially depicted in Figure 2.2.
min
∑
(i,j)∈E
aijfij (2.1a)
s.t. ∑
{(i,j)∈E}
fij −
∑
{(j,i)∈E}
fij = si, ∀ i ∈ V (2.1b)
bij ≤ fij ≤ cij ,∀ (i, j) ∈ E (2.1c)
The corresponding multicommodity network flow model formulation can be expressed as
in Eq. 2.2 and is pictorially depicted Figure 2.3. The model of Eq. (2.2) is different from
the model of Eq. 2.1 only in that it has flow conservation constraints for each distinct kind
of commodity flow. However, it assumes that all commodity flows share the arc transmission
capacity in Figure 2.3.
min
M∑
p=1
∑
(i,j)∈E
aijf
p
ij (2.2a)
s.t. ∑
{(i,j)∈E}
fpij −
∑
{(j,i)∈E}
fpij = s
p
i
∀ p ∈ P,∀ i ∈ V (2.2b)
bij ≤
M∑
p=1
fpij ≤ cij ,∀ (i, j) ∈ E (2.2c)
P is the set of all commodities
M is the size of P
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Figure 2.2 A Classical Linear Flow Network (2.1)
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Figure 2.3 A Classical Multicommodity Linear Flow Network
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2.4 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we have introduced the RPS policy and its requirements for renewable
energy in power systems. We presented the LNF and the CEMNF modeling problems and
introduced the LNF problem formulation. Next, we will show how to transform CEMNF to
LNF so that we can solve the problem using high performance computing platform, we use the
wind energy capacity expansion planning for five Midwest states of U.S.A. as an example to
show how to use CEMNF modeling strategy to solve energy planing problems driven by RPS
policy.
2.5 Contributions
In this dissertation, our contributions mainly include the followings.
• We develop CEMNF model that can be used to model multicommodity flow scheduling
and generation/transmission capacity expansions planning for linear network flow prob-
lems in which the total existing flow supply is smaller than the total flow demand. In
LNF problems, the total flow demand is equal to the total flow supply. In CEMNF prob-
lems, the total flow demand is greater than the total currently existing flow supply in the
whole network. This implies that some nodes may need to expand their flow generation
capacities and some arcs between nodes need to expand their transmission capacities in
order to meet the total demand. In both of the problems, we need to minimize the gener-
ation cost and generation/transmission capacity expansion cost in the whole network and
also satisfy the total flow demand. The CEMNF model is useful in real-world problems
involving multi-commodity flow scheduling and generation/transmission planning.
From the perspective of mathematical programming optimization techniques, both of
two problems (CEMNF and LNF) can be formulated as linear programming models, but
their formulations are different. The difference makes it impossible to decompose and
solve CEMNF problems like solving LNF in distributed computing environment for high
performance. It is hard to directly exploit parallelism available on a multi-processor
cluster system for solving CEMNF. The LNF problems have been shown to be solved
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efficiently on such systems with convergence and optimality. Therefore, we develop a
methodology to transform CEMNF models into LNF models such that CEMNF models
can be solved on distributed high-performance computing platforms just like solving LNF
models.
• The transformation methodology has polynomial time and space complexities and the
transformed formulation yields the optimal objective function values (of LNF transformed
from CEMNF) same as that of CEMNF (before transformation). The numerical results
show that the computation time to solve transformed CEMNF models can be improved
by using parallel computing algorithms.
• We apply CEMNF models for RPS-driven energy infrastructure planning with five Mid-
west states of U.S.A. as an example and present the results. We implement two modeling
strategies for RPS policy analysis. One is to implement RPS requirements as constraints
in the liner programming models and another one is to implement RPS requirements by
adjusting the financial supports to renewable energy productions such that their prices
achieve competitive level with respect to fossil energy productions.
• We also perform comparison of the results between the planning with RPS requirements
and the planning without RPS requirements. This study can help decision makers to
understand the impacts of RPS policy implementations on their planning for capacity
expansions and the cost of encouraging use of renewable energy productions.
• We perform statistical analysis on the uncertainty of parameter (generation/transmission
and their capacity expansion cost) estimates of CEMNFmodels and present the impacts of
the uncertainty in the CEMNF optimal solutions. To study this, we vary the parameters
values and understand their impacts.
• In addition, we also design an alternate modeling strategy that implement it for lin-
ear multicommodity network flow problems. In the strategy, we decompose an energy
capacity expansions (driven by RPS) problem into subproblems such that each subprob-
lem is for a sub-region in the whole planning region. For example, in the five Midwest
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states planning case, we use five computing nodes, each of which performs computing
task (solving linear programming models: one is hour-level model, another is year-level
model) independently and communicate results with one master node that is responsible
for making decisions about flow scheduling among nodes. This modeling strategy can
also be run with high performance on multi-processor system platforms.
• We design and use the HLYL modeling tool to model RPS-driven energy infrastructure
planning and present the quantitative results. We show the relationships between fos-
sil/wind power generation/transmission capacity expansions and CO2 emission reduction.
We also analyze the effects of transmission line capacity expansions on the CO2 emission
reductions by adjusting the capacity expansion development upperbounds. The quan-
titative results show the importance of the related expansions. Again, we use the five
Midwest states area (same area in CEMNF work) as a case to show that our HLYL mod-
eling methodology can support modeling large-scale energy planning problems with the
finer spatial resolution.
• With the above methodology, we present a long-term investment plan for the area, which
has rich wind energy sources. Our contributions of the HLYL modeling strategy mainly
include the followings.
– We propose an investment planning methodology that focuses on the relationship
between renewable energy and fossil energy in the case that RPS [73] becomes a real
clean energy stimulation standard and future target in 27 states and D.C. in U.S.A..
– Our methodology can help analysts, policy makers and financial institutes to un-
derstand the relationships between transmission line expansion, storage technology
advancement and renewable energy development. The quantitative results of the in-
vestment plan can help decision makers figure out how to reform our current energy
infrastructure such that it is more sustainable and reliable in a long-term period.
– In order to improve the computation performance, we design a parallel computing
algorithm to implement the above methodology. Compared with the WinDS [76]
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and NEMS models [96] that use sequential computing to solve their optimization
problems, our algorithm is more suitable for large-scale and high spatial resolution
optimization problems about energy investment planning. It can be implemented
using a supercomputer system to solve the models for region/nation/global level
energy investment planning problems.
– Using the above work, we analyze the properties of the models that are used to do
the energy infrastructure planning. On the basis of the analysis, we develop the
Capacity Expansion Multi-commodity Network Flow (CEMNF) problem discussed
earlier.
This is the first study work in the area of using a combination knowledge of operations
research, public energy policy and parallel computing algorithm for long-term infrastructure
planning of clean energy. The CEMNF modeling strategy can be used for long-term infras-
tructure planning for any other kinds of renewable energy sources. The CEMNF modeling
framework can be expanded for other capacity expansion planning of linear network flow prob-
lems, such as supermarket supply chain management, high-way system planning, and airflight
scheduling.
2.6 Outline of Dissertation
The overall structure of the dissertation is : In Chapter 3, we present one of our modeling
strategies (Hour/Year-level modeling, HLYL) and the modeling tool (implemented HLYL) that
supports parallel computing on multi-processor systems. This strategy and the tool are used
to analyze capacity expansions of fossil and wind energy productions in a long-term period and
also analyze the impacts of RPS policy implementations on the investment budgets presented
in Section 4. In Chapter 5, we present the modeling strategy (CEMNF: Capacity Expansion
Multi-commodity Network Flow) that is developed on the basis of the work in Chapter 3. We
present an algorithm that can transform CEMNF to LNF problems, which can be solved with
high-performance.
In Chapter 6, we present that how to apply CEMNF modeling strategy to RPS-driven
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renewable energy infrastructure planning problems. We show the results from modeling with
RPS policy requirement as constraints and the results from modeling with RPS policy require-
ments implemented by financial-support to renewable energy productions. We also perform the
comparison between the results of modeling RPS as constraints and modeling without RPS.
In Chapter 7, we perform the statistics analysis on the relationship between optimal solu-
tions and CEMNF model parameter estimate uncertainty. We also do the statistics analysis on
the relationship between optimal objective function value and the node/arc number in CEMNF
model.
We present conclusions in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 3. ENERGY PLANNING BY HLYL
In this chapter, we present the mathematical programming models (HLYL), which are
used to do modeling of wind power development in order to realize the RPS goals in five
states (North Dakota, South Dakota, NEbraska, MiNnesota, IowA) of the mid-west area
in U.S.A.. The whole region is partitioned into five load subregions and each of them is a
distinct state. In the models, each state is defined as a sub-region, which has existing fossil
power generation/transmission capacity and some potential wind energy resources. Each load
subregion is modeled by two mathematical programming models. A H˜ (hour level model)
is designed for each sub-region and it does optimization computation at hour level because
the balance between power demand and power supply must be maintained at finer temporal
resolution. A Y˜ (year level model) is designed to do optimization computation for fossil or
wind power generation/transmission capacity expansion, which can be planned at year level.
The computation task of the two models for each subregion is assigned to a computing
node in a computer cluster system. The system is composed of some computing nodes, which
can communicate with each other by MPI (message passing interface). So, the five subregions
use five computing nodes, which are called worker nodes. In order to support the information
exchange (e.g. trading stored clean energy among these subregions), we allocate another man-
ager node, which is responsible for collecting optimization results from each worker node. The
manager node makes some decisions about stored energy trading among some subregions on
the base of analyzing the collected results. After that, it sends out the decisions to related
worker nodes such that they know how to trade their stored energy with each other.
In each worker node, the hour-level model is to minimize the power price volatility (caused
by demand and supply imbalance) and CO2 emission hour by hour. Meanwhile, it also needs
to meet the local power demand with the power generated by fossil/wind power plants or
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the power bought from neighboring load subregions with some stored energy. The hour-level
model guarantees the power demand and supply balance at hour level. The year-level model
is to minimize the cost of investment for fossil/wind power plant capacity expansion and wind
energy storage system capacity expansion, the cost of related operation and management of
power plants and the cost of transmission capacity expansion. These investment and capacity
expansion can only be done at year-level. Another goal of the year-level model is to guarantee
that the RPS requirement is satisfied in each subregion because RPS [73][94] is a year-level
policy. The modeling framework is shown in Figure 3.2 and the modeling flowchart of year-
level and hour-level models are shown in Figure 3.1. In Figure 3.1, (pswp+ pswh) is the total
wind power supply and (pswp+ pswh+ psfp) is the total power supply including fossil power
of subregion i in year y. RPS is the required fraction value of wind power out of the total
power supply of subregion i in year y.
Since power demands of neighboring days of a sub-region do not have much changes, $
typical days are chosen from each month of every year between 2010 and 2049. So, in one
year, there are Ω = 12 ×$ typical days. This can help keep the computing workload of each
sub-region in a reasonable range. In every typical day with 24 hours, the H˜ is computed for
each hour. The computation results of H˜ mainly include power supply from fossil energy, wind
energy and also stored extra power due to the fluctuation of wind energy.
The computing results of (24 × Ω) typical days from H˜ are accumulated together to form
the year level (fossil/wind power supply) results, which are used to compute the market-share
fraction of the wind power supply out of the total power supply in each sub-region. The fraction
value is used to compare with the specified percentage value in RPS policy of each sub-region.
If a sub-region’s value is less than the value indicated by RPS in year y, its Y˜ is solved to find
how to do its wind power generation and transmission capacity expansions for the year y such
that its RPS policy goals can be accomplished.
Then, the H˜ models are solved again with the new wind power capacity expansions for
the same sub-region. If the RPS is still not realized, the Y˜ is solved again for more clean
power capacity expansions and then the H˜ is solved again to check whether RPS policy goal
is accomplished. The H˜ and Y˜ is solved for the next year until its RPS policy goal is realized
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Figure 3.1 The modeling flowchart
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Figure 3.2 The modeling framework diagram
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for that year in the sub-region. With this modeling method, our tool [64] can help find out
how to do fossil and wind power integration planning with finer temporal resolution for a long
time period, e.g. 40 years.
In the following sections, we present the terms and the optimization models designed for
the modeling tool.
3.1 Nomenclature
The following terms and symbols are used in Model H˜ (Section 3.2) and Model Y˜ (Section
3.3).
(A1) Decision variables :
θgsy the capacity expansion of wind power plants of load region s in period y [MW]
θfsy the capacity expansion of fossil power plants of load sub-region s in period y [MW]
θghsy the capacity expansion of heating storage of wind power plants of load sub-region s
in period y [MW]
Λdsy the power supply from fossil power plants of load sub-region s in period y [MW]
Λgsy the power supply from wind power plants of load sub-region s in period y [MW]
Λghsy the power supply from the heating storage of wind power plants of load sub-region s
in period y [MW]
µsr the power bought from the stored surplus wind power of other load sub-regions to load region i
in period t
κsr the binary variable that indicates whether the load sub-region s needs to buy power from other
regions in the period r
υgh the percentage of stored power released from storage systems of wind power plants
(A2) Sets and Indices:
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S the set of sub-regions in Midwest area
s a load subregion s ∈ S
j a load subregion j ∈ S
Y the set of years from 2010 to 2049
y the current year, y ∈ Y for year-level model
T the set of hours in a day from 1 to 24
r the current hour, r ∈ T for hour-level model
(A4) Parameters of investment and transmission cost:
αgsy the investment cost of wind power plants of load sub-region s in year y [$/MW]
αdsy the investment cost of fossil power plants of load sub-region s in year y [$/MW]
αhsy the investment cost of heating storage of load sub-region s in year y [$/MW]
γwsy the cost of transmission lines corresponding to wind power capacity expansion of load
sub-region s in year y [$/MW]
γdsy the cost of transmission lines corresponding to fossil power capacity expansion of load
sub-region s in year y [$/MW]
(A5) Parameters of operation cost :
φgst the operation and management cost rate of a wind power plant of load sub-region t ∈ Y ∪ T
[$/MW]
φdst the operation and management cost rate of a fossil power plant of load sub-region t ∈ Y ∪ T
[$/MW]
φghst the operation and management cost rate of heating storage of load sub-region t ∈ Y ∪ T [$/MW]
(A6) Parameters of generation cost :
ϕgsr the generation cost rate of a wind power plant of sub-region s at hour r [$/MWh]
ϕdsr the generation cost rate of a fossil power plant of sub-region s at hour r [$/MWh]
ϕghst the generation cost rate of wind energy storage systems of sub-region s at hour r [$/MWh]
(A7) Objective function variables (part 1) :
βsr the total CO2 emission cost of load sub-region s at hour r [$]
αsy the total investment cost of wind and fossil power plant capacity expansion of load
sub-region s at hour y [$]
(A8) Objective function variables (part 2) :
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φsr the total operation and management cost of wind and fossil power plant of load sub-region
s at hour r [$]
γsr the total cost of transmission lines built up for transmitting wind power from power plants
to its closest existing power grids of load sub-region s at hour r [$]
(A9) Other parameters :
ωsr the percentage of clean power in the total power supply of load region s at hour r
ωsy ∈ (0, 1]
ρsy the transmission factor of sub-region s in year y. It expresses the limitation of transmis-
sion systems on the wind power that can be transmitted to power grid systems, e.g. ρsy = 0.1
means that only 10% wind power is allowed to be transmitted to power grid systems.
δgsr the discount rate of funding invested on wind energy development of load sub-region s at
hour r
δdsr the discount rate of funding invested on fossil energy development of load sub-region s at
hour r
ψsr the power demand of load sub-region s at hour r [MWh]
βdsr the cost of CO2 emission of fossil power plants of sub-region s at hour r [$/MW]
ϑsr the power that can be bought from the neighboring sub-regions of s at hour r
dsy the existing fossil power plant capacity of load sub-region s in year y [MW]
pigsr the output power generated by the wind turbines in wind power plants is the minimal
value among existing wind power plant capacity and total available wind power of load sub-
region s at hour r
χghsr the surplus power stored in the heating storage of wind power plants of load sub-region s at
hour r [MW]
gsy the existing wind power plant capacity of load sub-region s in year y [MW]
σhsr the transformation efficiency rate of heating storage of load sub-region s in period r(y). In year
level model, it is σhsy.
τAsr the total potential wind power that can be captured by wind turbines of load sub-region
i in period t [MW]. In year level model, it is τAsy.
ξµsr the cost of power purchased by sub-region s at hour r
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3.2 Year Level Model
The year-level model (Y˜ ) is a linear programming model, in which we minimize the in-
vestment costs, transmission costs, operation cost, CO2 emission cost and capacity expansion
cost and also satisfy the RPS requirements of the subregion. The optimization problem of
each load subregion can be expressed as an hour-level model, which is a mixed integer linear
programming model, and a year-level model, which is a linear programming model.
The conceptual year-level model of subregion i is as follows:
min CO +OC + TC + IC
s.t.
meet power demand each year
satisfy RPS requirements each year
decision variables:
wind/fossil power capacity expansion
energy storage capacity expansion
transmission capacity expansion
Here, CO is the CO2 emission cost; OC is the cost of operation and management of fossil/wind
power plant capacity expansion; TC is the cost of related transmission line expansion; IC
is the cost of investment for fossil/wind power plant capacity expansion. The mathematical
formulation of the subregion year-level model (denoted as Y˜s) is responsible for doing optimiza-
tion computation of wind power development in sub-region s at year level. It mainly focuses
on satisfying the clean power market share requirement of RPS [73] policy in sub-region i by
doing fossil or wind power capacity expansion at year level. Its objective function as shown in
Eq. (3.1a) is to minimize the total cost of generation/transmission capacity expansion, CO2
emission and operations. Y˜s is a linear programming model shown in Model 3.1, in which the
constraint (3.1b) is to maintain the balance between power demand and supply in sub-region
s at year level.
Eq. (3.1c) requires that the wind ,power supply is upperbounded by the existing and
expanded wind power generation capacity and the transmission capacity. The product on
the right-hand side of Eq. (3.1c) means that only a fraction of the total wind power can
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be transmitted into power grid systems because of the available transmission capacity limits
expressed by ρsy of sub-region s in year y.
Eq. (3.1d) requires that the fossil power supply are upperbounded by the sum of the
existing fossil power capacity and their capacity expansions in year y. Eq. (3.1e) requires that
the power supply from wind energy storage system (heat tank) is upperbounded by the product
of its storage efficiency and the sum of existing capacity of the storage system and its capacity
expansion in year y. Eq. (3.1f) means that the total existing and expanded wind capacity
should not be more than the total potential wind power energy available in the year y.
min αsy + βsy + γsy + φsy (3.1a)
s.t.
Λdsy + Λ
g
sy + Λ
gh
sy + µsy = ψsy (3.1b)
Λgsy ≤ (gsy + θgsy)× ρsy (3.1c)
Λdsy ≤ dsy + θdsy (3.1d)
Λghsy ≤ σhsy × (ghsy + θghsy ) (3.1e)
θgsy ≤ (τA − gsy) (3.1f)
(ghsy + θ
gh
iy ) ≤ (gsy + θgsy)× (1− ρsy) (3.1g)
Λgsy + Λ
gh
sy ≤ (gsy + θgsy + ghsy + θgsy)× ρsy (3.1h)
(Λgsy + Λ
gh
sy ) ≥ ωsy × (Λdsy + Λgsy + Λghsy ) (3.1i)
where :
βsy = βdsy × Λdsy (3.1j)
γsy = γgsy × (θgsy + θghsy )× ρsy
+ γdsy × θdsy (3.1k)
α =
(αdsy × θdsy)
δdsy
+
(αgsy × θgsy)
δgsy
+
(αghsy × θghsy )
δgsy
(3.1l)
φsy = (φdsy × (dsy + θdsy)) + (φgsy × (gsy + θgsy))
+ (φghsy × (ghsy + θghsy )) (3.1m)
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Eq. (3.1g) means that the energy storage system capacity expansion is upperbounded by
the product of its associated wind power capacity expansion and the transmission line capacity.
If the power supply from wind turbines cannot be transmitted online in real-time, it will be
stored in the associated energy storage system.
Eq. (3.1h) means that the power supply from wind power plants and their storage systems
is upperbounded by the total existing and expanded capacity of wind power plants and storage
systems and their associated transmission line capacity. Eq. (3.1i) models the market share
fraction of the wind power generated from wind turbines or released from its storage system
out of the total power supply. It requires that the fraction value must be greater than or equal
to a specified fraction of RPS policy for the sub-region s in year y.
Eq. (3.1k) descries that the CO2 emission cost is the product of emission cost rate and
fossil power supply. The Eq. (3.1l) represents the transmission capacity cost, which is the sum
of the fractioned wind power and all fossil power generation capacity expansions. We use a
fractioned value for wind power transmission systems for the same reason in Eq. (3.1c). Eq.
(3.1l) is the present value of the total investment cost of fossil, wind and wind energy storage
system expansions. The Eq. (3.1m) is the total operation cost of fossil, wind and wind energy
storage systems.
All constraint equations of the model (3.1a) should hold for ∀s, j ∈ S, y ∈ Y .
3.3 Hour Level Model
The hour-level model of sub-region i :
min PVit + COit
s.t.
meet power demand each hour
decision variables:
wind/fossil power and heating supply
wind power trading among subregions
Here, PVit is the price volatility determined by the relationship between power supply and
demand of subregion i in period t. COit is the CO2 emission cost of subregion i in period t.
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The H˜ model in Eq. (3.2) is to minimize the CO2 emissions (Eq. 3.2a) caused by fossil
power generation at hour level. It is a mixed integer linear programming model because the
sub-region s needs to determines whether it needs to buy power from other sub-regions or not
in the case that its local power demand cannot be satisfied.
Eq. (3.2b) is to guarantee the balance of power demand and supply in sub-region s at
hour level. Eq. (3.2c) means that the power supply from extra energy storage systems is
upperbounded by the wind power stored at previous hour in the storage system. The amount
of stored power that can be released also depends on the storage system efficiency.
Eq. (3.2d) means that the power bought by sub-region s at hour r is upperbounded by
the total power that can be provided by other sub-regions. The binary variable κsr is used
to determine whether the sub-region s needs to buy power from other sub-regions in order to
meet its local power demand at hour r. Eq. (3.2e) means that the fossil power supply at hour
r is upperbounded by the existing fossil power generation capacity at hour r in sub-region s.
Eq. (3.2f) means that the power supply from wind energy depends on the minimal value
between the existing wind power generation capacity and the total wind energy that can be
captured by wind turbines at hour r. It is also impacted by the transmission factor. It sets a
limit on the amount of wind power that can be transmitted into power grid systems. This can
help us find out the relationships between wind power generation capacity development and
wind power transmission capacity planning.
Eq. (3.2g) presents the impact of transmission capacity limitation on the power supply
from wind power. In order to realize RPS goals, wind power is developed with higher priority
than fossil power. In the case that the power demand of a sub-region s cannot be satisfied by
the total supply from power bought and wind power generation and storage systems, the fossil
power will be used as a backup as long as the RPS goal is satisfied.
If fossil power capacity is expanded, it should be 100% transmiteted into power grid systems
because it is only used to avoid blackout. However, because of the wind energy uncertainty
and its requirements for new transmission lines investment (usually very expensive), the trans-
mission capacity (developed for wind power) is not necessarily equal to the related wind power
capacity expansion as long as RPS policy is satisfied. The impact of the transmission capacity
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limits will be analyzed in Section 3.7. Eq. (3.2h) represents the difference between the wind
power (generated by wind power plants) and the power supply that can be transmitted to
power grid systems. Eq. (3.2i) is the wind power generated by wind power plants. Eq. (3.2j)
is the CO2 emission cost, which is the product of the emission cost rate and the fossil power
supply at hour r in sub-region s. Eq. (3.2k) is the total operation costs of fossil, wind and wind
energy storage systems. Eq. (3.2l) is the the total generation costs of fossil, wind and wind
energy storage systems. Eq. (3.2m) represents the cost of the power purchased by sub-region
s at hour r.
All constraint equations of H˜ (3.2) should hold for ∀i ∈ S, t ∈ T .
min βsr + φsr + ϕsr + ξsr (3.2a)
s.t.
Λdsh + Λ
g
sr + Λ
gh
sr + µsr = ψsr (3.2b)
Λwhsr ≤ σhsr × χghs(h−1) × υwhsr (3.2c)
µsr ≤ κsr × ϑsh (3.2d)
Λdsr ≤ dsr (3.2e)
Λwpsh ≤ min{gsr, τAsr} × ρsh (3.2f)
Λgsr + Λ
gh
sr ≤ (gsr + ghsr )× ρsr (3.2g)
where :
χgsr = pi
g
sr − Λgsr (3.2h)
pigsr = min{gsr, τAsr} (3.2i)
βsr = βdsr × Λdsr (3.2j)
φsr = φdsr × Λdsr + φgsr × Λgsr + φghsr × Λghsr (3.2k)
ϕsr = ϕdsr × Λdsr + ϕgsr × Λgsr + ϕghsr × Λghsr (3.2l)
ξsr = ξµsr × µsr (3.2m)
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3.4 Parameters
The data for the numerical parameters (e.g. power demand, potential wind energy, existing
fossil and wind power capacity installed before 2010) for models Y˜ and H˜ are collected from
the official documents of [93], [87], [88], [89], [90], [91], EIA [97], NERC [99], FERC [98], [101]
and NREL [102].
The CO2 emission cost is set to be 30$/ton. The energy transformation efficiency of the
heat tank systems is estimated to be 0.7, which means that there is 30% loss in the process of
transformation between heat and power in the energy storage systems. The average value of
the power demand increasement rate from 1998 to 2008 is used as the basis of the future power
demand increasement rate of each state. The existing installed wind power capacity [92] and
the potential wind energy of each state are summarized in Table 3.1, which shows the currently
installed fossil, wind power capacity (with 2010 as the basis year) and also the potential wind
energy (which can be developed in future). The RPS policy data [94] are summarized in Table
3.2. For example, in row 1 of Table 3.2, ND needs to realize 10% clean power fraction by 2015.
But, we set 30% as a goal in 2049 for our 40 years modeling.
Table 3.1 The installed fossil/wind and potential wind power capacity
state installed fossil installed wind potential wind
power capacity power capacity power [MW]
[MW] [MW]
ND 5091 767 138400
SD 2933 288 117200
NE 7023 153 99100
MN 12890 1805 75000
IA 12287 3053 62900
Table 3.2 The RPS policy
state clean power fraction use in our model
ND 10% by 2015 after 2015, the goal is 30% by 2049
SD 10% by 2015 after 2015, the goal is 30% by 2049
NE not available the goal is 30% by 2049
MN 25% by 2025 after 2025, the goal is 30% 2049
IA 105 MW the goal is 30% by 2049
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It is assumed that the currently existing wind energy storage system (heat tanks) is 0. The
model’s time horizon is from 2010 to 2049.
The power demands of the 5 states are presented in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3 The power demand of ND, SD, NE, MN, IA (2010 - 2049)
The unit in this table is KGWh, which is killo-gega-watt-hour.
Year ND SD NE MN IA
2010-2019 8.546 5.697 7.234 5.154 5.778
2020-2029 13.074 6.926 7.982 14.49 10.508
2030-2039 20.003 7.243 10.920 29.159 12.629
2040-2049 26.926 10.976 10.072 6.523 13.529
3.5 Numerical Results
In this section, we perform numerical analysis for the transmission factor ρ to present
the impacts of the transmission system capacity expansion limits on (1) fossil/wind power
generation capacity expansions; (2) wind power storage system capacity expansions; (3) market-
share of wind power; (4) RPS goal realizations.
Table 3.7 shows the values of ρ in four cases that are discussed in Section 3.7.1. For example,
tn basic case forND, we allow 10% wind power to be transmitted into power grid systems. But,
in NE, we increase its value to 30% in order to realize its local RPS goal. In other cases, the
values of ρ are increased so that more new developed wind power is allowed to be transmitted
to the power grid systems. For example, in ND, the value of ρ is increased from 10% to 25%
in case 3.
The symbols used in tables of the following sections are summarized as follows in Table 3.5:
name state basic case case 1 case 2 case 3
ρ ND 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
SD 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
NE 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45
MN 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35
IA 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
Table 3.4 Summary of the TF values in the four cases of sensitivity analysis
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H wind power generation (accumulated) capacity installment [MW]
N the realized wind power fraction [%]
M the extra wind power storage system capacity installment [MW]
Table 3.5 The summary of symbols used for the analysis of the numerical results of our model
3.5.1 Wind power generation capacity installation
Figures 3.3-3.7 are the wind power generation capacity (accumulated) installment (2010 -
2049), which is driven by 30% fraction (ref. to Table 3.2) clean power by 2049, in the five
states area. The tables show the same tendency that the accumulated installment of wind
power generation systems is increasing from 2010 to 2049. But, for each state, the wind power
generation capacity (accumulated) installment reduired by the clean power fraction (30% by
2049) decreases as the value of ρ increases. For, example, in ND, by 2049, the accumulated
install capacity should be 13308 [MW] for ρ = 0.1, which means that only 10% of the wind
power can be transmitted to power grid systems. For the case with ρ = 0.15, (15% of the wind
power transmitted to power grid systems), the required accumulated install capacity decreases
to 9214 [MW]. This is 30.76% ((13308− 9214)/13308) reduction for the required accumulated
installment driven by the same clean power fraction 30% by 2049. In case 3 with ρ = 0.25,
the reduction is 69.23% ((13308 − 4095)/13308) compared with the case 1 with ρ = 0.1. The
similar reduction tendency can be found in all Tables 3.3-3.7. This shows that the transmission
capacity expansions plays an important role in the process of wind power development. If
higher percentage of new developed wind power can be transmitted to grid power systems, the
wind power generation capacity expansions can be more reduced meanwhile realizing the same
clean power goals.
3.5.2 Wind power storage system capacity installation
In this section, we present numerical results of the wind energy storage system capacity
expansion planning. Fig. 3.8-3.12 show that the tendency of wind energy storage system
capacity expansions is increasing from 2010 to 2049 in the five states. In the beginning, all
states have no wind energy storage systems and then it increase because the extra wind power
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Figure 3.3 The wind power generation capacities that need to be installed in ND (2010 - 2049)
with different ρ values
Figure 3.4 The wind power generation capacities that need to be installed in SD (2010 - 2049)
with different ρ values
Figure 3.5 The wind power generation capacities that need to be installed in NE (2010 - 2049)
with different ρ values
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Figure 3.6 The wind power generation capacities that need to be installed in MN (2010 -
2049) with different ρ values
Figure 3.7 The wind power generation capacities that need to be installed in IA (2010 - 2049)
with different ρ values
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(due to weather condition uncertainty) cannot all be transmitted to power grid systems and
needs to be stored such that it can be released later to satisfy the power demand when weather
conditions are negative (a weather condition without strong wind) for generating wind power.
The released stored wind power can also satisfy the clean power fraction specified by RPS. It
can also be purchased by neighboring states, which need to meet their local power demand and
reduce CO2 emission cost caused by fossil power.
As it is noted from Fig. 3.8-3.12, in most periods, the wind energy storage system capacity
expansions are 0s (except that in 2040-2049, when values of ρ are 0.3 and 0.35). Eq. (3.1g) has
shown that the higher percentage of wind power transmitted to power grid systems, the lower
requirement for the wind energy system capacity expansions because more power is allowed
to satisfy the power demand without being stored and then released later. For example, in
2020-2029 of Fig. 3.12, if ρ increases from 0.1 to 0.25, the energy storage system capacity
expansion can be reduced by 92.42% ((1688 − 128)/1688 = 92.42%). This kind of similar
reduction tendency can be found in each year of all states as the values of ρ increase.
The requirements for the wind energy system capacity expansions do not decrease to 0
because we still store part of surplus wind power that cannot be transmitted to power grid
systems in real time, which can help deal with the uncertainty of wind energy.
Figure 3.8 The wind energy storage system capacities that need to be installed in ND (2010
- 2049) with different ρ values
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Figure 3.9 The wind energy storage system capacities that need to be installed in SD (2010
- 2049) with different ρ values
Figure 3.10 The wind energy storage system capacities that need to be installed in NE (2010
- 2049) with different ρ values
Figure 3.11 The wind energy storage system capacities that need to be installed in MN (2010
- 2049) with different ρ values
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Figure 3.12 The wind energy storage system capacities that need to be installed in IA (2010
- 2049) with different ρ values
3.5.3 The realized wind power fraction
Fig. 3.13-3.17 present the realized wind power fraction out of the total power supply in every
decade from 2010−2049. The general tendency is similar at all states. In order to realize the
clean power fraction (by 2049) specified in RPS, the wind power generation capacity expansions
during this period make it possible to realize the RPS goals in the five states. In each year of
these figures, the realized wind power fraction increases as the ρ values increase, which means
that more clean power is allowed to be transmitted to power grid systems.
The analysis for the Fig. 3.3-3.17 shows that the transmission line capacity limit specified
by ρ in each state play an important role for the wind power generation capacity expansions
and its associated wind energy storage system capacity expansions from 2010 to 2049.
Figure 3.13 The realized wind power fraction in ND (2010 - 2049) with different ρ values
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Figure 3.14 The realized wind power fraction in SD (2010 - 2049) with different ρ values
Figure 3.15 The realized wind power fraction in NE (2010 - 2049) with different ρ values
Figure 3.16 The realized wind power fraction in MN (2010 - 2049) with different ρ values
Figure 3.17 The realized wind power fraction in IA (2010 - 2049) with different ρ values
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3.6 CO2 Emission Reduction
Our modeling tool described in Chapter 3 allows wind power trading among the five states,
which means that each state can purchase or sell its wind power to other states such that
each state’s local power demand is satisfied and also the CO2 emissions and related opera-
tion/generation costs are minimized.
In this section, we present the numerical results of power trading among the five states in
Table 3.6 (with rho as the basic case value). The stored wind power are traded among them
in the case that the local fossil power supply of some states is upperbounded by its capacity
and local wind power is not available due to negative weather conditions at hour t.
year wind power seller → buyer
sold [MWh]
2010 - 2029 7,926 ND → SD
2030 - 2049 1,254,359 ND → SD & NE
2010 - 2029 29,890 MN → SD
2030 - 2049 1,462,932 MN → SD & NE
2010 - 2029 20,848 IA → SD
2030 - 2049 1,825,806 IA → SD & NE
2010 - 2029 0 SD → NE
2030 - 2049 567,761 SD → NE
2010 - 2029 3,372 NE → SD
2030 - 2049 89,694 NE → SD & NE
Table 3.6 The summary of power trading in ND/MN/IA/NE/SD (2010 - 2049)
In sum, NE bought 3, 753, 444 [MWh] from other states from 2010 to 2049; SD bought
1, 509, 137 [MWh] from other states during the 40 years. Both of them trade with each other
because the stored wind energy amount in one state cannot satisfy its local power demand due
to negative weather conditions meanwhile the other state just has positive weather conditions
during a period. Thus, one state may be a power seller at some time and a power buyer at
other times during a year.
A state can be a power seller if its local power demand has been satisfied and it has more
stored extra wind power at hour r of year y. A state can be a power buyer if its local power
demand cannot be satisfied even if all of its stored extra wind power has been released. If all
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other states’s power still cannot help this buyer satisfy its local demand, some kinds of fossil
power can be purchased outside the region.
Table 3.6 shows that wind power trading can help satisfy local power demand without more
fossil power generation. The states of ND, MN and IA do not need to buy power from other
states. But, NE and SD not only sell power but also sell power buyers. All states do not buy
fossil power because of the CO2 emission costs from power sellers and clean power fractions
specified by RPS also play a role.
With the trading results of wind power in the region, we can find out the CO2 emission
reduction during the 40 years. In SD, the average CO2 emission rate is 0.492148 (ton/MWh).
If there is no wind power trading, its local power demand (satisfied by purchased wind power)
has to be satisfied by fossil energy. In SD, the total CO2 emission is
average CO2 emission rate× total power bought by SD
= 0.492148 ton/MWh× 1, 509, 137 MWh = 742, 720 tons
Similarly, the total CO2 emission of NE is
average CO2 emission rate× total power bought by NE
= 0.63639× 3, 753, 444 = 2, 388, 700 tons
The above numerical results show that wind power trading can help reduce CO2 emissions
(742, 720 + 2, 388, 700 = 3, 131, 400 tons) in the five states. Without wind power trading, the
power demands in these buyer states have to be satisfied by fossil power, which increase CO2
emissions. Now, the wind power trading make it possible for states (with extra wind power)
not only to satisfy their own local power demand but also to help other states reduce the costs
of fossil, wind power capacity expansions.
3.7 Analysis For Transmission Capacity Impact
After presentation of the generation capacity expansions of wind energy planning, we need
to analyze transmission issues that play an important role in the process of developing clean
power in the regions with rich renewable sources. Without building new transmission line
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systems across the area of Midwest in America, it is impossible to transmit the wind power to
other places with the high power demand. Thus, transmission line capacity expansion becomes
a bottleneck problem that must be solved if we want to stimulate clean power development.
This common problem occurs in any countries that want to develop clean power system across
a large region. In order to understand the impacts of new transmission line capacity expansion
on the clean power development, we use the modeling tool ((presented in Sections 3.2, 3.3))
to do sensitivity analysis on the parameter about transmission line capacity limitation on the
whole clean power system development.
In the HLYL tool, we design optimization models to minimize investment cost of fossil and
clean power capacity expansion meanwhile meet the power demand of the region. Because
of the fluctuation of renewable energy, it is important to consider fossil energy as a backup
because of the fluctuation of clean energy. In our tool, we also consider using an energy storage
system (such as heat tank [83]) to store the surplus wind energy. The stored clean energy can
be released later to maintain the balance between power demand and supply. The constraints
in the optimization models include that we need to satisfy the power demand of the region
and also need to satisfy some standards about the requirement of clean power market share
percentage by some future year in the region. For example, RPS [73] is state-level clean power
regulation that requires the increased production of energy from renewable energy sources,
such as wind, solar, biomass, and geothermal. RPS policy generally imposes an obligation on
electricity supply companies to produce a specified fraction of their electricity from renewable
energy sources [73]. With the above optimization objective and constraints, we can apply
some optimization techniques to the above clean power problems in the domain of operations
research.
3.7.1 Sensitivity analysis
In this section, we do a sensitivity analysis on the transmission factor TF to find out the
importance of the transmission line limitation in the process of developing clean power systems.
We analyze the impact of transmission capacity change on the fossil and wind power capacity
expansion. Table 3.7 shows the values of TF in four cases that are discussed. The different
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Table 3.7 Summary of the TF values in the four cases of sensitivity analysis
name state basic case case 1 case 2 case 3
TF ND 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
SD 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
NE 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45
MN 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35
IA 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25
cases correspond to the different TF values in the five states. Tables (3.8-3.12) present the
computation results of wind, fossil power generation capacity expansion and the associated wind
energy storage system capacity expansion from 2010 to 2049. From the results, we can see that
the capacity expansions of wind/fossil power systems decrease as the values of TF (transmission
factor) rise from the the basic case to the case 3. For example, in the basic case of Table 3.8, the
GRPY (the geometric mean of the growth rate of wind power generation system per year) is
7.59% in ND from 2010 to 2049. In the case 1 of the same table, the value of GRPY becomes
6.58% as we increase TF from 0.1 to 0.15. It means that the requirement on the wind power
generation capacity is reduced in ND during the 40 years because we increase the transmission
line capacity associated with wind power generation system. If TF is 0.1, there will be at most
10% of the wind power (generated by the wind turbines), which can be transmitted online in real
time. The left power can be stored in the associated energy storage systems. The higher value
of TF , the more wind power generated by wind turbines can be transmitted online in real time.
Because of the high investment cost of transmission line capacity expansion and the realted
high maintain cost, we use TF as a parameter to limit the transmission line capacity expansion
as long as the RPS goals can be realized in a state. In Table 3.8, we can see that the value of
WPCI (the Wind Power Capacity Installed) by 2049 decreases from 13308 in the basic case
to 9214 in the case 1 in ND. The similar decreasement can also be found in the values of FPCI
(Fossil Power Capacity Installed Capacity) andWESI (Wind Energy Storage system Installed
Capacity) in Table 3.8. Especially, the values ofWESI also decrease because more wind power
can be transmitted online in real time and we do not need to store them. But, they are not
0 becasue we still store part of surplus wind power that cannot be transmitted online in real
time in order to deal with the wind energy fluctuation. Moreover, the values of WPP (Wind
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Table 3.8 The impacts of transmission line capacity limitation on the fossil and wind power
capacity expansion in ND
TF Year WPCI FPCI WESI WPP RPSND
[MW] [MW] [MW]
basic 2010-2019 1575 333 788 13.00% 12.74%
case 2020-2029 2560 1331 1280 18.84% 18.42%
0.1 2030-2039 2530 4053 4515 24.60% 24.38%
2040-2049 5687 23442 5220 30.00% 30.00%
case 1 2010-2019 936 0 468 13.50% 12.74%
0.15 2020-2029 1664 0 832 19.17% 18.42%
2030-2039 1737 1081 2996 26.84% 36.84%
2040-2049 4110 10088 3384 30.58% 30.58%
case 2 2010-2019 624 0 312 13.88% 12.74%
0.2 2020-2029 1144 0 572 19.31% 18.42%
2030-2039 2439 998 1219 27.22% 24.38%
2040-2049 2199 2434 3401 32.10% 30.00%
case 3 2010-2019 416 0 208 14.21% 12.74%
0.25 2020-2029 936 0 468 20.40% 18.40%
2030-2039 1872 0 936 28.37% 24.38%
2040-2049 104 104 1459 33.20% 30.0%
Power Percentage) increase as the values of TF rise from the basic case to the case 3 in Table
3.8 becasue more wind power gets online in real time. The RPSi is the required clean power
fraction of the state i by year y. The above discussions also apply to Tables 3.9, 3.10, 3.11 and
3.12. We can see that the transmission line capacity limitation has a significant effect on the
capacity expansions of fossil, wind and storage systems in the period from 2010 to 2049. When
more wind power can be transmitted online in real time, the required capacity expansions
of fossil, wind and storage systems decrease. For example, in Table 3.8, if we increase the
transmission factor TF from 0.1 to 0.25, the accumulatively installed fossil power capacity in
ND by 2049 can be reduced by 84.33% (34430−5393 = 84.33%). The related reduction on wind
power capacity by 2049 can be 69.23% ((13308−5393)/13308 = 69.23%) and the related energy
storage system installed-capacity can be reduced by 73.98% ((11803− 3071)/11803 = 73.98%).
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Table 3.9 The impacts of transmission line capacity limitation on the fossil and wind power
capacity expansion in SD
TF Year WPCI FPCI WESI WPP RPSSD
[MW] [MW] [MW]
basic 2010-2019 1456 0 728 13.15% 12.74%
case 2020-2029 1664 0 832 19.08% 18.42%
0.1 2030-2039 2704 1497 1352 24.79% 24.39%
2040-2049 1790 2684 4093 30.00% 30.00%
case 1 2010-2019 936 0 468 13.50% 12.74%
0.15 2020-2029 1040 0 520 19.74% 18.42%
2030-2039 863 31 1670 26.07% 24.39%
2040-2049 180 270 90 32.52% 30.00%
case 2 2010-2019 624 0 312 13.91% 12.74%
0.2 2020-2029 832 0 416 30.35% 18.42%
2030-2039 759 31 1275 28.78% 24.38%
2040-2049 110 80 120 35.69% 30.00%
case 3 2010-2019 520 0 260 14.61% 12.74%
0.25 2020-2029 624 0 312 21.33% 18.42%
2030-2039 655 31 993 29.51% 24.38%
2040-2049 0 0 0 37.26% 30.00%
Table 3.10 The impacts of transmission line capacity limitation on the fossil and wind power
capacity expansion in NE
TF Year WPCI FPCI WESI WPP RPSNE
[MW] [MW] [MW]
basic 2010-2019 624 0 312 7.59% 7.50%
case 2020-2029 1040 0 520 14.85% 14.81%
0.3 2030-2039 1664 0 832 23.42% 22.62%
2040-2049 2013 499 1006 31.50% 30.00%
case 1 2010-2019 624 0 312 8.25% 7.50%
0.35 2020-2029 936 0 468 15.35% 14.81%
2030-2039 1352 0 676 23.83% 22.62%
2040-2049 1786 250 893 31.87% 30.00%
case 2 2010-2019 520 0 260 8.90% 7.50%
0.4 2020-2029 832 0 416 16.12% 14.81%
2030-2039 1248 0 624 24.52% 22.62%
2040-2049 1664 0 832 33.15% 30.00%
case 3 2010-2019 520 0 260 9.50% 7.50%
0.45 2020-2029 728 0 364 17.11% 14.81%
2030-2039 1144 0 572 25.70% 22.62%
2040-2049 1456 0 728 33.98% 30.00%
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Table 3.11 The impacts of transmission line capacity limitation on the fossil and wind power
capacity expansion in MN
TF Year WPCI FPCI WESI WPP RPSMN
[MW] [MW] [MW]
basic 2010-2019 2807 2549 3610 16.90% 16.65%
case 2020-2029 4612 3795 2872 26.05% 26.04%
0.2 2030-2039 2974 1054 1487 28.30% 28.15%
2040-2049 3227 1632 1613 30.16% 30.00%
case 1 2010-2019 1981 1215 2788 17.80% 16.65%
0.25 2020-2029 3343 2761 2258 26.26% 26.04%
2030-2039 2264 211 1131 29.00% 28.15%
2040-2049 2617 878 1310 30.00% 30.00%
case 2 2010-2019 2622 1281 1311 18.28% 16.65%
0.3 2020-2029 3045 1747 1522 27.55% 26.04%
2030-2039 1976 0 988 30.11% 28.15%
2040-2049 2177 351 1089 31.30% 30.00%
case 3 2010-2019 2224 931 1112 19.01% 16.65%
0.35 2020-2029 2672 1246 1336 28.89% 26.04%
2030-2039 1664 0 832 30.02% 28.15%
2040-2049 1890 140 945 31.92% 30.00%
Table 3.12 The impacts of transmission line capacity limitation on the fossil and wind power
capacity expansion in IA
TF Year WPCI FPCI WESI WPP RPSIA
[MW] [MW] [MW]
basic 2010-2019 661 36 3343 10.86% 7.50%
case 2020-2029 2520 1688 2134 14.99% 14.81%
0.1 2030-2039 5111 4071 4555 22.77% 22.62%
2040-2049 6254 5319 5629 30.05% 30.00%
case 1 2010-2019 357 44 178 11.80% 7.50%
0.15 2020-2029 1271 128 3801 15.55% 14.81%
2030-2039 2991 1742 2507 23.72% 22.62%
2040-2049 4497 3458 3512 31.22% 30.00%
case 2 2010-2019 0 0 0 12.02% 7.50%
0.2 2020-2029 1917 44 958 16.11% 14.81%
2030-2039 2499 732 5017 24.35% 22.62%
2040-2049 1899 858 1284 32.13% 30.00%
case 3 2010-2019 0 0 0 12.78% 7.50%
0.25 2020-2029 978 0 624 16.88% 14.81%
2030-2039 2531 450 1266 25.26% 22.62%
2040-2049 1342 886 3170 33.20% 30.00%
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3.8 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we have analyzed the relationships between clean power policy and clean
power generation/transmission capacity expansion planning in a long term period. We use RPS
policy as an example to find out the effects of clean power fractions specified by RPS on the
clean power system development in five mid-west states of U.S.A.. The numerical results from
our modeling tool show show that clean power fractions specified by RPS is one the strong
forces to drive wind power system development and the related transmission system capacity
expansions have significant effects on the wind power system development in the region. It
can help realize the same RPS goals with more economic investment planning for wind power
development in the region. Moreover, the wind power trading among the five states can help
reduce CO2 emissions effectively, which is one of the important goals of RPS policy.
we present a parallel modeling methodology that can solve the large-scale long-term invest-
ment planning problems for fossil and renewable energy infrastructure reformation such that
(1) we can reduce green house gas emission in the new mixed energy infrastructure; (2) we
can stimulate the development of renewable energy and increase market shares of clean power
in power market to satisfy RPS requirements in some states of USA; (3) we can understand
the relationships between transmission capacity expansion and fossil/renewable power capacity
expansion; (4) we can solve the imbalance problems caused by the fluctuation of renewable
energy, which is one of bottleneck problems that prevent renewable energy from being inte-
grated into current energy infrastructures in large scales. The solutions about the above four
points can transform our current energy infrastructure to be more sustainable (we stimulate
clean power), more resilient (we use energy storage to solve fluctuation problems of renewable
energy).
In our parallel modeling methodology, we partition the whole region with renewable and
fossil energy sources and power load into multiple subregions. The parallel method is im-
plemented with six computing nodes in a MPI [106] cluster system. Each computing node
is responsible for computing the hour-level and year-level optimization models of investment
planning in each subregion. In the hour-level model, we minimize the price volatility caused
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by power demand-supply imbalance and CO2 emission. In the year-level model, we minimize
the investment cost of fossil/renewable power plant and transmission capacity expansion and
operation & management and also minimize CO2 emission. Meanwhile, we use energy storage
systems to store the surplus power generated by wind and minimize the power demand and
supply imbalance caused by the fluctuation of renewable energy.
Our planning method also allows the trading of the stored clean power between subregions
such that the clean power is beneficial not only to its local subregion but also to its neighboring
subregions. This can help reduce the green house gas emission at global level. We use quanti-
tative results to show that it is possible for a state to satisfy its local power demand by trading
stored wind power between each other in the case that its total fossil and wind power system
cannot provide enough power to satisfy its local demand. This not only avoids the possible
blackout in a sub-region but also reduce CO2 emission in the whole region, which is caused by
buying fossil power from other places or doing its local fossil power capacity expansion. The
results have shown that the fossil power trading is 0 in all five states for the 40 years from 2010
to 2049. The major contribution is that our wind power trading method can help reduce CO2
emission in the whole region.
We use a MPI cluster as the parallel computing platform because it has become one of
the actual standards for large scale parallel computing platforms. In national laboratories,
high-performance computing tools are developed on it for industrial applications. Our parallel
computing methodology is so flexible that the optimization problems of each subregion can be
any kinds of mathematical programming models e.g linear or non-linear, convex or non-convex.
Moreover, each subregion can have different kinds of models from each other because the models
of each subregion are solved by a distinct computing node of a cluster system in parallel. On
each node, the optimization models of each subregion can be solved by calling API routines
from commercial libraries or open-source libraries of any solvers. Our method also allows any
kinds of customized optimization algorithms to be implemented in each computing node of the
cluster. After the subregion models are solved on each node, the optimization results of each
subregion are collected by a manager node in the cluster. The manager node is responsible for
analyzing the impacts on the global level optimization goals on the base of the optimization
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results of each subregion and makes a decision for the whole planned region at the global level.
The advantage of our parallel modeling methodology is that it can help improve the comput-
ing performance for large-scale energy planning problems by solving multiple relatively small
optimization linear or integer programming models, rather than solving a very large optimiza-
tion model that integrates all variables and constraints into one linear or integer programming
model, such as [76] with more than 100,000 constraints and 300,000 variables. Usually, it needs
5-10 hours to run for each of 26 two-year periods from 2000 to 2050. If it is integer programming
model, it will need much longer run time becasue integer programming problem is NP-hard.
We also present the computation results about the relationship between fossil/wind power
capacity expansion and its associated transmission line capacity expansion of five states in
Midwest of America from 2010 to 2049. Our quantitative results show that the transmission
line capacity associated with wind power capacity expansion plays an important role in the
process of development of fossil/wind power systems. We do a sensitivity analysis for the
transmission factor TF , which describes the transmission line capacity limitations on the wind
power systems. The results show that a small perturbation on TF can have huge impacts on the
development of fossil, wind and energy storage systems. The results in our paper have shown
that the decision makers, wind power generators, ISO, distributors and investors should consider
the economic benefits (reducing investment on fossil and wind power generation systems) and
social benefits (reducing CO2 emission) of building new transmission lines in remote areas with
rich wind energy.
We use Midwest area and wind energy planning as an example to show that our parallel
modeling methodology is not only of theoretical value but also of practical value because it is
very flexible for further enhancement to handle larger size energy planning problems especially
the problems about the renewable energy development at regional, national or even global
levels. In our further work, we will explore more parallelism from our current method so that
we can improve it to solve larger-scale energy planning problems with finer spatial resolution
at these different levels.
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CHAPTER 4. TNE INVESTMENT BUDGET ANALYSIS
In the process of developing clean energy in current fossil-major power systems, it is crucial
for decision makers to consider and promote the realizability of related energy regulation or
policies from the economic point of view. For example, the budget development to accomplish
the goals of these policies is one of the substantial factors for decision makers to determine. We
develop a MBA (Minimal Budget Approach) algorithm that can help decision makers determine
how to keep the investment volume in their proposed budget plan as small as possible and also
make sure that (i) the burgeoning power demand is met and (ii) the clean power market share
satisfies the requirement of related clean energy policies. We use wind energy in the five Midwest
states (North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota, Iowa) of America (with rich wind
energy) as an example to show that our MBA algorithm can realize the above requirements
with the minimal clean-energy budget plan.
As one of the major forms of renewable energy, wind energy has some built-in advantages.
One of them is that it is environment friendly and another is that it cannot be depleted. By the
end of 2008, the worldwide wind-powered generator capacity was 121.2 GW (gigawatt), which
is about 1.5% of the worldwide electricity consumption. From 2005 to 2008, the capapcity
doubled. Some countries have obtained high levels of wind power penetration in their power
systems. For example, there is 19% of stationary electricity production in Denmark, 11% in
Spain, and 7% in Germany in 2008. In May 2009, there are eighty countries that are using
wind power on a commercial basis. [74] However, wind energy also has some disadvantages
that prevent it from being integrated into current energy infrastructure at large-scale. The
biggest one is that it fluctuates. It is difficut to accurately predict the wind class of a future
day. Another problem of wind energy is that it is usually located in remote areas, which are
far away from the high-power-demand regions with high population density. Moreover, we
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also need to consider the related clean energy policies such as RPS [73] (in U.S.A.), which
has been approved by Washington D.C. and 30 states. RPS requires that the clean power
fraction should reach a specified value by a specified future year. In order to find solutions for
the above problems and satisfy related requirements, we need to develop clean (wind) power,
satisfy growing power demand, manage power transmission, and maintain the real-time balance
of power demand and supply.
We implemented our MBA algorithm on the basis of a multi-function energy investment
modeling tool proposed in [64]. The tool is designed with optimization techniques such as linear
programming and mixed integer linear programming, which usually are used to find how to
achieve the best outcome (e.g. minimal cost or maximum profit) within some given constraints
represented as linear equations or inequations. The modeling tool allows strategy-level long-
term energy investment plan modeling for renewable and conventional energy infrastructure
reform. It can also be used to analyze the the complicated issues in domains of energy, power
system, investment management, and energy policy. Among the five Midwest states of America
(ND, SD, NE, MN, IA), ND (North Dakota) is ranked as No. 1 state with the highest potential
wind energy in America. SD (South Dakota) is ranked as No. 4; NE (Nebraska) is ranked as
No. 6; MN (Minnesota) is ranked as No. 9; IA (Iowa) is ranked as No. 10. [79] We developed
a new power trading modeling tool [64]. We present our MBA algorithm, show how to find the
minimal budget plan, and present the quantitative results on the minimal budget plan using
the algorithm.
4.1 The Conceptual Model of The Budget Analysis
A budget is a saving and spending plan that is used to show all scheduled expenses and
revenues of buying or selling some products in terms of money. The purpose of a budget is to
provide a schedule about the revenues and expenditures to implement a plan or strategy. In
the domain of energy planning, the per-unit energy (MWh: megawatts-hour) is treated as a
commercial product, which is sold by power generation system operators and bought by retailers
in wholesale deregulation power markets. Then, the retailers sell the commercial product to
end-consumers in retail deregulation power markets.
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We mainly focus on the strategy-level budget planning for conventional/clean power gen-
eration systems and their associated transmission system capacity expansion in order to (1)
meet the growing power demand of a region; and (2) satisfy the clean energy policy RPS re-
quirements. Thus, a region that can supply surplus power is treated as a power seller; a region
that needs power is treated as a power buyer. In our example of five U.S. states, each state is
treated as a region, which needs to meet its local power demand by generating power locally or
buying power from other regions that can provide surplus power after meeting its local power
demand.
We observe that a region can be a power seller at a time point and a power buyer at
another time point. As the power demand is growing in a region, its local power generation
system capacity needs to be expanded. Moreover, if one region may need to buy surplus power
from another region, the transmission system capacity also needs to be expanded in order to
accommodate the transmission of the per-unit energy (MWh) product between the power buyer
and power seller. When we make a decision about the power generation capacity expansion,
we also need to consider if the expansion needs to be in fossil power systems or clean power
systems to satisfy the RPS policy of the planned regions while keeping the budget under control.
We consider two major investment costs: (1) the total investment cost of fossil/clean power
generation system capacity expansions; (2) the total investment cost of necessary transmission
system capacity expansions. These two kinds of cost play a significant role in the power system
development because generation and transmission systems usually result in high costs. Both of
the costs need to be considered such that the total investment budget is minimized while the
increasing power demand of all planned regions are met and the RPS policies are satisfied. The
budget that satisfies the above requirements is defined as an optimal budget for the planned
regions.
To address the above issues, the following MBA (Minimal Budget Approach) conceptual
model (MBA-Conceptual) is proposed:
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min Gen Cost+ Tran Cost
s.t.
meet power demand of each region
satisfy RPS requirements of each region
decision variables:
wind/fossil power generation capacity expansion
energy storage capacity expansion
transmission capacity expansion
Here, the Gen Cost is the investment cost of power generation system (fossil or clean energy)
capacity expansion of planned regions. The Tran Cost is the investment cost of transmission
system capacity expansion of planned regions. The decision variables also include energy stor-
age capacity expansion because we assume that the clean energy storage systems can store the
surplus wind power in order to reduce the variations caused by wind energy fluctuations. The
clean energy storage systems can be of any kind of system proposed in [82], such as pumped
storage, flywheels. In our model, we use heat tank [83] as an example storage system that
can perform transformation between electricity energy and thermal energy. The surplus wind
power is transformed into thermal energy and then released later to satisfy the peak demand.
[83]
4.2 The Principles and Results of The Budget Analysis
From the conceptual model presented in Section 4.1, we observe that we need to minimize
the investment budget of generation systems and transmission systems over the whole planning
period in the planned regions. Because the generation and transmission systems needs to be
planned at year level, we design a year level model (YLM), in which we minimize the investment
cost of generation and transmission capacity expansion, and the related operation costs for the
capacity expansions. In YLM, we also need to satisfy the constraints of the power demand
and RPS policy requirements of each planned region. The conceptual YLM is presented in
the conceptual model in Eq. (3.2) of Section 3.2. The YLM mainly focuses on the year-level
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budget planning for the capacity expansion in power systems.
Besides this, we also need to meet hourly power demand and make power balance hour by
hour for each planned region during the whole planning period. Thus, we design a hour level
model (HLM), in which we minimize the CO2 emission from fossil power systems and satisfy
power balance at hour level of each region during the planning period. The modeling results
from the HLM are accumulated to generate yearly results, which are used by the YLM to make
decisions for minimal budget planning. The conceptual HLM is presented in the conceptual
model in Eq. (3.3) of Section 3.3.
In the YLM and HLM, we have minimized the cost of generation meanwhile satisfying the
constraints of hourly power balance and the clean power requirements of RPS. We also need to
consider the cost of transmission system capacity expansion because the neighboring regions
are allowed to trade clean power between each other. As the power demand is growing year
by year, the generation system capacity also needs to be increased to provide enough power.
Because of the fluctuations of clean energy such as wind energy, it is possible for a region to
generate surplus power from wind energy at certain hours in a day. These surplus power can
be stored in energy storage systems and traded to other regions that need to buy more clean
power to meet their local power demand. The clean power trading needs to be supported by
power transmission capacity expansion. Because the cost of transmission capacity expansion
between different regions may be different and a region may be a power seller at some hours and
then become a power buyer at other hours, therefore, it is necessary to analyze the relationship
between power trading and the related transmission system capacity expansion to minimize the
total cost of transmission system capacity expansion. In order to do this, we propose a power
trading model (PTM) described below:
min Trade Costit
s.t. meet power demand of buyer i at hour t
sold power upperbounded by power available for sale of seller j at hour t
power flow among regions satisfy their transmission line capacity constraints
decision variables:
power traded between buyer i and seller j at hour t
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Here, the Trade Costit is the product of the traded power quantity and the power price
asked by the seller. The first constraint means that each buyer only buys the quantity that
it really needs to meet its local power demand. The second constraint means that each power
seller cannot sell more surplus power than what is available for sale. Usually, as a special prod-
uct, most of electricity power is traded by long-term bilateral contract, option contract, and
future/forward contract in a wholesale power market organized and managed by ISO (indepen-
dent system operator). For example, in ERCOT (Electric Reliability Council of Texas), 95%
power is traded through bilateral wholesale forward contracts and only 5% of total generated
power is transacted in spot market. This spot-market trading percentage can rarely be more
than 10%. [85] [86] In this paper, we focus on the strategy-level budget planning for power
system development rather than modeling real-time ISO-based power markets. We assume that
the real-time supply-demand power pricing and related financial issues have been settled by
an ISO before the physical power flows are scheduled. On the basis of this, the HLM provides
hourly modeling results and the PTM is to minimize the total cost of the power trading among
the regions at hour level. The YLM make decisions on the basis of the accumulated hourly
results.
With the above YLM, HLM and PTM models, we observe that we minimize the cost
from generation part and transmission part of each region at hour level and year level. We
have decomposed the conceptual modelMBA-Conceptual proposed in Section 4.1 into three
different models with different functions, which are summarized in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 the summary of functions of HLM, YLM and PTM
Model Functions
HLM (i) maintain power balance of region i at hour t
(ii) minimize CO2 emission and production cost of region i
at hour t
YLM (i) minimize cost from generation and transmission capacity
expansion of region i in year y
(ii) satisfy the clean power requirements from RPS of region i
in year y
PTM (i) minimize the cost of power trading between power buyer
and seller at hour t
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The MBA algorithm is to run the above three models in each region at hour level and year level
over the whole planning period. If all models yield optimal solutions at each time point, the final
budget designed on the basis of the accumulated results of the three models is optimal because
we realize the power balance, satisfy RPS requirements of each region and also minimize the
cost of generation/transmission system capacity expansion of each region. The flowchart of the
MBA algorithm is described in Figure 4.1.
begin
Region i solves HLM_i to:
(1) minimize the CO2 emission
(2) maintain power balance at hour
t of year y
The manager node solves PTM to :
(1) minimize the cost of power trading
between buyers and sellers
Region_i needs to buy clean
power from other regions ?
Yes
Go to next hour t++
No
t >= M * 12 * 24
Year y modeling is
done ?
No
Accumulate the following results of HLM_i in
year y :
(1) the clean power supply of region_i in year y
(2) the total power supply of region_i in year y
The (total_clean_power_supply)/
(total_power_supply) > RPS_i
in year y ?
yes
Go to next year y++
t=0
Yes
Region_i solves YLM_i to :
(1) minimize cost from generation and
transmission capacity expansion of
region i in year y
(2) satisfy the clean power requirements
from RPS of region i in year y
No
Go to the same year y
t=0
y >= Y (end year) ?
No
end
Yes
Figure 4.1 the flowchart of MBA
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4.2.1 PTM model
In the case that some regions need to buy or sell some power, we need to do power flow
study in order to find the numerical values of the power generation at each bus, the power flow
of each transmission line connected the regions and the voltage angle of each bus.
In the PTM model, each region is abstracted as a bus with generation and load. The power
flow is transferred from one bus to another bus according to Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL).
In KCL, each of the current injections generated by a generator bus should be equal to the sum
of the currents flowing out of the bus and flowing into the transmission lines that connects the
bus to other buses, or to the ground in the whole power grid system [84]. The electrical energy
is transferred from power supply to power load through the transmission network. We need
to determine how to schedule the power flow such that the loads are met and KCL is obeyed
meanwhile minimizing the total generation cost of the whole power system. This is referred
to as economic optimization power flow (OPF) problem [84]. If the objective functions of the
OPF problem are non-linear, we use linear approximation to the objective function because
each objective function is a function only one variable (power generation). In this way, we can
solve power flow scheduling problem by linear programming optimal power flow (LPOPF). The
constraints include (1) DC injection power flow equation, which depends on the admittances
of branches connected to each bus and obey Kirchhoff’s current law; (2) branch power flow
equation, which depends on the power transmission-network topology and susceptance of each
branch in the network. More detailed reasoning processes at engineering-level can be found in
[84]. The conceptual power trading model is as follows:
min Generation cost
s.t. DC power flow equation
Branch power flow equation
decision variables:
power generation at each bus
power flow at each branch
voltage angle at each bus
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The mathematical formulation of the power-trading model is given below:
min GCit (4.1a)
s.t.PG− PD = AD × θ (4.1b)
PB = (SM ×NT )× θ (4.1c)
0 ≤ PG ≤ PGM (4.1d)
− PBM ≤ PB ≤ PBM (4.1e)
− pi ≤ θ ≤ pi (4.1f)
where
i is an element of G (set of buses) (4.1g)
b is an element of B (set of branches) (4.1h)
PG is the vector of PGit (4.1i)
PB is the vector of PBbt (4.1j)
PGM is the vector of PGMit (4.1k)
PBM is the vector of PBMbt (4.1l)
θ is the vector of θit (4.1m)
pi is the vector of pi (4.1n)
decision variables (4.1o)
PG,PB, θ (4.1p)
Here, in Eq. (4.1), GCt =
∑
j∈G
PRj × PGjt, where PRj is the power generation cost of
generator bus j [$/MWh]. The constraint (4.1b) expresses Kirchhoff’s current law, in which
the difference between power generation of bus j at time t (PGjt) and the power load
at bus j at time t (PDjt) is equal to the product of admittance matrix of the power grid
network (AD) and nodal phase angle (θjt) at each generator bus j at time t. The constraint
(4.1b) guarantees that the Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL) is obeyed at bus j. The constraint
(4.1c) expresses the branch power flow equation. The power flow on branch b at time t is the
product of the branch susceptance matrix (SM), the bus-branch matrix (NT ) of the grid
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Figure 4.2 A single-line diagram for the power trading model
system and the bus j phase angle θ at time t. The constraint (4.1d) sets up the upperbound
and lowerbound for each branch power flow PB at branch b at time t. The constraint (4.1e)
sets up the upperbound and lowerbound for power generation of bus j at time t (PGjt). The
constraint (4.1f) sets up upperbound and lowerbound for each bus phase angel. The conceptual
power trading model (PTM) can be described by a single-line diagram example in Figure 4.2,
in which there are 5 buses and each of them has generation and load. The buses are connected
by transmission lines (also called branch). The arrow of each branch represents a power flow
direction. If the real power flow on branch j is the same as the arrow direction, the power flow
value of PBbt is positive. Otherwise, it is negative. If some buses need to buy more power to
meet its local power demand, the LPOPF model (4.1) will reschedule the power flows in the
whole power grid system such that the KCL and other constraints are all satisfied meanwhile
minimizing the total generation cost at time t.
The data resources of the parameters for the models are the official online documents [33],
[41], [87], [88], [89], [90], [91], and [93]. The CO2 emission cost is set to be 30$/ton. The
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energy transformation efficiency (η) is set to be 0.7. The the average growth rate of power
demand (from 1998 to 2008) is used as the future power demand growth rate for each state.
The existing installed wind power capacity [92] and the potential wind power of each state are
summarized in Table 3.1. The RPS policy requirement data [94] are shown in Table 3.2. It
is assumed that the currently existing wind energy storage system is 0. Tables 4.2, 4.3, 4.4,
4.5, and 4.6 depict the experimental results on the investment planning budget of fossil/wind
generation and transmission capacity expansion and the associated storage system capacity
expansion during the planning period from 2010 to 2049 for the five states. The results show
that the regions with higher potential for wind energy and lower power demand need much less
investment than the regions with relatively lower potential for wind energy and higher power
demand. For example, the investment budget of MN (total 31.98 billion $) is 16.66 times higher
than that of SD (total 1.92 billion $) because the potential wind energy of MN is only 64% of
SD but the MN’s predicted average power demand is 3.42 times higher than SD.
In this chapter, we present MBA (Minimal Budget Approach) implemented by three mod-
els for integration of clean energy to electricity systems. In the HLM model, we minimize the
CO2 emission cost and production cost of fossil/wind/storage generation systems. In the PTM
model, we minimize the generation cost caused by trading surplus clean power from sellers to
buyers in the whole planned regions. In the YLM model, we minimize the investment cost
of generation/transmission/storage system capacity expansions and their associated operation
cost. The decisions about the final (year-level) investment planning budget are decided based
on the results from the HLM and PTM models. The planning purpose is to realize the goals
required by clean power policies and the growing power demand of each region. The whole plan-
ning environment is implemented on supercomputer systems, which support further expansions
for large-scale nation level energy planning problems with finer space and timing resolutions.
4.3 Conclusion of The Budget Analysis
In this chapter, we present the MBA (Minimal Budget Approach) algorithm implemented
by three models for integration of clean energy to electricity systems. In the HLM model,
we minimize the CO2 emission cost and production cost of fossil/wind/storage generation
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Table 4.2 The investment budget of ND
FPCE: fossil power generation capacity expansion
FPCR: present value of FPCE cost rate [M$/MW] : million $/mega-watts
INVT: investment budget [B$] : billion $
WPCE: wind power generation capacity expansion
WPCR: present value WPCE cost rate
TCWP: transmission capacity expansion associated with wind power
TCR: present value of TCWP cost rate
STCE: surplus clean power storage system capacity expansion
STCR: present value of STCE cost rate
Year FPCE FPCR INVT WPCE WPCR INVT
[MW] [M$/MW] [B$] [MW] [M$/MW] [B$]
2010- 0.00 1.3 0.00 832.00 1.7 1.41
2019
2020- 0.00 1.3 0.00 1040.00 1.7 1.77
2029
2030- 0.00 1.3 0.00 936.00 1.7 1.59
2039
2040- 0.00 1.3 0.00 0.00 1.7 0.00
2049
total 0.00 0.00 2808.00 4.77
Year TCWP TCR INVT STCE STCR INVT
[MW] [M$/MW] [B$] [MW] [M$/MW] [B$]
2010- 312.00 0.3 0.09 416.00 1.2 0.50
2019
2020- 390.00 0.3 0.21 520.00 1.2 0.62
2029
2030- 351.00 0.3 0.32 468.00 1.2 0.56
2039
2040- 0.00 0.3 0.00 0.00 1.2 0.00
2049
total 1053.00 0.62 1404.00 1.68
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Table 4.3 The investment budget of SD
Year FPCE FPCR INVT WPCE WPCR INVT
[MW] [M$/MW] [B$] [MW] [M$/MW] [B$]
2010- 0.00 1.3 0.00 728.00 1.7 1.24
2019
2020- 0.00 1.3 0.00 208.00 1.7 0.35
2029
2030- 0.00 1.3 0.00 0.00 1.7 0.00
2039
2040- 0.00 1.3 0.00 0.00 1.7 0.00
2049
total 0.00 0.00 936.00 1.59
Year TCWP TCR INVT STCE STCR INVT
[MW] [M$/MW] [B$] [MW] [M$/MW] [B$]
2010- 273.00 0.3 0.08 364.00 0.5 0.18
2019
2020- 78.00 0.3 0.02 104.00 0.5 0.05
2029
2030- 0.00 0.3 0.00 0.00 0.5 0.00
2039
2040- 0.00 0.3 0.00 0.00 0.5 0.00
2049
total 351.00 0.10 468.00 0.23
Table 4.4 The investment budget of NE
Year FPCE FPCR INVT WPCE WPCR INVT
[MW] [M$/MW] [B$] [MW] [M$/MW] [B$]
2010- 0.00 1.3 0.00 832.00 1.7 1.41
2019
2020- 0.00 1.3 0.00 1144.00 1.7 1.95
2029
2030- 249.60 1.3 0.33 1786.30 1.7 3.04
2039
2040- 873.60 1.3 1.14 2263.40 1.7 3.85
2049
total 1123.20 1.47 6025.70 10.25
Year TCWP TCR INVT STCE STCR INVT
[MW] [M$/MW] [B$] [MW] [M$/MW] [B$]
2010- 561.60 0.3 0.17 416.00 0.5 0.21
2019
2020- 772.20 0.3 0.23 572.00 0.5 0.29
2029
2030- 1205.80 0.3 0.36 893.15 0.5 0.45
2039
2040- 1527.80 0.3 0.46 1131.70 0.5 0.57
2049
total 4067.40 1.22 3012.90 1.52
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Table 4.5 The investment budget of MN
Year FPCE FPCR INVT WPCE WPCR INVT
[MW] [M$/MW] [B$] [MW] [M$/MW] [B$]
2010- 2342.90 1.3 3.05 3858.50 1.7 6.56
2019
2020- 2553.50 1.3 0.72 3855.30 1.7 6.55
2029
2030- 386.10 1.3 0.50 2306.20 1.7 3.92
2039
2040- 860.00 1.3 1.12 2591.10 1.7 4.41
2049
total 6142.50 5.39 12611.00 21.44
Year TCWP TCR INVT STCE STCR INVT
[MW] [M$/MW] [B$] [MW] [M$/MW] [B$]
2010- 2025.70 0.3 0.61 1929.25 0.5 0.97
2019
2020- 2024.00 0.3 0.61 1927.60 0.5 0.96
2029
2030- 1210.80 0.3 0.36 1153.10 0.5 0.58
2039
2040- 1360.40 0.3 0.41 1295.60 0.5 0.65
2049
total 6620.90 1.99 6305.50 3.16
Table 4.6 The investment budget of IA
Year FPCE FPCR INVT WPCE WPCR INVT
[MW] [M$/MW] [B$] [MW] [M$/MW] [B$]
2010- 0.00 1.3 0.00 728.00 1.7 1.24
2019
2020- 0.00 1.3 0.00 1976.00 1.7 3.36
2029
2030- 803.31 1.3 1.04 2883.30 1.7 4.90
2039
2040- 1733.20 1.3 2.25 2605.20 1.7 4.43
2049
total 2536.50 3.29 8192.50 13.93
Year TCWP TCR INVT STCE STCR INVT
[MW] [M$/MW] [B$] [MW] [M$/MW] [B$]
2010- 273.00 0.3 0.08 364.00 0.5 0.18
2019
2020- 741.00 0.3 0.22 988.00 0.5 0.49
2029
2030- 1081.20 0.3 0.32 1441.70 0.5 0.72
2039
2040- 1352.00 0.3 0.41 1802.60 0.5 0.90
2049
total 3447.20 1.03 4596.30 2.29
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systems. In the PTM model, we minimize the generation cost caused by trading surplus clean
power from sellers to buyers in the whole planned regions. In the YLM model, we minimize
the investment cost of generation/transmission/storage system capacity expansions and their
associated operation cost. The decisions about the final (year-level) investment planning budget
are decided based on the results from the HLM and PTM models. The planning purpose is
to realize the goals required by clean power policies and the growing power demand of each
region. The whole planning environment is implemented on supercomputer systems, which
support further expansions for large-scale nation level energy planning problems with finer
space and timing resolutions.
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CHAPTER 5. CEMNF (CAPACITY EXPANSION
MULTI-COMMODITY NETWORK FLOW)
After presentation of HLYL modeling strategy, we present CEMNF modeling strategy,
which can guarantee the optimality of solutions and also convergence of using it to solve energy
planning problems. HLYL modeling strategy is a bottom-up methodology that supports parallel
computing pattern very well even though its linear programming models have been built up
with RPS constraints directly. But, HLYL’s convergence cannot be assured. This problem is
solved by CEMNF modeling strategy.
CEMNF is different from classical LNF problems in that they are not only flow schedul-
ing, but also supplemental flow generation planning problems. From the above observation, we
obtain a new conceptual formulation for the capacity expansion multicommodity network flow
problems as follows:
min FlowGenCost+ FlowTranCost+GenXCost+ TransXCost
such that
Each node meets its local demand
decision variables:
Commodity generated by existing/expanded capacity at each node
Commodity flow on each arc
Commodity flow transmission capacity expansion on each arc
In the above conceptual model, FlowGenCost is the flow generation cost. FlowTranCost
is the flow transmission cost. GenXCost is the flow generation capacity expansion cost.
TransXCost is the arc transmission capacity expansion cost. The model is a new capac-
ity expansion multicommodity network flow problems (CEMNF) formulation, which
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include new decision variables about the flow generation and transmission capacity expansions
that are not considered in the classical multicommodity network flow problems. Another differ-
ence is that each node in the above model is a flow generator as well as a flow consumer. Nodes,
other than ”sources” and ”sinks,” do not consume any commodity flows and maintain flow con-
servation, i.e. inflow commodity = outflow commodity. The mathematical notations that
are used are summarized in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Mathematical symbols used in the capacity expansion for multicommodity network
flow problems
# Name Definitions
1 G(V,E) network with a node set V and an arc set E
2 u, v nodes in V , u, v ∈ V
3 uv an arc from node u to v, uv or (u, v) ∈ E
4 Xpuv flow of commodity p from u to v
5 p p ∈ P , P is set of commodities, |P | = N , p = 1, 2, · · · , N
6 Xgpv1 commodity p generated by existing capacity at node v
7 Xgpv2 commodity p generated by expansion capacity at node v
8 Cgpv commodity p generation capacity at node v
9 ∆Cgpv commodity p generation capacity expansion at node v
10 Tuv capacity of arc uv ∈ E
11 ∆Tuv the arc uv ∈ E capacity expansion
12 Dv demand for commodity p at node v
13 Zp objective cost function includes (Xp, X
gp
v1 , X
gp
v2 ,∆C
gp,∆T )
14 X˜p commodity p flow vector in G, {Xpuv|uv ∈ E}
16 ∆˜Cgp generation capacity expansion vector for
commodity p ∈ P in G, {∆Cgpv |v ∈ V }
17 ∆˜T arc capacity expansion vector in G, {∆Tuv|uv ∈ E}
18 Bgpv upperbound for commodity p generation expansion
at v ∈ V
19 BTuv upperbound for arc {uv ∈ E} capacity expansion
With the notations in Table 5.1, we describe the formulation for the above conceptual model
as follows:
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min Zp(X˜p, X˜
gp
v1 , X˜
gp
v2 , ∆˜Cgp, ∆˜T ) (5.1a)
s.t.
|P |∑
p=1
(Xgpv1 +X
gp
v2 +
∑
uv∈E
Xpuv −
∑
vu∈E
Xpvu) = Dv
(∀ v ∈ V,∀ p ∈ P ) (5.1b)
Xgpv1 ≤ Cgpv ,∀ p ∈ P, v ∈ V (5.1c)
Xgpv2 ≤ ∆Cgpv ,∀ p ∈ P, v ∈ V (5.1d)
|P |∑
p=1
Xpuv ≤ Tuv +∆Tuv,∀ uv ∈ E (5.1e)
where :
0 ≤ ∆Cgpv ≤ Bgpv , ∀ v ∈ V (5.1f)
0 ≤ ∆Tuv ≤ BTuv, ∀ uv ∈ E (5.1g)
decision variables :
Xpuv, X
gp
v1 , X
gp
v2 ,∆C
gp
v ,∆Tuv ≥ 0 (5.1h)
Table 5.2 The summary of explanation of constraints in model 5.1
# Explanation
5.1a total cost of all commodity flow, generation, and generation &
transmission capacity expansion
5.1b commodity flow, generation and consumption conservation at v ∈ V
i.e. commodity generation + inflow - outflow = commodity
demand/supply
5.1c Upperbound constraint for commodity p generated by existing
generation capacity at node v ∈ V
5.1d Upperbound constraint for commodity p generated by expansion
capacity at node v ∈ V
5.1e Upperbound constraint for commodity flows on arc uv ∈ E
5.1f Commodity generation capacity expansion upperbound
5.1g Arc uv ∈ E capacity expansion upperbound
5.1h These are decision variables of the model
The explanations of the constraints of Model in Eq. (5.1) are summarized in Table 5.2. Model in Eq.
(5.1) is a general optimization model. The model can be used for many real-world problems related to
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commodity generation and transmission scheduling. For example, long-term energy investment planning
problems can be summarized using this model because energy demand of each location in a country or
region needs to be satisfied and also the energy generation and transmission are constrained by local
generation capacities and related transmission capacities. An example of usage of model in Eq. (5.1)
for the capacity expansion multicommodity network flow problems is demonstrated in Figure 5.1. Each
arc is associated with a flow cost coefficient (aij) from node i to j. The same definition also applies in
Figure 2.2. At each node, the constraint in Eq. (5.1b), (5.1c) and (5.1d) need to be satisfied. Eq. (5.1b)
is specified for commodity demand at the node, Eq. (5.1d) is for existing generation capacity at the node
and Eq. (5.1d) is for commodity generation capacity expansion at the node. For each arc, a commodity
flow cost is charged when the flow goes through the arc. It is the product of the arc-associated cost
coefficient aij and the commodity flow amount (X
p
ij) on arc ij ∈ E. Each arc is also associated with
the constraint Eq. (5.1e), which is for flow transmission capacity expansion on the arc.
Figure 5.1 An example of model (5.1) for the capacity expansion multicommodity network flow prob-
lems.
Figure 5.1 has the same network topology in Figure 2.2. Both of them have four nodes (r, t, u, v ∈ V )
and five arcs (cu, ut, rv, vt, vu ∈ E). In Figure 2.2, si represents the commodity resources at node i.
si > 0 means that the node supplies the commodity; si < 0 means that the node absorbs (consumes)
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commodity; si = 0 means that the node neither generates nor consumes any commodity and it maintain
flow conservation. Each arc is associated with a flow cost, e.g. aru for arc ru. Each arc also has an
upper bound (e.g. cru) and lower bound (e.g. bru). The flow on each arc is bounded by the upper and
lower bounds of the arc e.g. bru ≤ fru ≤ cru.
In this dissertation, we propose a solution methodology to solve CEMNF problems. The disserta-
tion is organized as follows. We present related works in the domain of network flow problems in Chapter
5.1. In Chapter 5.2, we present a comparison between the classical linear network flow (LNF) problems
and the capacity expansion network flow (CEMNF) problems and we also compare and analyze the
complexity of (LNF) and (CEMNF) problems. In Chapter 5.3, we present a method to transform
CEMNF problems into classical LNF problems. In Chapter 5.4, we present a proof about the equiv-
alence of the transformation from (CEMNF) formulation into (LNF) formulation on the basis of the
transformation method proposed in the previous section. In Chapter 5.4.5, we present analysis on the
complexity of the transformation (from CEMNF to LNF problems) methodology. In Chapter 5.5, we
present implementation and computation results depicting both accuracy and time-saving. In Chapter
7, we present statistics analysis on the uncertainty of the parameters (generation/transmission costs and
their capacity expansion costs) estimates. In Chapter 6, we present applications of the transformation
method to Energy infrastructure planning problems. In Chapter 8, we present the conclusions.
5.1 Multi-commodity Network Flow Problems: Review On Related Works
After the research works of [23] and [30], the multicommodity flow problems became important.
Most of these problems typically contain a very large number of constraints and variables and have
very wide applications in real-world cases. In the beginning, the linear multicommodity flow problems
were studied by the researchers in the domain of operations research, who designed optimization models
for network topology building and operations problems in management science domain. After that,
in [28], the authors brought together the classic and the new aspects of the domain and provided a
comprehensive introduction to network flow problems. It provides an combining review of algorithms,
theory, and real-world applications, especially shortest path, maximum flow, and minimum cost flow
problems.
In [1], the authors summarized the message routing problem in data communication networks, and
presented a convex multicommodity flow problem. They discussed several solution techniques proposed
for solving such large-scale convex optimization problems. They found that the difficulty of solving
convex multicommodity flow problems was caused by the coupling constraints and also by the large size
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of the real-world problems. This issue can be addressed by decomposition methods. A large problem is
decomposed into subproblems that find flows for the individual commodities and coordinate the flows
between the commodities to satisfy the joint capacity constraints. They reviewed four algorithms that
can solve nonlinear convex models with decomposition methods by using their special structures. The
first algorithm is the Flow Deviation Method [12], which is used to solve transportation and telecom-
munication models. The algorithm can easily generate feasible solutions by shortest path calculations
and shows fast convergence in early iterations. The second algorithm is Projected Newton Method [11],
which interchanges shortest path calculations with projected Newton steps. It also yields convergence
if twice differentiable objective functions are available. The third algorithm is Analytic Center Cutting
Plane Method, in which the problem (that needs to be solved) is transformed into a non-differentiable
problem with much smaller size. A specialized algorithm (e.g. standard cutting plane method [8]) for
non-differentiable optimization is used to solve the transformed problem. The fourth algorithm is Prox-
imal Decomposition Method. It is a specialized version of the partial inverse method designed by [10]
for constrained programs. Its good performance mainly depends on the arc-path formulation.
In the data communication network problems studied in [1], each commodity has a single source-sink
pair and specified traffic quantity must be sent between the source and sink. This is different from our
augmented commodity flow model, in which each node is a commodity source and also a sink. These
problems focus on finding a min-flow-cost path between a pair of source and sink nodes in a network and
that satisfies each arc’s flow capacity limitations. For example, in packet-switched computer network
problems, it is necessary to find routes along which data-packets are transmitted optimally according to
some predefined cost standards. The average message delay is used to evaluate the performance. They
do not consider capacity expansion issues.
In [13], the authors implemented the basis-partitioning simplex method to solve multicommodity-
flow benchmark problems, which are multi-time-period logistics models from NETLIB [71] library. In the
basis-partitioning simplex method, the side constraints are dropped and the resulting network problems
are solved for each commodity. Then, the full problem is solved by using the network solution as
part of an advanced basis using the partitioned basis, in which the working explicit inverse has fewer
dimensions, less than or equal to the number of side constraints. Their results show that the extremely
large multicommodity network flow problems can be solved on workstations. The objective function is
to minimize commodity costs. The network constraints require that the commodity supply, demand,
and shipping-route requirements must be satisfied. The models also have joint capacity constraints for
flow capacity. The network constraints matrix have diagonal block structure, which can be decomposed
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into submodels for each commodity and solved in parallel. The research work in [13] mainly focus on
the problems from logics and the requirements about commodity properties are not considered.
After 1990s when more symmetric multi-processor computers became available for large-scale parallel
computing and cluster/grid systems, there was more interests in exploring decomposition algorithms for
large-scale linear programming models [3] and [9].
In sum, all of the above works focus on the commodity flow scheduling on a given network with
some nodes (generating flows), some nodes (consuming flows) and other nodes are flow-bypass without
generating or consuming anything. None of them propose high-performance computing algorithms that
can solve capacity-expansion-allowed network flow problems, in which total flow demand is greater than
currently-total-existing flow supply. This is the major contribution of this dissertation. We focus on the
minimum-cost network flow problems with the objective flow-cost function that is convex and separable.
Many algorithms have been proposed for this kind of problems.
There are two major different kinds of these algorithms. One is exact algorithm that can give
the optimal solution, such as [26], [29] and [32] and another kind of these algorithms is approximate
algorithm that can give a solution that is optimal within a certain tolerance predefined by the users,
such as [35], [38], [40], [48], [42], [19] and [63].
The advantage of exact algorithms is that they can provide optimal solutions that are expected
theoretically and numerically. Compared with exact algorithms, approximate algorithms only provide
solutions that are very close to the optimal ones within a error-tolerance range that can be predefined
by users. But, the advantage of approximate algorithms is that it supports more possible explorations
for solving the problems more efficiently such as parallel computing.
In this dissertation, we focus on the approximate algorithms discussed above. This kind of algorithms
allow some relaxations to some degrees with the complementary slackness conditions, but the procedures
they use are different to approach optimality. In the approximate algorithms, we focus on the -relaxation
algorithm [20] because it allows parallel computing patterns that can help improve performance by
solving the linear programming models (formulated from network flow problems) in parallel. We will
discuss it in more details in the following paragraphs.
Usually, large-scale multicommodity network flow problems, modeled using linear programming,
integer programming, or non-linear programming, are large in size, requiring longer run-times to solve.
Parallel (or distributed) computing algorithms are often used to compute the solutions faster. Classical
LNF problems can be solved using a distributed computing algorithms presented in [20] efficiently
because the algorithm support decomposition of a linear network by nodes so that each node can be
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scheduled to a distinct processor which performs the computation associated with that node on a multi-
processor system.
5.1.1 An approximation method
The authors in [20] proposed an -relaxation method to solve the problems. Since the problem has
the flow conservation constraint at each node (the total input flow is equal to the total output flow),
the constraint of each node is associated with a Lagrange multiplier and put into the objective function.
The new problem is the dual of the original primal problem. The dual cost function has a separable
form, which can be solved using Gauss-Seidel relaxation (or coordinate ascent) method. At each node,
its Lagrange multiplier (also called dual price) is changed in a direction of improvement of the dual
cost while keeping the other prices unchanged. Because the dual cost function is separable so that each
node’s dual problem can be solved in parallel. The -relaxation method allows each single node dual
price to change even if these may worsen the dual cost. If the cost deterioration is small, the algorithm
can finally approach the optimal solution. An exact solution can be obtained in a finite number of
iterations because the arc costs are integer. The key point of the method is that each dual price change
improves the dual cost of a perturbed problem, in which some of the arc cost coefficients are modified
by a small amount . The -relaxation method can be implemented in a message passing system. A
separate processor is assigned to each node, which runs relaxation iterations and communicates the
results to adjacent processors. The nodes without arcs connected to each other are contained in the
same subset. In each iteration of the algorithm, a subset is selected and each node in the same subset
runs a relaxation iteration in parallel.
For the classical linear network flow models in Eq. 2.1, if a solution X∗ satisfies all constraint
equations in Eq. 2.1 and the dual price Λ associated with X∗ satisfies the following complementary
slackness requirements in Eq. 5.2, the pair (X∗,Λ) is optimal.
Xij = bij if aij − Λi + Λj > 0 (5.2a)
bij < Xij < cij if aij − Λi + Λj = 0 (5.2b)
Xij = cij if aij − Λi + Λj < 0 (5.2c)
Here, ij is an arc of E in a given network G(V,E); aij is the cost coefficient of the objective function
in Model of Eq. 2.1; bij is the lower bound of arc ij transmission capacity; cij is the upper bound of
arc ij transmission capacity.
-relaxation algorithm makes some changes on the dual price Λ and compute the flow values of X∗
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iteratively on the base of very small violations (defined as ) are allowed on the complementary slackness
conditions of Eq. 5.2.
The dual prices are changed so that the flow values X∗ satisfy the flow constraints in Model of Eq.
2.1. Although the cost of the dual problem may not be improved because of the  violations, the cost
of a perturbed problem (whose arc costs are changed by ) is improved. For models (like Eq. 2.1) with
integer arc costs and  < 1/n (n is the iteration number), the -relaxation algorithm can give an exact
solution in finite steps and also the solution may violate the complementary slackness conditions (shown
in Eq. 5.2) by . [20]
The -tolerant complementary slackness conditions for a pair (X∗,Λ) can be defined as tyhe following
Eq. 5.3:
Xij = bij if aij − Λi + Λj >  (5.3a)
bij < Xij < cij if aij − Λi + Λj = 
or −  ≤ aij − Λi + Λj ≤ 
or aij − Λi + Λj = − (5.3b)
Xij = cij if aij − Λi + Λj <  (5.3c)
At each iteration, the -relaxation algorithm picks up the nodes that cannot satisfy the flow con-
servation constraints (Eq. 2.1b) and change the flows of the arcs connected to the nodes such that the
-tolerant complementary slackness (Eq. 5.3) is held and also reduce reduce the violations. The dual
prices Λ will be changed if this kinds of flow changes cannot be found. The arcs that are chosen to
increase flows (without violating -tolerant complementary slackness) must satisfy aij − Λi + Λj = −
and Xij < cij . The arcs that are chosen to reduce flows (without violating -tolerant complementary
slackness) must satisfy aij − Λi + Λj =  and Xij > bij . The computing task of flow changes at each
node (or a group of nodes) can be assigned different processors and performed in parallel. [20]. The
-relaxation algorithm terminates when all nodes satisfy its flow conservation constraints (Eq. 2.1b)
and none of them violate -tolerant complementary slackness. More detailed analysis and proof of the
convergence and optimality can be also found in [20].
5.2 Comparison Between LNF and CEMNF and Complexity of CEMNF
The two problems, namely LNF and CEMNF, differ in significant ways as described in Table 5.3.
The different goals of LNF and CEMNF problems show that CEMNF problems need to manage
additional issues such as arc capacity expansions and node generation capacity expansions. Moreover,
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these requirements may have to meet specified properties at node levels and at network level. Other
differences include the decision variables. In CEMNF problems, we need to consider the expansion
capacity of arcs and the generation capacity of nodes in the network. In addition, all flow conservation
constraints need to be satisfied.
The complexity of CEMNF problems is higher due to the following factors.
1. The commodity generation capacity expansion (Eq. (5.1d)) makes the node flow conservation
more complex than LNF problems. This can help satisfy commodity demand of the node and
reduce the cost of buying the commodity from other nodes.
2. The arc capacity expansion (Eq. (5.1e)) allows more flow transmitted on arcs among nodes. This
can help reduce total flow cost if some commodities can be transmitted among nodes with cheaper
transmission cost on some arcs.
3. CEMNF problems model has four kinds of decision variables (Eq. (5.1h)); the LNF problem
model has only one kind of decision variables (Eq. (2.1b)). This greatly increases the problem
dimensions and the difficulties of searching optimal solutions.
The above three points make CEMNF problems more complex in terms of run-time for searching
optimal solutions because the solution space is much larger than that of LNF problems. In theCEMNF
problem, new generated commodities expand the solution space where we need to search for the optimal
solution. The more flow transmissions accommodated by arc capacity expansions also expand the
possible solution spaces.
From the model of Eq. 2.1 of LNF, Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3, we note that there are only one type
of decision variables - flow transmissions on arc, which is referred to as fij . There is only one type
of constraint (Eq. 2.1b), which keeps flow conservation at each node of LNF. According to the -
relaxation algorithm in [20], the equality constraints allow that the model formulation of Eq. 2.1, which
is a constrained optimization model formulation, can be transformed into an unconstrained optimization
model formulation by multiplying a Lagrangian multiplier with each constraint equality of Eq. 2.1b and
then add each product to the objective function Eq. 2.1a. In this way, each term in the new objective
function can be decomposed into separate computing tasks, which can be performed by distributed
computing framework on multi-computer systems.
In the model of Eq. (5.1) of CEMNF, the constraints of Eq. (5.1c), (5.1d) and Eq. (5.1e) are
inequalities and a decision variables not only include flow transmission like the model of Eq. (5.1),
but also include flow generation and transmission capacity expansions variables. Thus the -relaxation
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Table 5.3 A comparisons between LNF problems and CEMNF problems
Problem LNF CEMNF Problems
Property Problems
Goal Find a minimum Find a minimum cost -
cost commodity generation/transmission and
flow in a convex commodity capacity expansions
network with - in a convex network with
convex objective convex objective function and
function and constraints such that (i)
constraints such commodity demands of all nodes
that all nodes are met; (ii) commodity
flow conservations generation/transmission satisfy
are met their lower/upperbounds
Objective Minimize the total Minimize the total cost of
Function cost of commodity commodity generation, trans-
transmission flow mission and their expansions
in the network in the network G(V,E), ref.
G(V,E), ref. to (2.1a) to (Eq. 5.1a)
Decision the commodity flow (i) Xpuv - the commodity p
Variables on arc (i, j), flow on arc (uv)
defined as fij , (ii) Xgpv - the commodity p
in model of Eq. (2.1) generation at node v
(iii) ∆Cgpv - generation capacity
expansion at node v
(iv) ∆Tuv - transmission
capacity expansion on arc (uv)
Flow Total inflow - total Commodity generation + inflow
Conservation outflow = flow demand -outflow = commodity demand
Constraint or supply at node j, at node v, (refer to Eq. (5.1b))
refer to Eq. (2.1b)
Commodity None Commodity generated at node v
Generation is upperbounded by existing
Capacity generation and expansion for p
Constraint (refer to Eq. (5.1c), (5.1d))
Commodity Flow on arc (i, j) Commodity transmitted on
Transmission are bounded between arc (uv): upperbounded by
Capacity bij and cij . existing + expansion capacity.
Constraint (refer to Eq. (2.1c)) (refer to Eq. (5.1e))
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algorithm cannot be applied to CEMNF directly. In the next section we propose a method to transform
CEMNF formulations into LNF formulations so that the -relaxation algorithm can be used to solve
CEMNF using a distributed computing solution.
5.3 Transformation From CEMNF to LNF
In this section, we propose a transformation methodology, that transforms our CEMNF problems
into LNF problems. We will show the transformation methodology (Algorithm Decomposition-
Transform) step by step in the following sections.
5.3.1 Algorithmic formulation
Let G(V,E) be the given network topology with |V | nodes and |E| arcs connecting these |V | nodes
in G(V,E), which has |P | commodities (P is the set of commodities with distinct properties) and the
vector CT whose components are generation/transmission cost parameters for each node and edge in
G(V,E). We use the symbols in Table 5.4, and functions in Table 5.5, in addition to the symbols defined
in Table 5.1. We also present explanations of the algorithm (DecompositionTransform) using graphs
shown in Fig. 5.2, Fig. 5.3, Fig. 5.4, and Fig. 5.5.
Table 5.4 The definitions of cost coefficients for generation and transmission capacities of Model in Eq.
(5.11)
Symbols Definition
CT vsp the generation cost for commodity p ∈ P in node v
CT vep the expansion cost for commodity p ∈ P in node v
CTLbvu−Tu the transmission cost of arc vu ∈ E
CTLevu−Tu the transmission capacity expansion cost of arc vu
5.3.2 Augmented single-commodity network flow problems decomposed into subn-
odes for -relaxation algorithm
Figure 5.2 shows an example of four connected nodes in LNF problems. Figure 5.3 shows the
decomposition of the nodes and arcs in Figure 5.2 of CEMNF into subnodes. In Figure 5.3, each
node is decomposed into subnodes. Each arc between two nodes in Figure 5.2 is decomposed into two
subnodes and multiple arcs. The subnode Lbij represent the existing transmission capacity between
node i and j. When the arc between subnode Lbxv and T
v is saturated, the arc between subnode Lexv
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Table 5.5 syntax of the algorithmic formulation of the transformation
Syntax Symbol Function
G′ ←− Λv Add a subnode in graph where
Λv ∈ {Dv, Svp , Evp , T v, Lfvu |
p ∈ P, v ∈ V, vu is an arc between
v and u, f = {b, e} into G′ ;
Assign values to each subnode as follows:
Dv = Dv, Svp = C
v
gp, and E
v
p = B
gp
v .
The right hand side symbols are
defined in model of Eq. 5.1 and Table 5.1
((A,B)|(0, UP,CT )) Add an arc from subnode A ∈ Λv to
subnode B ∈ Λv with the arc
transmission capacity between 0 and UP
and transmission cost as CT
Algorithm - DecompositionTransform Input: G(V,E) (e.g. Fig. 5.2)
Output: G′(V ′, E′) (e.g. Fig. 5.5)
G′(V ′, E′) = ∅; // add subnodes S,E,D, T,∀v ∈ V to G′
foreach node v ∈ V do
V ′ ←− V ′ ∪ {Dv, T v, Svp , Evp , p = 1, 2, ..., |P |};
//Assign flow demand/supply to each new subnode Dv = Dv, Svp = C
v
gp, E
v
p = B
gp
v , T
v = 0;
// Add new arcs between S, D, E and T
E′ ←− E′ ∪ {(Svp , Dv)|(0,+∞, CT vsp), (Evp , Dvp)|(0,+∞, CT vep), (T v, Dvp)|(0,+∞, 0), p =
1, ..., |P |};
end
// for each arc of G, add node L and arcs between L and T , S or D and L to G′
foreach arc vu ∈ E between node v and u with v 6= u do
V ′ ←− V ′ ∪ {(Lbvu, Levu)};
//Assign flow demand/supply to each new subnode L
Lbvu = 0, L
e
vu = 0;
E′ ←− E′ ∪ {(Lbvu, Tu)|(0,+∞, CTLbvu−Tu), (Levu, Tu)|(0,+∞, CTLevu−Tu))};
E′ ←− E′ ∪ {(Svp , Lbvu)|(0,+∞, CT vsp), (Svp , Levu)|(0,+∞, CT vsp),
(Evp , L
b
vu)|(0,+∞, CT vep), (Evp , Levu)|(0,+∞, CT vep), p = 1, ..., |P |};
E′ ←− E′ ∪ {(T v, Lbvu)|(0,+∞, 0), (T v, Levu)|(0,+∞, 0)};
end
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and T v (transmission capacity expansion arc) is used. The arc cost of the latter is more expensive
than the former since the transmission capacity expansion is usually more expansion than using the
existing capacity. Figure 5.4 shows that each node in the CEMNF problem can also be decomposed
into subnodes when there are multiple (P) commodities with existing and expansion capacities.
5.3.3 Augmented network flow problems reduction
Table 5.6 presents the symbols used in the section for analysis of CEMNF problems.
Table 5.6 The symbols used for analysis of CEMNF problems
name meaning, all symbols are for each node v
Svi the existing generation capacity of commodity i
Evi the generation expansion capacity of commodity i
Svi the maximum existing generation capacity of commodity i
Evi the maximum generation expansion capacity of commodity i
DUv the local pseudo demand subnode
DUG the global pseudo demand node in the network G(V,E)
In Table 5.6, Figures 5.3, 5.4 and Fig. 5.5, Svi represents the existing flow generation variable flow i;
Evi represents the flow generation capacity expansion variable of flow i; D is the demand that needs to
be satisfied by the sum of flow i from Svi , E
v
i and flow transmitted from other nodes. However, we do
not know the actual values of Svi and E
v
i , which are variables. This is a barrier in reduction from our
augmented network flow problems (CEMNF) to classical network flow problems (LNF). In CEMNF
problems, since we set Svi to be the maximal available generation capacity (Svi ). However, flows from
other nodes’ Svj or E
v
j can be transmitted to node i to satisfy part of node i’s demand with the lower
generation and transmission costs are the cost of Svi . Therefore, we need to create provision in the
model to not expand Svi from its existing value if not desired for optimization.
The value of Evi is determined by the maximum available generation capacity (Evi ) and the total
demand of the network as follows.
Evi = min{Evi ,
∑
v∈V
Dv} (5.4)
By setting the values of Svi and E
v
i to the maximum possible generation capacity, we create excess
capacity at many nodes in the network. We already have paths to allow flow transmission among nodes
such that the demands of the ”hungry” nodes, i.e. nodes for which
|P |∑
i=1
Svi +
|P |∑
i=1
Evi < D
v, can be
satisfied with the flows from its neighbor nodes. After meeting the demands of the hungry nodes, the
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system may still have excess capacity. If it is not the case, then there is no feasible solutions as the total
demand exceeds the total generation capacity. We assume that this is not the case and the system has
a feasible solution. Therefore, in order to maintain flow conservation in the whole network, we create a
global pseudo demand node (DUG). From each node v, we create a path to DUG using a flow-bypass
subnode DUv through which the ”extra” flows from Evi and S
v
i can be absorbed by DUG. In Fig. 5.5
demonstrate the node DUG and the absorption paths to it. As shown, the global pseudo demand node
(DUG) is connected to DUv and it has no output arcs. The DUv is a flow-bypass node and it does not
have its own flow demand and supply. Its total flow input is equal to its total flow output. The value
of DUG is determined as given below in Eq. 5.5.
DUG =
∑
v∈V
(
|P |∑
p=1
(Svp + Evp ))−
∑
v∈V
Dv (5.5)
We set the cost of the arcs between DUvs and DUG as 0 and capacity as +∞. The cost of the arcs
between Evp and DU
v also is 0 and transmission capacity also is +∞. The above set-up for the arc costs
and capacities make it possible that the flows from redundant expanded capacities to be absorbed by
DUG without any impacts on the total generation and transmission costs in the whole network. In this
way, we guarantee that the global flow balance in the whole network in maintained. Our transformation
allows any node that can economically generate a flow and transmit it to a needed node to do so. Also,
notice that any flow from any nodes to DUG is in fact need not be generated. It is only a modeling
convenience to allow flexibility in determining the most suitable generation points.
The LNF problem obtained this way is solved using an appropriate method. The solution will consist of
all the flow on different arcs. Since any flow to DUG is not to be even generated, the actual generation
and expansion capacity Svi and E
v
i at each node v ∈ V for each commodity i ∈ P can be modified as
follows.
Svi = Svi − (flow from Svi to DUv) (5.6a)
Evi = Evi − (flow from Evi to DUv) (5.6b)
In the following section, we present formal analysis and mathematical proof for Decomposition-
Transform (Section 5.3.1) by setting the equivalence between the two formulations and make some
observations on the results.
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Node 
U
Node 
V
Node 
Y
Node 
W
From other nodes
From other nodes
to other
to other
From other nodes
nodes
nodes
Figure 5.2 An example of four connected nodes in CEMNF
5.4 Proof for Transformation from CEMNF to LNF
In Section 5.3, we have shown a method for transforming a node and an arc in CEMNF network
into multiple subnodes such that the flow conservation can be maintained at each node. This makes it
possible to transform CEMNF into LNF problems, which can be solved using the algorithm in [20] in
distributed computing environment. To be able to compare CEMNF and LNF models side by side,
we reproduce Model in Eq. (5.1) and Model in Eq. 2.1 below for easy reading.
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Figure 5.3 The nodes in single-commodity CEMNF decomposed into subnodes
T: Transmission flow subnode
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: capacity Expansion flow, p generation subnodes
D: Demand request subnode (no output arcs)
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Figure 5.4 The nodes in multi-commodity CEMNF decomposed into subnodes
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Figure 5.5 The nodes in CEMNF decomposed into subnodes with global pseudo demand node added
min Zp(X˜p, X˜
gp
v1 , X˜
gp
v2 , ∆˜Cgp, ∆˜T ) (5.7a)
s.t.
|P |∑
p=1
(Xgpv1 +X
gp
v2 +
∑
uv∈E
Xpuv −
∑
vu∈E
Xpvu) = Dv
∀u, v ∈ V, uv, vu ∈ E (5.7b)
Xgpv1 ≤ Cgpv , ∀ p ∈ P, ∀v ∈ V (5.7c)
Xgpv2 ≤ ∆Cgpv ,∀ p ∈ P, ∀v ∈ V (5.7d)
|P |∑
p=1
Xpuv ≤ Tuv +∆Tuv,∀ uv ∈ E (5.7e)
where :
0 ≤ ∆Cgpv ≤ Bgpv , ∀ v ∈ V (5.7f)
0 ≤ ∆Tuv ≤ BTuv, ∀ v ∈ V (5.7g)
decision variables :
Xpuv, X
gp
v1 , X
gp
v2 ,∆C
gp
v ,∆Tuv ∈ R+ (5.7h)
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The LNF model formulation :
min
∑
(i,j)∈E
aijfij (5.8a)
s.t. ∑
{(i,j)∈E}
fij −
∑
{(j,i)∈E}
fij = si, ∀ i ∈ V (5.8b)
bij ≤ fij ≤ cij ,∀ (i, j) ∈ E (5.8c)
Given a CEMNF problem in Eq. 5.7, we transform it into an LNF model of Eq. (5.8). In model
of Eq. (5.7), there are four decision variables of Model in Eq. (5.8), there is one decision variable. Con-
straints of Eq. (5.7c) and Eq. (5.7e) specify the flow generation and transmission capacity expansions.
We transform them to node flow conservation constraints like in Eq. (5.8b). After transformation, the
decision variable in model of Eq. 5.7 are reduced to only one type - the flow on arc type, which is the
only type of decision variable in model of Eq. 5.8.
5.4.1 Flow conservation at a node
Table 5.7 The sym bols used in node transformation
Symbol Meaning
Svp −Dv an arc between subnode Svp to subnode Dv in node v ∈ V
Evp −Dv an arc between subnode Evp to subnode Dv in node v ∈ V .
DUG the global pseudo demand node, absorbs extra flow
DUv a flow-bypass subnode, total inflow = total outflow
XSvp−Lbvu the flow on the arc from subnode S
v
p to subnode L
b
vu
XSvp−Levu the flow on the arc from subnode S
v
p to subnode L
e
vu
XEvp−Lbvu the flow on the arc from subnode E
v
p to subnode L
b
vu
XEvp−Levu the flow on the arc from subnode E
v
p to subnode L
e
vu
XTv−Lbuv the flow on the arc from subnode T
v to subnode Lbuv
XTv−Leuv the flow on the arc from subnode T
v to subnode Leuv
XTv−Dv the flow from subnode T v to subnode Dv in node v
We use node v in Figure 5.5 as an example to show the flow conservation equations for each subnode.
The symbols used in the this section and following sections are presented in Table 5.7. We notice that
we need to maintain the following flow conservations.
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(1) For subnode D, the sum of all input flows to subnode Dv is equal to the local demand of node
v, i.e. Eq. (5.11b).
(2) For subnode DU , the sum of all input flows from existing and expanded flow generation capacity
is equal to the pseudo demand, i.e. Eq. (5.11c).
(3) For subnode Sp, p ∈ P , the sum of all output flows is equal to the existing generation capacity
of flows p ∈ P , i.e Eq. (5.11d).
(4) For subnode Ep, p ∈ P , the sum of all output flows is equal to its flow to subnodes D and DU
and transmission subnodes Lb and Le, which connect node v to its output nodes, i.e. Eq. (5.11e).
(5) For subnode T , the sum of all input flows from others nodes is equal to the flow going to its
local demand node D and the sum of its output flows to other nodes, i.e. Eq. (5.11f).
(6) For node Lbij , the sum of all its input flows is equal to its output flow, i.e. Eq. (5.11g).
(7) For node Leij , the sum of all its input flows is equal to its output flow, i.e. Eq. (5.11h).
These constraints lead to Model in Eq. (5.11), where the constraints are held for all v ∈ V .
The constraints of Model in Eq. (5.11) are systematically equivalent to the constraints of Model in
Eq. (5.7). The visualization of the transformation is expressed in Figures 5.2 and 5.5. Next, we show
that the two models are equivalent.
Equivalence 1: The constraints of Eq. (5.7b), Eq. (5.7c) and Eq. (5.7d) in the model of Eq. (5.7)
are equivalently transformed into the constraints of Eq. (5.11b), Eq. (5.11c), Eq. (5.11d), Eq. (5.11e)
and Eq. (5.11f).
Proof. In the constraint of Eq. (5.7b),
|P |∑
p=1
(
∑
uv∈E
Xpuv −
∑
vu∈E
Xpvu) is the net inflow to node v, which is
equivalent to XTv−Dv in constraint Eq. (5.11b). It is the difference between the inflow from all nodes
connected to node v and the outflow to all nodes connected to node v.
Xgpv is the flow generated by the existing generation capacity and expanded capacity. This is
expressed by the constraint Eq. (5.7c) and Eq. (5.7d). Here, Xgpv1 is generated by C
gp
v and X
gp
v2 is
generated by ∆Cgpv . The first is generated by the existing capacity in node v, which is XSvp−Dv in Eq.
(5.11b). The second is generated by the expanded capacity in node v, which is XEvp−Dv in Eq. (5.11b).
In order to transform Eq. (5.7c) into an equality, we add a slack variable such that :
Xgpv1 + Slack generation = C
gp
v ∀ p ∈ P, v ∈ V (5.9)
The Slack generation can be decomposed into three parts: (1) the flow going to Lbvu; (2) the flow
going to Levu; and (3) the flow going to DU
v. The first part is the flow that is transmitted to another
node u through the existing transmission capacity of the arc vu. The second part is the flow that is
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transmitted to another node u through the expanded transmission capacity of the arc vu. The third
part is the flow that cannot be consumed by the local demand Dv and the other nodes. This ”extra”
flow needs to be consumed by the local pseudo node DUv.
We can do the same analysis for Xgpv2 . We add a slack variable to Eq. (5.7d) and also replace ∆C
gp
v
with Bgpv such that:
Xgpv2 + Slack generation = B
gp
v ∀ p ∈ P, v ∈ V (5.10)
min Z(X˜) (5.11a)
s.t.
|P |∑
p=1
(XSvp−Dv +XEvp−Dv +XTv−Dv ) = Dv,∀v ∈ V (5.11b)
|P |∑
p=1
XSvp−DUv +
|P |∑
p=1
XEvp−DUv = XDUv−DUG,∀v ∈ V (5.11c)
Cgpv = XSvp−Dv +XSvp−DUv +
∑
vu∈E
(XSvp−Lbvu +XSvp−Levu) (5.11d)
Bgpv = XEvp−Dv +XEvp−DUv +
∑
vu∈E
(XEvp−Lbvu +XEvp−Levu) (5.11e)∑
uv∈E
(XLbuv−Tv +XLeuv−Tv ) = XTv−Dv +
∑
vk∈E
(XTv−Lbvk +XTv−Levk) (5.11f)
|P |∑
p=1
(XSvp−Lbvk +XEvp−Lbvk +XTv−Lbvk) = XLbvk−Tk (5.11g)
|P |∑
p=1
(XSvp−Levk +XEvp−Levk +XTv−Levk) = XLevk−Tk (5.11h)
|V |∑
v=1
XDUv−DUG = DUG (5.11i)
decision variables :
X˜ = {XSvp−Dv , XEvp−Dv , XSvp−DUv , XEvp−DUv , XSvp−Lbvu , XSvp−Levu ,
XEvp−Lbvu , XSvp−Levu , XTv−Dv , XTv−Lbvu , XTv−Levu , XLeuv−Tv ,
XLbuv−Tv , XDUv−DUG| ∀ p ∈ P, ∀ u, v, k ∈ V, ∀ uv, vu, vk ∈ E} (5.11j)
XLbvk−Tk ≤ Tvk, XLevk−Tk ≤ B
T
vk (5.11k)
Eqs. (5.11d, 5.11e, 5.11f, 5.11g, 5.11h) hold ∀v ∈ V
The Slack generation can also be decomposed into three parts: (1) the flow going to Lbvu; (2) the
flow going to Levu; and (3) the flow going to DU
v. The first part is the flow that is transmitted to
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another node u through the existing transmission capacity of the arc vu to node u. The second part
is the flow that is transmitted to another node u through the expanded transmission capacity of the
arc vu to node u. The third part is the flow that cannot be consumed by the local demand Dv and its
connected neighboring nodes. This ”extra” flow needs to be consumed by the local pseudo node DUv.
The sum of flow from Svp to DU
v and from Evp to DU
v are absorbed by DUG, which is responsible
for absorbing all these kinds of ”extra” flows from all nodes v ∈ V . Thus, we have:
|P |∑
p=1
XSvp−DUv +
|P |∑
p=1
XEvp−DUv = XDUv−DUG ∀ p ∈ P, v ∈ V
The above analysis shows that Eq. (5.7b) can be transformed into Eq. (5.11b); Eq. (5.7c) can be
transformed into Eq. (5.11d) and Eq. (5.7e) can be transformed into Eq. (5.11e). They are summarized
in Table 5.8.
Next, we prove the transformation for flow transmission part by proposing Equivalence 2.
Equivalence 2: The constraints of Eq. (5.7e) in model of Eq. (5.7) is equivalent to the constraints
of Eq. (5.11f), Eq. (5.11g), and Eq. (5.11h) of Model in Eq. (5.11).
Proof. The left-hand side term of Eq. (5.7e) is the flow on the arcs between any connected node u
and v in Figure 5.2. It can be decomposed into two parts. Part 1 is the flow through the existing
transmission capacity between any connected two node pairs. Part 2 is the flow through the expended
transmission capacity between the connected node pairs. In Figure 5.5, one arc connecting node u and v
is decomposed into two arcs. One arc (its capacity upperbounded by T buv) goes to node T
v and another
arc (its capacity upperbounded by BTuv) goes to node T
v.
Because we add the subnodes Svp , E
v
p and T
v
d inside a node v in Figure 5.2, the output arcs from
these nodes go to the transmission nodes Lbvx and L
e
vx for any connected node pairs v and x in Figure
5.2. Thus, the left-hand side term of Eq. (5.7e) can be decompose into three parts in Figure 5.5. Part
1 is the flow from the subnode Svp ; Part 2 is the flow from subnode E
v
p ; and Part 3 is the flow from
subnode T v. The sum of the three parts (the left-hand side term of Eq. (5.11g)) is equal to the output
flow XLbvk−Tk (the right-hand side term of Eq. (5.11g)). The sum of the three parts of the flow can also
go through the expanded transmission capacity. Similarly, we have Eq. (5.11h)). Thus, Eq. (5.7e) is
equivalent to Eq. (5.11g) and Eq. (5.11h).
For new subnode T v in Figure 5.5, we have Eq. (5.11f) to keep the flow conservation hold at the
transmission subnode. The left hand side of Eq. (5.11f) is the sum of input flows from node v’s input
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Table 5.8 The summary of transformation from Eqs. (5.7b), (5.7c) and (5.7e) to Eqs. (5.11b), (5.11c),
(5.11d), (5.11e), (5.11f), (5.11g) and (5.11h)
Transformation Related Function
variables
(5.7b) → (5.11b) XSvp−Dv The flows from existing generation
XEvp−Dv capacity, expanded capacity and
XTv−Dv transmissions from other nodes are
used to satisfy local demand Dv.
(5.7b) → (5.11c) XEvp−DUv Part of flow from existing and
XSvp−DUv expanded generation capacity go to
pseudo demand DUv subnode.
This expansion need not be done.
(5.7b) → (5.11d) XSvp−Dv This is decomposition of the existing
(5.7c) → (5.11d) XSvp−Lbvu generation capacity. Some of the flow
(5.7d) → (5.11d) XSvp−Levu from generation capacity go to satisfy
XSvp−DUv local demand D
v; remaining go to
the other nodes through transmission
nodes Lbvu or L
e
vu. The unused
capacity goes to DUG through DUv.
(5.7b) → (5.11e) XEvp−Dv This is decomposition of the expanded
(5.7c) → (5.11e) XEvp−Lbvu generation capacity. Some of the flow
XEvp−Levu from expanded capacity go to satisfy
XEvp−DUv local demand D
v; remaining go to
the other nodes through transmission
nodes Lbvu or L
e
vu. The unused
capacity goes to DUG through DUv.
(5.7e) → (5.11f) XLbuv−Tv This is about flow transmissions
(5.11g) XLeuv−Tv conservation between connected nodes.
(5.11h) XTv−Lbvk Transmission nodes T
v receives
XTv−Levk input flows from each node u
XSvp−Lbvk through arc nodes L
b
uv and L
e
uv.
XEvp−Lbvk Similarly, from node v, flows are
XSvp−Levk sent to each connected node k using
XEvp−Levk arc nodes L
b
vk and L
e
vk
from subnodes T v, Svp , and E
v
p .
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nodes. The first term at the right-hand side XTv−Dv is the flow from T v to Dv. The second term is the
flow from T v to Lbvx and the third term is the flow from T
v to Levx, where x = y, w in Figure 5.5. Their
transformations are summarized in Table 5.8 in the last two multi-rows.
Thus the constraints in Model in Eq. (5.7) are equivalent to Model in Eq. (5.11).
5.4.2 Flow demand and supply balance
In Figure 5.5, we add a global pseudo demand (DUG) node such that the ”extra” flow can be
absorbed by it and the flow conservation is maintained in the whole network. In this section, we show
that how adding the DUG node with the value determined by Eq. (5.5) can keep the flow conservation
in the whole network.
Lemma 1: In the multi-commodity flow network decomposition, adding a global pseudo demand
(DUG) node allows the flow conservation in the network of Model in Eq. (5.7) if it is feasible.
Proof. Assume that Model in Eq. (5.7) is feasible with possible generation and expansion generation
capabilities. Since we set the values of all existing and expansion generation capacities to their maximum,
it is clear that we have excess generation capacity in the network in Eq. (5.7). The role of node DUG
is to absorb only the excess capacity. The total generation capacity in the network using the maximum
of existing and possible expanded capacities is
∑
v∈V
(
|P |∑
p=1
(Svi +E
v
i )). The total demand of the network is
(
∑
v∈V
Dv). Thus the excess capacity in the network is given by the following expression.
EC =
∑
v∈V
(
|P |∑
p=1
(Svp + Evp ))−
∑
v∈V
Dv (5.12)
Since we set the capacity of node DUG to be exactly equal to EC, and the capacity can flow from
all existing and expansion generation nodes to node DUG with zero cost, DUG will be able to absorb
exactly the set capacity and no more or no less. The remaining generation and expansion capacity is
used to meet the demands of the other nodes exactly. The nodes’ demand will be governed by the
generation and transmission cost. Since none of these costs are changed, the demands are still met in
exactly the same way as without node DUG. Hence the network maintain flow conservation.
We present Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 to show that a feasible solution in Model in Eq. (5.7) is also
a feasible solution in Model in Eq. (5.11) and vice versa.
Lemma 2: A feasible solution in Model in Eq. (5.7) is also a feasible solution in Model in Eq.
(5.11).
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Proof. Given a feasible solution (X) of Model in Eq. (5.7), suppose that a node a’s demand is satisfied by
a node b in Model of eq. (5.7). The corresponding flow from b to a go through some intermediate nodes
and transmission arcs. Without loss of generality, suppose there is one intermediate node c and therefore
two intermediate arcs, bc and ca (The proof will be similar if there are more than one intermediate nodes
or none between any nodes of a and b). Suppose that this flow is generated by a group of subnodes
in node a. This flow solution of ac and cb can be superimposed in Model of Eq. (5.11) as is without
violating any constraints. This can be guaranteed by Equivalence 1 & 2. Actually, we can take the
whole solution of Model in Eq. (5.7) and impose it as a solution of Model in Eq. (5.11). We will not
violate any constraints as the generation capacities of all nodes and transmission capacities of all arcs
in Model in Eq. (5.11) are either higher than or equal to those of Model of Eq. (5.7). The costs and
transmission capacity upperbounds of all arcs in Model in Eq. (5.11) are the same as in Model of Eq.
(5.7). Thus, the solution of Model in Eq. (5.7) is a feasible solution of Model in Eq. (5.11).
Lemma 3: A feasible solution of Model in Eq. (5.11) is also a feasible solution in Model in Eq.
(5.7).
Proof. Following the similar approach as in the proof of Lemma 2, we can map the solution of Model
in Eq. (5.11) to Eq. (5.7). Given a feasible solution (X ′) of Model in Eq. (5.11), the flow solution of
arc bc and ca (here the arcs between DUG and Svp , E
v
p are not a part of X
′ because DUG’s demand is
pseudo and only used to absorb ”extra” flows and maintaining flow conservation in the whole network.
Moreover, all arcs connected to DUG have 0 cost, which means that any flows on these arcs do not
have impacts on the objective function values.) can be superimposed into Model in Eq. (5.7) because
(X ′) does not violate any constraints that of Model in Eq. (5.7) for the same reason as in the proof of
Lemma 2.
5.4.3 Proof of the Equivalence of CEMNF and LNF
We have already shown the constraints in the two models have one-to-one correspondence. We also
showed that the including node DUG with a specified capacity and setting up the maximum existing
and expansion generation node capacities to their maximum maintain flow conservation in the network.
Any feasible solutions of Models in Eq. (5.7) and (5.11) can be mapped as solutions of of each other.
Next, we show that the two models produce solutions that have the same values of the optimal
objective functions in Lemma 4 that follows.
Lemma 4: The model in Eq. (5.7) and Model in Eq. (5.11) have the same optimal objective
function value.
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Proof. To prove this result, we need to show that the flow distributions in Model in Eq. (5.7) are the
same (or of the similar equivalent costs) to Model in Eq. (5.11). Model in Eq. (5.7) does not have DUG
and DUvs to absorb the ”extra” flow, and allows the values of subnode Evp and S
v
p (in Figure 5.5) to
be any values as long as they are not more than the upperbound values. This idea is expressed by Eq.
(5.7b), Eq. (5.7c) and Eq. (5.7d) in Model (5.7). In Eq. (5.7b), for the flow p = 1, Xg1v1 is generated by
v’s existing flow 1 generation capacity Cg1v and X
g1
v2 is generated by flow generation capacity expansion
∆Cg1v with the upperbound as B
g1
v .
The generated flow 1 from the both sources is used to satisfy v’s local demand Dv or transmitted
to neighbor nodes connected to v, as expressed in Eq. (5.7c) and Eq. (5.7d) in Model in Eq. (5.7). The
same argument also hold for Xgpv1 and X
gp
v2 .
The Equivalence 1 & 2 have shown that both models have the same values of flow demand and
generation and transmission costs and their expansion costs. In Model in Eq. (5.11), the arc flow cost
between Svp , E
v
p and DU
v and the arc flow cost from DUv to DUG are all 0s. It means that the ”extra”
flows in the transformed model have no impacts on the objective function value.
The above analysis hold for each v ∈ V in Model in Eq. (5.11) and Model in Eq. (5.7). The
transformation procedures only change the flow distributions among subnodes (of Model in Eq. (5.11))
but do not change the total flow generation needed by the total demand in both models. In both models,
the flows go to cheapest unsaturated arcs at first in order to minimize the objective function values.
Lemma 2 & 3 have shown that one model’s feasible solution can be mapped on the other model.
Therefore, we obtain that
Zp(X˜p∗, X˜gp∗, ˜∆Cgp∗, ∆˜T ∗) = Z(X˜∗) (5.13)
Here, (X˜p∗, X˜gp∗, ˜∆Cgp∗, ∆˜T ∗) are optimal solutions of Model in Eq. (5.11). X˜∗ are optimal solutions
of Model in Eq. (5.11).
From the above discussion, we conclude that the transformation of formulations of CEMNF into
LNF makes it possible to solve CEMNF problems by the (-algorithm method, which is known to be
convergent and yields optimal solutions.
5.4.4 Analysis on the complexity of the transformation
In this methodology, (refer to Figure 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5), we split each node into some subn-
odes (including existing generation capacity subnodes, expanded generation capacity subnodes, demand
subnode, pseudo demand subnode, global pseudo demand node, transmission subnode, arc-transmission
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subnodes) and also need to split each arc into two arcs and add one new node for each new arc to
represent transmission capacity expansions. These steps increase the time and space complexities of the
model.
Number of subnodes. For each node (v ∈ V ), with |P | types of existing and expansion genera-
tions, we will have |P | existing (S) |P | expansion (E) subnodes. We add one subnode Dv to represent
the flow demand at each node v ∈ V and one subnode T v to receive flows from the other nodes . We
also need to add a subnode DUv, which represents the pseudo flow demand of each node v ∈ V . Thus
each node is represented by 2 ∗ |P |+ 3 subnodes.
We also add one global pseudo demand node (DUG) node.
For each arc uv ∈ E, two arc-transmission nodes (Lbuv, Leuv) are added. Thus total arc nodes are
2 ∗ |E|.
This is the total number of nodes in the network are |V | ∗ (2 ∗ |P |+ 3) + 2 ∗ |E|+ 1.
Number of links. At each node v ∈ V , each S and each E subnodes have two links, one to Dv
and one to DUv, and thus a total of 2 ∗ 2 ∗ |P | ∗ |V | such links.
Each S and each E subnodes at node v ∈ V have one link to Lbvu and one link to Levu subnodes for
all outgoing links. This results into a total of 2 ∗ |E| ∗ 2 ∗ |P | links.
Each T subnode at node v ∈ V has one link to Lbvu and one link to Levu subnodes for all outgoing
links. This results into a total of 2 ∗ |E| links. Also, for each link uv, each pair of node Lbuv and Leuv
subnodes has a link to node T v, resulting into 2 ∗ |E| links.
In addition, each DUv subnode for each v ∈ V has a link to node DUG.
Thus the total number of links in the new network are 2∗2∗|P |∗|V |+2∗|E|∗2∗|P |+2∗|E|+2∗|E|+|V |
= 4 ∗ |P | ∗ (|V |+ |E|) + 4 ∗ |E|+ |V | links in the network.
Thus the overall problem is a linear scaled version of the original problem.
5.4.5 Complexity analysis of the transformation from CEMNF to LNF
In this methodology, (refer to Figure 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5), we split each node into some subn-
odes (including existing generation capacity subnodes, expanded generation capacity subnodes, demand
subnode, pseudo demand subnode, global pseudo demand node, transmission subnode, arc-transmission
subnodes) and also need to split each arc into two arcs and add one new node for each new arc to
represent transmission capacity expansions. These steps increase the time and space complexities of the
model.
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Number of subnodes. For each node (v ∈ V ), with |P | types of existing and expansion genera-
tions, we will have |P | existing (S) |P | expansion (E) subnodes. We add one subnode Dv to represent
the flow demand at each node v ∈ V and one subnode T v to receive flows from the other nodes . We
also need to add a subnode DUv, which represents the pseudo flow demand of each node v ∈ V . Thus
each node is represented by 2 ∗ |P |+ 3 subnodes.
We also add one global pseudo demand node (DUG) node.
For each arc uv ∈ E, two arc-transmission nodes (Lbuv, Leuv) are added. Thus total arc nodes are
2 ∗ |E|.
This is the total number of nodes in the network are |V | ∗ (2 ∗ |P |+ 3) + 2 ∗ |E|+ 1.
Number of links. At each node v ∈ V , each S and each E subnodes have two links, one to Dv
and one to DUv, and thus a total of 2 ∗ 2 ∗ |P | ∗ |V | such links.
Each S and each E subnodes at node v ∈ V have one link to Lbvu and one link to Levu subnodes for
all outgoing links. This results into a total of 2 ∗ |E| ∗ 2 ∗ |P | links.
Each T subnode at node v ∈ V has one link to Lbvu and one link to Levu subnodes for all outgoing
links. It also has a link to Dv. This results into a total of 2 ∗ |E| + |V | links. Also, for each link uv,
each pair of node Lbuv and L
e
uv subnodes has a link to node T
v, resulting into 2 ∗ |E| links.
In addition, each DUv subnode for each v ∈ V has a link to node DUG.
Thus the total number of links in the new network are 2 ∗ 2 ∗ |P | ∗ |V |+ 2 ∗ |E| ∗ 2 ∗ |P |+ 2 ∗ |E|+
|V |+ 2 ∗ |E|+ |V | = 4 ∗ |P | ∗ (|V |+ |E|) + 4 ∗ |E|+ 2 ∗ |V | links in the network.
Thus the overall problem is a linear scaled version of the original problem.
5.5 Implementation and Experiment Results
We implement the transformation algorithmDecompositionTransform presented in Section 5.3.1,
which decomposes a CEMNF network (G(V,E) as shown in Fig. 5.2) into a LNF network (G′(V ′, E′)
as shown in Fig. 5.5). We generateCEMNF network models with random nodes and arcs. The values of
flow generation and transmission costs are random numbers. In order to avoid trivial solutions of linear
programming models, we keep all numerical values at the similar magnitude range, e.g. {10k|k = 1, 2, 3}.
Both networks are formulated as linear programming models, which are solved by lp solve5.5, which is an
open-source linear/integer programming model solver [72]. We compare the optimal objective function
values of the two models and show the results in Table 5.9.
The results show that the transformation algorithmDecompositionTransform transformsCEMNF
problems into LNF problems correctly and the optimal objective function values are the same. It also
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Table 5.9 The comparison of numerical results of CEMNF and LNF networks
case CEMNF CEMNF LNF LNF
[ |V |, |E| ] Z∗ [ |V |, |E| ] Z∗
1 [4, 4] 14455.7 [33, 84] 14455.7
2 [5, 6] 19006.5 [43, 117] 19006.5
3 [6, 9] 24135.8 [55, 162] 24135.8
4 [7, 10] 20595.5 [63, 183] 20595.5
5 [7, 11] 16432.8 [65, 195] 16432.8
6 [7, 12] 21053.0 [67, 207] 21053.0
7 [7, 14] 20353.2 [71, 231] 20353.2
8 [7, 15] 14068.7 [73, 243] 14068.7
9 [8, 11] 25143.1 [71, 204] 25143.1
10 [8, 12] 27139.3 [73, 216] 27139.3
11 [8, 14] 21986.8 [77, 240] 21986.8
12 [8, 16] 20450.7 [81, 264] 20450.7
13 [8, 17] 20653.1 [83, 276] 20653.1
14 [8, 19] 23346.0 [87, 300] 23346.0
15 [8, 20] 24691.5 [89, 312] 24691.5
16 [9, 12] 27788.4 [79, 225] 27788.4
17 [9, 14] 19279.3 [83, 249] 19279.3
18 [9, 18] 22989.0 [91, 297] 22989.0
19 [9, 19] 23020.6 [93, 309] 23020.6
20 [9, 22] 24839.3 [99, 345] 24839.3
21 [10, 17] 30926.8 [95, 294] 30926.8
22 [20, 50] 61821.3 [221, 780] 61821.3
23 [30, 111] 87425.7 [403, 1602] 87425.7
24 [40, 193] 127327.0 [627, 2676] 127327.0
25 [50, 298] 161139.0 [897, 4026] 161139.0
26 [60, 444] 191531.0 [1249, 5868] 191531.0
27 [70, 592] 199378.0 [1605, 7734] 199378.0
28 [80, 791] 228148.0 [2063, 10212] 228148.0
29 [90, 1005] 239985.0 [2551, 12870] 239985.0
30 [100, 1217] 293334.0 [3035, 15504] 293334.0
Z∗: optimal objective function value ; |V |: node number; |E|: arc number
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shows that for a given node number, more arcs in CEMNF generally implies more nodes and arcs in
LNF, but it depends on how many commodities and expansions are available.
We present the experimental results of solving the LNF models in Eq. (5.8) transformed from
CEMNF models in Eq. (5.7) by the parallel computing algorithm (-relaxation) in [20]. We choose
25 CEMNF models with node size from 4 to 100 and use Simplex algorithm [69] to solve CEMNF
models and use the -relaxation algorithm to its transformed LNF models. The speedup is computed
as dividing the run-time of solving CEMNF models by the run-time of transforming the CEMNF
models and solving their corresponding LNF models.
The results are shown in Table 5.10. The time unit is second. Because -relaxation [22] is an
approximation algorithm, in which an  error is tolerated in solving a linear programming model with
the format of LNF in order to solve it by parallel computing pattern, we set  value as 0.01 in order
to assure that the solutions are accurate enough. Let Z∗L represent the optimal objective value of LNF
solved by -relaxation and let Z∗C represent the optimal objective value of CEMNF solved by Simplex.
The accuracy is computed as 1− |Z∗C − Z∗L|/Z∗C .
We implement the -relaxation algorithm by multithreaded computing pattern and solve each model
with 6 threads on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) (6 cores) multi-core processor. The run time is the average value
of solving 10 models for each case.
All models in Table 5.10 have accuracy 99% according to the above accuracy formula. The results
show that our transformation method can help solving CEMNF problems more efficiently than Sim-
plex algorithm [69] by parallel computing. For small-size models, the speedup is not good becasue of
the communication overhead caused by data exchange betwneen nodes among threads. For large-size
models, the speedup is close to the thread numbers because each thread is responsible for a part of nodes
and perform flow push without exchanging data with other nodes that do not have arcs connected to
the nodes handleed by other threads. Although there may be more communications on the arcs that
connect nodes handleed by multiple threads, the simplex algorithm needs to solve all nodes one by one
sequentially. This is the reason why solving the LNF models by multithreading can get more speedup
for large-size models.
In order to study the scalability of the parallel algorithm, we also solve the LNF models by 1 and
3 threads on the same machine and present the results in Table 5.11. The run time is the average value
of solving 10 models for each case. The speedup is computed by using 1-thread case run-time as the
baseline. For example, for case 1, the 3-thread speedup is 0.007/0.0026 = 2.69; the 6-thread speedup is
0.007/0.0011 = 5.61.
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Table 5.10 Experimental Results of Parallel Computing
Each case corresponds to a network topology before and after transformation.
case CEMNF CEMNF LNF LNF Speedup
[ |V |, |E| ] time [ |V |, |E| ] time
1 [4, 4] 0.0060 [33, 84] 0.0011 5.61
2 [8, 11] 0.0125 [71, 204] 0.0022 5.66
3 [12, 22] 0.0246 [117, 372] 0.0044 5.63
4 [16, 34] 0.0416 [165, 552] 0.0074 5.62
5 [20, 50] 0.0633 [221, 780] 0.0112 5.67
6 [24, 70] 0.0952 [285, 1056] 0.0170 5.61
7 [28, 99] 0.1801 [367, 1440] 0.0320 5.63
8 [32, 122] 0.2510 [437, 1752] 0.0450 5.59
9 [36, 169] 0.3687 [555, 2352] 0.0660 5.62
10 [40, 193] 0.4474 [627, 2676] 0.0790 5.65
11 [44, 249] 0.5925 [763, 3252] 0.1060 5.58
12 [48, 278] 0.7481 [845, 3768] 0.1330 5.62
13 [52, 344] 1.2056 [1001, 4596] 0.2140 5.64
14 [56, 375] 1.4709 [1087, 5504] 0.2610 5.63
15 [60, 444] 1.7191 [1249, 5868] 0.3030 5.68
16 [64, 497] 2.3751 [1379, 6539] 0.4220 5.63
17 [68, 573] 3.0401 [1555, 7488] 0.5420 5.61
18 [72, 615] 2.7965 [1663, 8028] 0.4950 5.65
19 [76, 711] 4.4323 [1879, 9216] 0.7890 5.62
20 [80, 791] 4.9213 [2063, 10212] 0.8700 5.66
21 [84, 871] 5.5180 [2211, 11087] 0.9700 5.69
22 [88, 926] 6.6459 [2381, 11904] 1.1720 5.67
23 [92, 1085] 8.7920 [2511, 12728] 1.5480 5.68
24 [96, 1136] 10.1510 [2737, 14156] 1.7930 5.66
25 [100, 1217] 12.2032 [3035, 15504] 2.1520 5.67
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Table 5.11 Experimental Results of Parallel Computing with 1, 3 and 6 threads
†: 1 thread ; ‡: 3 threads ; ] : 6 threads
Each case corresponds to a network topology before and after transformation.
case LNF LNF Speedup LNF Speedup LNF Speedup
[ |V |, |E| ] time(1)† (1)† time(3)‡ (3)‡ time(6)] (6)]
1 [33, 84] 0.0070 1 0.0026 2.69 0.0011 5.61
2 [71, 204] 0.0198 1 0.0074 2.67 0.0022 5.66
3 [117, 372] 0.0368 1 0.0139 2.65 0.0044 5.63
4 [165, 552] 0.0574 1 0.0214 2.68 0.0074 5.62
5 [221, 780] 0.0838 1 0.0315 2.66 0.0112 5.67
6 [285, 1056] 0.1270 1 0.0480 2.65 0.0170 5.61
7 [367, 1440] 0.2430 1 0.0923 2.63 0.0320 5.63
8 [437, 1752] 0.3420 1 0.1280 2.67 0.0450 5.59
9 [555, 2352] 0.5130 1 0.1940 2.65 0.0660 5.62
10 [627, 2676] 0.6050 1 0.2260 2.68 0.0790 5.65
11 [763, 3252] 0.9010 1 0.3390 2.66 0.1060 5.58
12 [845, 3768] 0.9490 1 0.3540 2.68 0.1330 5.62
13 [1001, 4596] 1.5010 1 0.5580 2.69 0.2140 5.64
14 [1087, 5504] 1.6440 1 0.6090 2.70 0.2610 5.63
15 [1249, 5686] 1.8990 1 0.6960 2.73 0.3030 5.68
16 [1379, 6539] 2.4530 1 0.9050 2.71 0.4220 5.63
17 [1555, 7488] 2.9890 1 1.1240 2.66 0.5420 5.61
18 [1663, 8028] 3.1930 1 1.2050 2.65 0.4950 5.65
19 [1879, 9216] 4.1990 1 1.5730 2.67 0.7890 5.62
20 [2063, 10212] 4.4930 1 1.6700 2.69 0.8700 5.66
21 [2211, 11087] 4.9720 1 1.7820 2.79 0.9700 5.69
22 [2381, 11904] 6.0130 1 2.1710 2.77 1.1720 5.67
23 [2511, 12728] 6.5930 1 2.3550 2.79 1.5480 5.68
24 [2737, 14156] 8.0280 1 2.9730 2.70 1.7930 5.66
25 [3035, 15504] 9.6810 1 3.5990 2.69 2.1520 5.67
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The results in Table 5.11 show that the parallel computing pattern of -relaxation algorithm is
scalable for solving the transformed LNF models, even though the scalability is not linear because of
communication overhead among nodes.
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CHAPTER 6. CEMNF MODELING OF ENERGY PLANNING
6.1 CEMNF Modeling Problem Study
In this chapter, we study how to useCEMNF to do modeling for policy-driven energy infrastructure
planning problems in order to help decision makers understand the impacts of the policy.
We present an example of using CEMNF models (Chapter 5) to solve an energy infrastructure
planning problem driven by RPS policy. The mathematical formulation in Eq. (5.1) is used as the
modeling tool. We use the energy-related data in Section 3.4 to assign the generation/transmission (and
their expansion) cost values and existing fossil/wind energy capacity values to the parameters in Eq.
(5.1).
We present the results of using CEMNF modeling strategy in three different ways in Sections 6.2,
6.3 and 6.4. The data used in the following computations are collected from the publications cited in
Section 3.4.
In Section 6.2, we present the modeling results of CEMNF without considering RPS in order to do
the comparison with the modeling results of CEMNF with RPS implemented as a constraint in CEMNF
model and the results of CEMNF with RPS implemented as price-adjustment in the following sections.
In Section 6.3, we present the modeling results of CEMNF with RPS implemented as constraints
that require the wind power percentage (WPP=wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed) to be a
specified value according to the RPS goals of a state.
In Section 6.4, we present the modeling results of CEMNF with RPS implemented by price-
adjustment method, where we assume that there are financial supports to the wind power generation
and its capacity expansions so that wind power has the same cost as that of fossil power. We let markets
choose which one should be developed. This method can also be called incentivized RPS.
For each of the above CEMNF modeling strategies, we present the following items state by state.
The items and their meaning are summarized in Table 6.1.
We also present transmission capacity expansions of the whole region year by year. The average
existing transmission capacity in the five states is 20 KMW (killo-mega-watts) from the documents in
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Table 6.1 The columns’ meaning in tables of Chapter 6 and 7
Item Meaning
IFC capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity
IFCX fossil-power generation capacity expansion
IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity
IRCX renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion
WPP wind power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed
ITX transmission line capacity expansion
LN transmission line number
MW megawatt
Section 3.4. We assign a line number (LN) for each transmission line in the five states in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 The transmission line number for the five states
LN Connected States LN Connected States
1 ND - SD 2 ND - NE
3 ND - MN 4 ND - IA
5 SD - NE 6 SD - MN
7 SD - IA 8 NE - MN
9 NE - IA 10 MN - IA
6.2 CEMNF Modeling Strategy Without RPS
In order to do the comparison about RPS, in this section, we remove the constraints Eq. (6.1) in
Model Eq. (6.1) and keep all other things the same. This modeling strategy is defined as CEMNF-NO-
RPS. We present the modeling results in Tables 6.3 - 6.7.
Table 6.3 The generation capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-NO-RPS) in ND from
2010-2049
Year IFC[MW] IFCX[MW] IRC[MW] IRCX[MW] WPP[%]
2010-2019 4850 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 5091 920 767 0 5.05
2030-2039 5091 4945 767 0 1.89
2040-2049 5091 6185 767 0 1.89
In Tables 6.3 - 6.7, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
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Table 6.4 The generation capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-NO-RPS) in SD from
2010-2049
Year IFC[MW] IFCX[MW] IRC[MW] IRCX[MW] WPP[%]
2010-2019 2560 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 2933 665 288 0 3.31
2030-2039 2933 1755 288 0 2.25
2040-2049 2933 805 288 0 1.96
Table 6.5 The generation capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-NO-RPS) in NE from
2010-2049
Year IFC[MW] IFCX[MW] IRC[MW] IRCX[MW] WPP[%]
2010-2019 6680 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 7023 700 153 0 0.84
2030-2039 7023 880 153 0 0.75
2040-2049 7023 940 153 0 0.68
Table 6.6 The generation capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-NO-RPS) in MN from
2010-2049
Year IFC[MW] IFCX[MW] IRC[MW] IRCX[MW] WPP[%]
2010-2019 12080 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 12890 1150 1805 0 5.20
2030-2039 12890 2700 1805 0 4.40
2040-2049 12890 1865 1805 0 3.99
Table 6.7 The generation capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-NO-RPS) in IA from
2010-2049
Year IFC[MW] IFCX[MW] IRC[MW] IRCX[MW] WPP[%]
2010-2019 8765 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 10550 0 3053 0 11.03
2030-2039 11615 0 3053 0 8.19
2040-2049 12287 500 3053 0 9.28
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power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 6.3 - 6.7, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• Without RPS, there is no wind power generation capacity expansions in the whole region because
its capacity expansions costs are much higher than those of fossil power generation capacity
expansions. For example, in Table 6.7, the wind power capacity expansions are all 0s. These can
be found in the results of ND, SD, NE and MN states.
• In all these tables 6.3 - 6.7, after the existing fossil (IFC) and wind (IRC) power generation
capacities are used up, the fossil power generation capacity expansions (IFCX) are done to
satisfy demand without doing any wind power generation capacity expansions (IRCX), which
are more expensive than those of fossil power. For example, in Table 6.3, IFC’s capacities are
used up (5091 MW) from 2020 to 2049. IFCX values increase from 920 to 6185, which means
that fossil power capacities are expanded from 2020 to 2049.
• Generally, the results in Tables 6.3 - 6.7 show that the growing demand forces the fossil power
generation capacity expansions (IFCX) increase but not wind power generation capacity expan-
sions (IRCX), which are all 0s in these tables even though IRC reaches its upperbound values.
For example, in Table 6.6, IRC’s values are 1805 but IRCX’s values are 0s.
• WPP’s values are also small because of no RPS policy driving the wind power capacity expansions.
They do not satisfy the requirements of RPS policy discussed in Section 1.1.
We also present the modeling (CEMNF-NO-RPS) results of transmission capacity expansions in
Tables 6.8 - 6.11.
Table 6.8 The transmission capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-NO-RPS) in the five states
in 2010-2019
LN ITX[MW] LN ITX[MW]
1 85 2 150
3 160 4 70
5 110 6 80
7 20 8 200
9 50 10 30
In Tables 6.8 - 6.11, LN is transmission line number; ITX is transmission line capacity expansion.
From results in Tables 6.8 - 6.11, we make the following observations and conclusions.
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Table 6.9 The transmission capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-NO-RPS) in the five states
in 2020-2029
LN ITX[MW] LN ITX[MW]
1 180 2 200
3 240 4 20
5 260 6 170
7 25 8 250
9 50 10 50
Table 6.10 The transmission capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-NO-RPS) in the five states
in 2030-2039
LN ITX[MW] LN ITX[MW]
1 210 2 300
3 400 4 40
5 240 6 150
7 15 8 130
9 40 10 120
Table 6.11 The transmission capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-NO-RPS) in the five states
in 2040-2049
LN ITX[MW] LN ITX[MW]
1 390 2 300
3 300 4 70
5 200 6 280
7 30 8 250
9 60 10 350
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• Transmission line capacity expansions need to be done during 2010 - 2049. For example, in Table
6.8, the transmission line with LN as 3 (refer to Table 6.2) is from ND to MN. Its capacity needs
to be increased 160 MW because MN has much higher power demand than that of ND and also
ND has more wind energy than MN.
• The similar tendencies of ITX can be found in Tables 6.8 - 6.11.
6.3 CEMNF Modeling With RPS Constraint
In the following Model Eq. 6.1, we implement a network with (5 nodes) to do modeling for the
energy infrastructure planing problem in Chapter 3. Each node represents a Midwest state and each
node has an arc that connects all other nodes. In the following (in)equations, RPSv is the renewable
energy requirement from RPS in node v (state). V is the set of all five Midwest states (ND, SD, NE, MN,
IA). Xg2v1 is the power generated from renewable energy existing capacity. X
g2
v2 is the power generated
from renewable energy expansion capacity.
min Zp(X˜p, X˜
gp
v1 , X˜
gp
v2 , ∆˜Cgp, ∆˜T ) (6.1a)
s.t.
|P |∑
p=1
(Xgpv1 +X
gp
v2 +
∑
uv∈E
Xpuv −
∑
vu∈E
Xpvu) = Dv
(∀ v ∈ V,∀ p ∈ P ) (6.1b)
Xgpv1 ≤ Cgpv ,∀ p ∈ P, v ∈ V (6.1c)
Xgpv2 ≤ ∆Cgpv ,∀ p ∈ P, v ∈ V (6.1d)
|P |∑
p=1
Xpuv ≤ Tuv +∆Tuv,∀ uv ∈ E (6.1e)
Xg2v1 +X
g2
v2 ≥ (
|P |∑
p=1
Xgpv1 +
|P |∑
p=1
Xgpv2 )×RPSv, v ∈ V (6.1f)
where :
0 ≤ ∆Cgpv ≤ Bgpv , ∀ v ∈ V (6.1g)
0 ≤ ∆Tuv ≤ BTuv, ∀ uv ∈ E (6.1h)
decision variables :
Xpuv, X
gp
v1 , X
gp
v2 ,∆C
gp
v ,∆Tuv ≥ 0 (6.1i)
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In the above formulation, the inequation Eq. (6.1f) requires that the percentage of the power
generated from existing/expansion renewable energy capacity in node v should be greater than or equal
to the RPS requirement in node (state) v.
Model in Eq. (6.1) is defined as CEMNF-RPS-Constraint model. The modeling results are presented
in Tables 6.12 - 6.16.
Table 6.12 The energy infrastructure planning (CEMNF-RPS-Constraint) in ND from 2010-2049
Year IFC[MW] IFCX[MW] IRC[MW] IRCX[MW] WPP(%) RPSv (%)
2010-2019 2590 0 767 1035 12.74 12.74
2020-2029 5091 5 767 985 18.42 18.42
2030-2039 5091 2350 767 2965 24.8 24.83
2040-2049 5091 3270 767 5160 30.00 30.00
Table 6.13 The energy infrastructure planning (CEMNF-RPS-Constraint) in SD from 2010-2049
Year IFC[MW] IFCX[MW] IRC[MW] IRCX[MW] WPP(%) RPSv (%)
2010-2019 2075 0 288 420 12.74 12.74
2020-2029 2933 30 288 855 18.42 18.42
2030-2039 2933 820 288 1195 24.39 24.39
2040-2049 2933 340 288 1395 30.00 30.00
Table 6.14 The energy infrastructure planning (CEMNF-RPS-Constraint) in NE from 2010-2049
Year IFC[MW] IFCX[MW] IRC[MW] IRCX[MW] WPP(%) RPSv (%)
2010-2019 5150 0 120 1270 6.23 6.23
2020-2029 6175 0 153 1640 14.81 14.81
2030-2039 6850 0 153 3350 28.15 28.15
2040-2049 7023 0 153 1365 30.00 30.00
In Tables 6.12 - 6.16, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 6.12 - 6.16, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• With RPS, there are much more wind power generation capacity expansions in the whole region
than those of results (without RPS) in Tables 6.3 - 6.7. For example, in Table 6.12, the wind
power capacity expansion (IRCX) is 5160 during 2040 - 2049 period. This value is 0 in Table
6.3.
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Table 6.15 The generation capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Constraint) in MN from
2010-2049
Year IFC[MW] IFCX[MW] IRC[MW] IRCX[MW] WPP(%) RPSv (%)
2010-2019 8500 0 1805 3100 16.65 16.65
2020-2029 10375 0 1805 4800 26.04 26.04
2030-2039 11665 0 1805 1700 28.15 28.15
2040-2049 12470 0 1805 1550 30.00 30.00
Table 6.16 The generation capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Constraint) in IA from
2010-2049
Year IFC[MW] IFCX[MW] IRC[MW] IRCX[MW] WPP(%) RPSv (%)
2010-2019 7510 0 1560 0 7.50 7.50
2020-2029 8245 0 3053 1000 14.81 14.81
2030-2039 9985 0 3053 3500 22.62 22.62
2040-2049 10680 0 3053 2550 30.00 30.00
• Although wind power generation capacity expansions costs are much higher than those of fossil
power generation capacity expansions, RPS constraint (Eq. 6.1f) of Model in Eq. 6.1 require that
WPP values must satisfy the constraint. This is the result driven by RPS goals.
• The higher RPSv can drive more wind power generation expansions (IRCX). For example, in
Table 6.12, during 2010-2019, RPSv is 12.74% and its IRCX is 1035 but during 2040-2049, its
value is 5160. These tedencyies can be found in the results of ND, SD, NE, MN and IA states.
• In all these tables, after the existing fossil (IFC) and wind ((IRC)) power generation capacities
are used up, the fossil power generation capacity expansions (IFCX) are done to satisfy demand
meanwhile doing wind power generation capacity expansions (IRCX), which are required by RPS
policy even though wind power capacity expansions are more expensive than those of fossil power.
• Generally, the results in Tables 6.12 - 6.16 show that the growing demand and RPS policy force the
fossil and wind power generation capacity expansions (IFCX, IRCX) increase during 2010-2049.
• WPP’s values are much larger than those in Tables 6.3 - 6.7 because of RPS policy driving the
wind power capacity expansions.
We present the modeling results of the transmission lines capacity expansions in Tables 6.17 - Table
6.20.
In Tables 6.17 - 6.20, LN is transmission line number; ITX is transmission line capacity expansion.
From results in Tables 6.17 - 6.20, we make the following observations and conclusions.
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Table 6.17 The transmission capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Constraint) in the
five states in 2010-2019
LN ITX[MW] LN ITX[MW]
1 260 2 250
3 430 4 150
5 180 6 380
7 30 8 480
9 40 10 30
Table 6.18 The transmission capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Constraint) in the
five states in 2020-2029
LN ITX[MW] LN ITX[MW]
1 140 2 140
3 250 4 60
5 90 6 170
7 10 8 250
9 50 10 45
Table 6.19 The transmission capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Constraint) in the
five states in 2030-2039
LN ITX[MW] LN ITX[MW]
1 180 2 230
3 450 4 210
5 180 6 260
7 10 8 140
9 40 10 105
Table 6.20 The transmission capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Constraint) in the
five states in 2040-2049
LN ITX[MW] LN ITX[MW]
1 420 2 300
3 300 4 80
5 170 6 280
7 30 8 260
9 40 10 320
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• The results in Tables 6.17 - 6.20 show that transmission line capacity expansions need to be done
during 2010 - 2049. For example, in Table 6.17, the transmission line with LN as 3 (refer to Table
6.2) is from ND to MN. Its capacity needs to be increased 430 MW because MN has much higher
power demand than that of ND and also ND has more wind energy than MN.
• The similar tendencies of ITX can be found in Tables 6.17 - 6.20. Moreover, the results in Tables
6.17 - 6.20 also show that RPS policy may have some impacts on the transmission lines connected
to a state that has much richer wind energy than other states. For example, the line ND-MN
(with LN as 3) in Tables 6.17 - 6.20 have larger values than those in Tables 6.8 - 6.11.
• It shows that RPS can also encourage transmission capacity expansions in wind-energy-rich re-
gions. (ND has much higher potential wind energy than MN. This has been presented in Section
3.4).
6.4 CEMNF Modeling Strategy With RPS As A Price-Adjustment
In Chapter 5, we present a transformation algorithm that can transform CEMNF to LNF models,
which can be solved with high-performance on multi-processor systems. But, for energy-policy-driven
infrastructure planning problems, if we want to solve the problems with high-performance, we cannot
directly implement RPS requirements as a constraint inequation just like Eq. (6.1f) in Model Eq. 6.1
because this will make the CEMNF problems not transformable to LNF and make the node-based
parallelization impossible. In Chapter 5, we have shown that -relaxation algorithm [20] can help solve
CEMNF problems (Eq. 5.1) very efficiently.
In this section, we remove RPS constraint Eq. (6.1f) but we implement RPS requirements by
allowing some financial supports to wind power so that its price is low enough to be competitive with
fossil power. We let markets choose which kind of energy infrastructures should be developed. This
modeling strategy is defined as CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustment. This can help decision makers find out
the infrastructure-expansion planning difference of stimulating renewable energy development driven by
RPS policy requirement and that driven by financial supports to the renewable energy products.
Moreover, the Model in Eq. (6.1) without Eq. (6.1f) can be solved in parallel by the transformation
algorithm presented in Chapter 5. We also present the solutions from the parallel -relaxation algorithm
[20].
We assume that the financial support (provided by production tax credit or other kinds of financial
instruments from public or private organizations) can help reduce the costs of wind energy generation
and its capacity expansions. Currently, the average price of fossil power is 1.105 cents/kwh, but wind
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power is 6.5 cents/kwh [87]. If we provide 83% financial support for wind power generation, its price
will be 6.5 ∗ (1− 0.83) = 1.105, which is equal to fossil power generation cost.
Averagely, the fossil power generation capacity expansion cost is 1.86 million dollar/MW [87] and the
wind power generation capacity expansion cost is 4.33 million dollar/MW [87]. So, we also provide 57%
financial support for wind power generation capacity expansions such that its cost is 4.33 ∗ (1− 0.57) =
1.86, which is equal to fossile power cost. With these financial supports to wind power development, we
let markets choose which one should be developed.
The modeling results (solving CEMNF models before transformation) of generation capacity expan-
sions and transmission capacity expansions are presented in Section 6.4.1. The modeling results (solving
transformed CEMNF models) of generation capacity expansions and transmission capacity expansions
are presented in Section 6.4.2.
6.4.1 Modeling results for CEMNF before transformation
We present the modeling results (generation capacity expansions) of CEMNF model (before trans-
formation) in Tables 6.21 - 6.25. The meanings of the items (IFC, IFCX, IRC, IRCX and ITX) have
been presented in Table 6.1.
Table 6.21 The energy generation capacity expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustment-Be-
fore-Transformation) in ND from 2010-2049
Year IFC[MW] IFCX[MW] IRC[MW] IRCX[MW] WPP(%) RPSv (%)
2010-2019 5091 0 767 1155 13.92 12.74
2020-2029 5091 10 767 955 19.46 18.42
2030-2039 5091 2360 767 2890 24.88 24.88
2040-2049 5091 3310 767 5175 30.33 30.00
Table 6.22 The energy generation capacity expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustment-Be-
fore-Transformation) in SD from 2010-2049
Year IFC[MW] IFCX[MW] IRC[MW] IRCX[MW] WPP(%) RPSv (%)
2010-2019 1890 0 288 550 13.66 12.74
2020-2029 2190 0 288 745 18.52 18.52
2030-2039 2933 850 288 1295 24.56 24.39
2040-2049 2933 320 288 1330 30.43 30.00
In Tables 6.21 - 6.25, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
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Table 6.23 The energy generation capacity expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustment-Be-
fore-Transformation) in NE from 2010-2049
Year IFC[MW] IFCX[MW] IRC[MW] IRCX[MW] WPP(%) RPSv (%)
2010-2019 6200 0 153 1290 9.06 6.23
2020-2029 6870 0 153 1630 16.02 14.81
2030-2039 6870 0 153 3360 28.19 28.15
2040-2049 7023 0 153 1360 31.52 30.00
Table 6.24 The energy generation capacity expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustment-Be-
fore-Transformation) in MN from 2010-2049
Year IFC[MW] IFCX[MW] IRC[MW] IRCX[MW] WPP(%) RPSv (%)
2010-2019 10260 0 1805 3050 17.85 16.65
2020-2029 11600 0 1805 4850 26.91 26.04
2030-2039 12430 0 1805 800 29.22 28.15
2040-2049 12890 95 1805 1470 30.81 30.00
Table 6.25 The energy generation capacity expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustment-Be-
fore-Transformation) in IA from 2010-2049
Year IFC[MW] IFCX[MW] IRC[MW] IRCX[MW] WPP(%) RPSv (%)
2010-2019 8220 0 1540 0 7.90 7.50
2020-2029 9970 0 3053 970 15.33 14.81
2030-2039 10660 0 3053 3470 22.89 22.62
2040-2049 10660 0 3053 2560 30.97 30.00
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generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 6.21 - 6.25, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• The RPS goals can also be realized if we provide some financial supports for wind power so
that its generation costs and capacity expansion costs can be competitive with those of fossil
power. For example, in ND (2049), (Table 6.21), WPP is 30.33% greater than 30%, which is
RPS requirement of ND.
• The fossil and wind power generation capacity expansions are done after their existing capacities
(IFC, IRC) are used up. For example, in ND, after 2020, all existing fossil power generation
capacities (IFC) are used (5091 MW) and all wind existing power generation capacities (IRC)
are also used (767 MW). Therefore, their generation capacities are expanded, for example, IFCX
is 2360 MW during 2030-2039 and IRCX is 2890 MW during 2030-2039.
• This tendency can be found in all other states. Moreover, WPP’s values are higher or equal to
the required values of RPSv in Tables 6.12 - 6.16.
• According to the discussion about financial supports to wind energy development in the beginning
of Section 6.4, whether fossil or wind power generation capacities should be developed depends
on markets, which always choose the cheaper one to implement at first. Therefore, in some states
such as NE (Table 6.23), IFCX’s values are 0s during 2010-2049.
• The development of fossil or wind energy is driven by financial support which can make both
energy products have competitive prices with each other. The financial support is driven by RPS
policy.
We present the modeling results (transmission capacity expansions) of CEMNF model (before trans-
formation) in Tables 6.26 - 6.29.
Table 6.26 The transmission capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustment-Be-
fore-Transformation) in the five states in 2010-2019
LN ITX[MW] LN ITX[MW]
1 120 2 200
3 300 4 130
5 200 6 210
7 40 8 340
9 70 10 20
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Table 6.27 The transmission capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustment-Be-
fore-Transformation) in the five states in 2020-2029
LN ITX[MW] LN ITX[MW]
1 160 2 180
3 270 4 20
5 240 6 60
7 30 8 340
9 50 10 50
Table 6.28 The transmission capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustment-Be-
fore-Transformation) in the five states in 2030-2039
LN ITX[MW] LN ITX[MW]
1 210 2 300
3 380 4 40
5 250 6 260
7 20 8 130
9 60 10 110
Table 6.29 The transmission capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustment-Be-
fore-Transformation) in the five states in 2040-2049
LN ITX[MW] LN ITX[MW]
1 380 2 200
3 350 4 160
5 190 6 290
7 40 8 250
9 50 10 340
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In Tables 6.26 - 6.29, LN is transmission line number; ITX is transmission line capacity expansion.
From results in Tables 6.26 - 6.29, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• Transmission line capacity expansions need to be done for all lines during 2010 - 2049. For
example, in Table 6.28, the transmission line with LN as 3 (refer to Table 6.2) is from ND to MN.
Its capacity needs to be increased 380 MW because MN has much higher power demand than
that of ND and also ND has more wind energy than MN. The capacity of the line (with LN as
8) from NE to MN is also expanded much during 2010-2029 because MN has the highest power
demand in the all five states.
• The results in Tables 6.17 - 6.20 also show that RPS policy may have some impacts on the
transmission lines connected to a state that has much richer wind energy than other states. For
example, the line ND-SD (with LN as 1), ND-MN (with LN as 3) and SD-NE (with LN as 5) in
Tables 6.26 - 6.29 have larger values than those in Tables 6.8 - 6.11.
• It shows that the financial support can also encourage transmission capacity expansions in wind-
energy-rich regions. (ND and SD have much higher potential wind energy than MN. This has
been presented in Section 3.4).
6.4.2 Modeling results for CEMNF after transformation
We present the modeling results (generation capacity expansions) of CEMNF models (the models
are transformed by the algorithm presented in Chapter 5 and solved by -relaxation algorithm [20])
in Tables 6.30 - 6.34. Because -relaxation is an approximate algorithm (which has been discussed in
Section 5.1.1), we follow the same rule (presented in Section 5.5) about assuring computing accuracy
and obtaining high performance. We present the modeling results (transmission capacity expansions) of
CEMNF model (after transformation) in Tables 6.35 - 6.38. The meanings of the items (IFC, IFCX,
IRC, IRCX and ITX) have been presented in Table 6.1.
Table 6.30 The energy generation capacity expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustmen-
t-After-Transformation) in ND from 2010-2049
Year IFC[MW] IFCX[MW] IRC[MW] IRCX[MW] WPP(%) RPSv (%)
2010-2019 5091 0 767 1150 13.89 12.74
2020-2029 5091 10 767 950 19.44 18.42
2030-2039 5091 2370 767 2910 24.88 24.88
2040-2049 5091 2380 767 5170 30.34 30.00
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Table 6.31 The energy generation capacity expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustmen-
t-After-Transformation) in SD from 2010-2049
Year IFC[MW] IFCX[MW] IRC[MW] IRCX[MW] WPP(%) RPSv (%)
2010-2019 2200 0 288 540 13.89 12.74
2020-2029 2933 60 288 760 18.53 18.42
2030-2039 2933 850 288 1300 24.56 24.36
2040-2049 2933 330 288 1330 30.22 30.00
Table 6.32 The energy generation capacity expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustmen-
t-After-Transformation) in NE from 2010-2049
Year IFC[MW] IFCX[MW] IRC[MW] IRCX[MW] WPP(%) RPSv (%)
2010-2019 6200 0 153 1290 9.06 6.23
2020-2029 6860 0 153 1640 16.02 14.81
2030-2039 7023 0 153 3360 28.22 28.15
2040-2049 7023 0 153 1360 31.53 30.00
Table 6.33 The energy generation capacity expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustmen-
t-After-Transformation) in MN from 2010-2049
Year IFC[MW] IFCX[MW] IRC[MW] IRCX[MW] WPP(%) RPSv (%)
2010-2019 10270 0 1805 3040 17.83 16.65
2020-2029 11610 0 1805 4840 26.90 26.40
2030-2039 12420 0 1805 1800 29.25 28.15
2040-2049 12890 90 1805 1470 30.85 30.00
Table 6.34 The energy generation capacity expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustmen-
t-After-Transformation) in IA from 2010-2049
Year IFC[MW] IFCX[MW] IRC[MW] IRCX[MW] WPP(%) RPSv (%)
2010-2019 8210 0 1530 0 7.88 7.50
2020-2029 9990 0 3053 990 15.48 14.81
2030-2039 10650 0 3053 3490 22.90 22.62
2040-2049 10650 0 3053 2560 30.95 30.00
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In Tables 6.30 - 6.34, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 6.30 - 6.34, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• The CEMNF model transformation algorithm (presented in Section 5.3) can transform CEMNF
models into LNF models, which can be solved by the approximation algorithm -relaxation in [11]
with solutions close to the CEMNF models before transformation. For example, in Table 6.30,
IFCX is 2370 during 2030-2039 and in Table 6.21 its value is 2360.
• The similar tendency can also be found by comparing these tables (Table 6.30 - 6.34 and 6.21 -
6.25) state by state. The values of WPP can also satisfy the requirement of RPS (PRSv). For
example, in Table 6.32, during 2010-2019, its WPP is 9.06, which is greater than RPSv (6.23).
The values of WPP are very close or equal to those obtained from CEMNF-Price-Adjustment
(before transformation).
• From the above conclusions, we find that the CEMNF-Price-Adjustment-After-Transformation
can also be used to do modeling for energy planning problems.
We present the modeling results (transmission capacity expansions) of CEMNF model (after trans-
formation) in Tables 6.35 - 6.38.
Table 6.35 The transmission capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustmen-
t-After-Transformation) in the five states in 2010-2019
LN ITX[MW] LN ITX[MW]
1 130 2 200
3 300 4 120
5 200 6 200
7 40 8 330
9 75 10 20
In Tables 6.35 - 6.38, LN is transmission line number; ITX is transmission line capacity expansion.
From results in Tables 6.35 - 6.38, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• Transmission line capacity expansions values are very close to or equal to the results in Tables
6.26 - 6.29 line by line. For example, in Table 6.37, the ITX value of line 1 (with LN as 1 from
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Table 6.36 The transmission capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustmen-
t-After-Transformation) in the five states in 2020-2029
LN ITX[MW] LN ITX[MW]
1 160 2 170
3 280 4 30
5 230 6 210
7 30 8 270
9 55 10 50
Table 6.37 The transmission capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustmen-
t-After-Transformation) in the five states in 2030-2039
LN ITX[MW] LN ITX[MW]
1 210 2 310
3 380 4 40
5 270 6 250
7 15 8 140
9 60 10 110
Table 6.38 The transmission capacity and its expansion planning (CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustmen-
t-After-Transformation) in the five states in 2040-2049
LN ITX[MW] LN ITX[MW]
1 370 2 220
3 340 4 170
5 180 6 300
7 55 8 250
9 50 10 350
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ND to SD) is 210, which is equal to the corresponding value in Table 6.28. But, line 5 (from SD
- NE) is different: one is 270 (after transformation) and another is 250 (before transformation).
• These kinds of tendency can also be found in Tables 6.35 - 6.38.
6.5 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we have presented the results of CEMNF modeling strategies with RPS, without
RPS and with RPS implemented by price-adjustment (before/after transformation). The models’ pa-
rameters are obtained from the official documents in Section 3.4. The models are implemented by linear
programming. The results in Tables 6.12 - 6.16 show that we can realize RPS goals if we implement
RPS as constraints in CEMNF model formulations. The obtainedWPP values are exactly equal to the
values of RPSv. Moreover, the wind energy generation capacities need to be expanded greatly during
the period of 2010 - 2049. Tables 6.17 - 6.20 show that the transmission capacities also need to be
expanded during the period.
Compared with the results in Tables 6.12 - 6.16, the results of CEMNF modeling without RPS
in Tables 6.3 - 6.7 and in Tables 6.8 - 6.11 show that RPS can greatly force capacity expansions of
wind energy generation during the modeling period. Without RPS, the wind power marketshare cannot
reach the level that is realized by implementation of RPS as a constraint during the modeling period.
The results obtained by CEMNF-RPS modeling strategy can help decision makers find out how to do
fossil/wind power generation capacity expansions planning driven by RPS policy.
We present the modeling results of CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustment before/after-transformation
strategy in Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2. For solving each of CEMNF (before and after transformation)
models, we compute the speedup (just like we have done in Chapter 5.5). The results show that our
transformation algorithm can help improve performance with average speedup 5.62 by running 6 threads
on 6 CPUs.
The results presented in Tables 6.26- 6.29 and Tables 6.35 - 6.38 show that the -relaxation algorithm
can solve the transformed CEMNF models with high accuracy. For all data entries in these tables, the
differences between corresponding items are not more than 20 [MW].
The results of CEMNF modeling with RPS implemented as price-adjustment in Tables 6.21 - 6.25
and Tables 6.26 - 6.29 show that the renewable energy marketshare goals can also be realized if we can
provide some kinds of financial support for wind power such that its cost is competitive with fossil power
cost.
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We also need to consider the impacts of model parameters uncertainties (such as errors) on the op-
timal solutions obtained from CEMNF-NO-RPS, CEMNF-RPS, and CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustment-
Before/After-Transformation modeling strategies. This will be presented in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 7. IMPACT OF PARAMETER UNCERTAINTY IN CEMNF
MODELING STRATEGY ON ENERGY PLANNING PROBLEMS
In this Chapter, we present the statistics analysis on the relationship between the optimal solutions
of generation/transmission capacity expansions (solved by the CEMNF-PPS-Price-Adjustment model-
ing strategy presented in Chapter 6.4) and the uncertainty of the model parameters including energy
demand, flow generation cost, transmission cost, generation capacity expansion costs, and transmission
capacity expansion costs.
7.1 Uncertainty Problem Study
In real world, the model parameters of CEMNF may have uncertainties such as errors. For example,
when we predict power demand, it may have prediction errors. The similar errors can also happen on the
model parameters including the costs of fossil/wind power generation and their capacity expansions. We
need to consider this kinds of errors when we apply CEMNF modeling strategy to energy infrastructure
planning problems. We need to show the impacts of these uncertainties on the results of the capacity
expansion planning. We assume that these kinds of errors follow normal distributions.
We choose the energy infrastructure planning problem in Chapter 6.4 as the example. It is a network
(G(5, 10)) with 5 nodes and 10 arcs. Each node has a connection arc with all other nodes. We change
the values of flow demand, flow generation/transmission (and capacity expansion) cost with some per-
centages, e.g. 5%, 10%. The values of demand, generation cost, transmission cost, generation capacity
expansion cost and transmission capacity expansion cost (used in the models of Section 6) are used as
the basis and we change them within a range such as 5% by allowing their values change within the range
of [-2.5%, +2.5%]. For example, if the basis value is X and percentage change is δ ∈ [−2.5%,+2.5%],
the changed values of a model parameter can be any value of X × (1.0 + δ). We assume that all the
demand values, generation/transmission (and their expansions) cost-values uncertainties follow normal
distributions. In this way, we introduce uncertainties for these CEMNF model parameters, which are
used for CEMNF uncertainty modeling of this chapter. With these uncertainties, we present what the
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corresponding changes of the (fossil/renewable) energy generation/transmission capacity expansions.
We show the breakdown solutions of each item (IFC, IFCX, IRC, IRCX, whose meanings can
be referred in Table 6.1) state by state from 2010 to 2049 and those of ITX transmission-line by
transmission-line. For each item, we present the results of 5% and 10% changes. For each year of
each change case, we do modeling 50 times and present minimum (min), mean (mean) and maximum
(max) values of the 50 models, each of which has the same network topology for the 5-state region but
the model paramters (demand, generation/transmission cost and their capacity expansion caost) are
changed within the uncertainty range such as 5%. They are shown by tables in Sections 7.2, 7.3 and
7.4. We choose 50 times modeling because we have to do modeling for five years and two uncertainty
cases (3%, 5%) for each year. The parameters with uncertainties include demand, generation costs and
generation capacity expansion costs. The dimensions of uncertainty analysis are very large. Therefore,
we do 50 times of modeling for each case.
We also show the uncertainty study results of the total wind/fossil generation capacity expansions
and the total transmission capacity expansions in the whole region year by year. Because the capacity
expansions are more useful for future planning, we present the 2020-2049 results in Figures 7.1 - 7.11. The
results are shown with side-by-side box plots, which allows comparing features of sample distributions
by graphically describing groups of numerical data with five statistics summaries. They are the sample
maximum (largest observation value), upper quartile (Q3), median (Q2), lower quartile (Q1) and the
sample minimum (smallest observation). The upper far fence is the 1.5 times of IQR (the interquartile
ranges) plus Q3. The lower far fence is Q1 minus the 1.5 times of IQR. The lower and upper adjacent
values are the smallest observed value inside the lower far fence and the largest observed data value
inside the upper far fence respectively. The whiskers are the lines that connect the largest/smallest data
point located within Q3/Q1 and the upper/lower far fence Q3/Q1 respectively. [5]
We compare the overall shape, location, spread of the sample data distributions by checking the
relative positions of the mean and the median, the heights of the boxes (IQRs). The upper fence of
the IQR box is the 75th percentiles (Q3), the lower fence of the IQR is the 25th percentiles (Q1). A
percentile is the value of a variable below which a certain percent of observation data locate [5]. We
study the relative positions of the means (and the medians) between the ends of the boxes (i.e., Q1, Q3),
the relative lengths of the whiskers, and the outliers located outside of the either end of the whiskers.
By performing these studies, we can understand the impacts of the uncertainties of energy de-
mand, generation/transmission costs and their capacity expansion costs on the generation/transmission
capacity expansions. We use the above break-down solutions (minimum, mean, maximum) and the
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total fossil/wind generation capacity expansions (shown by box-plots) to derive the conclusions about
uncertainty impacts on the planning results.
7.2 Uncertainty Analysis for CEMNF-NO-RPS
In this section, we present the break-down solutions of CEMNF-NO-RPS (min: minimum, mean:
mean,max: maximum) for each item (IFC, IFCX, IRC, IRCX) state by state and for ITX transmission-
line by transmission-line. The meanings of these items have been presented in Table 6.1.
Table 7.1 The capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity (IFC) [MW] in ND 2010
- 2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 3895 4900 5091 3825 4850 5091
2020-2029 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091
2030-2039 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091
2040-2049 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091
Table 7.2 The fossil-power generation capacity expansion (IFCX) [MW] in ND 2010 - 2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 245 910 2290 255 965 2520
2030-2039 3335 6275 9595 3250 6075 9985
2040-2049 7510 12810 22625 7615 12200 22355
Table 7.3 The capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity (IRC) [MW]
in ND 2010 - 2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 767 767 767 767 767 767
2030-2039 767 767 767 767 767 767
2040-2049 767 767 767 767 767 767
In Tables 7.1 - 7.4, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
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Table 7.4 The renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion (IRCX) [MW] in ND 2010 - 2049
(NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 0 0 0 0 0 0
2030-2039 0 0 0 0 0 0
2040-2049 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 7.5 The wind power percentage (WPP) [%] in ND 2010 - 2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 4.16 5.07 5.61 4.04 5.03 5.60
2030-2039 1.91 2.91 3.67 1.87 2.96 3.67
2040-2049 1.16 1394 2.50 1.18 1.97 2.48
generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 7.1 - 7.4, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• In ND, the existing fossil power generation capacities (IFC) are used up (to 5091 MW) during
the period of 2020 - 2049. For example, in Table 7.1, all values after 2020 are 5091 even though
we have 5% and 10% uncertainty changes.
• Fossil power generation capacities need to be expanded after its existing generation capacities are
used up after 2020 (shown in Table 7.2). No wind power generation capacities are expanded (all
values are 0s in Table 7.4) after its existing capacities are used up (all values after 2020 are 767
in Table 7.3) because wind power capacity expansion costs are higher than those of fossil power
generation capacity expansions. WPP’s values (shown in Table 7.5) are 0s during 2010 - 2019,
which is the result of IRC’s values are 0s (in Table 7.4) during that period.
• The different uncertainty changes may lead to wider change ranges of the fossil-power generation
capacity expansion (IFCX). For example, in Table 7.2, during 2030 - 2039, for 5% change, its
maximum is 9595 and minimum is 3335, the range is 9595− 3335 = 6260. But, for 10% change,
its maximum is 9985 and minimum is 3250, the range is 9985− 3250 = 6735.
• The higher uncertainty change means wider ranges of IFCX. But, this may not always hold. For
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exmaple, the result of 2040-2049 in the same table, for 5% change, the ranges is 22625− 7510 =
15115, but, for 10% change, the range is 22355− 7615 = 14740, which is smaller than that of 5%.
• The values of WPP in Table 7.5 are much smaller than those of Table 7.34 because there is no
RPS constraint that drives the development of wind power generation capacity expansions in ND.
The changes of WPP values (in Table 7.5) are the results of uncertainties of IFC and IFCX.
Table 7.6 The capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity (IFC) [MW] in SD 2010
- 2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 2125 2665 2933 2260 2533 2933
2020-2029 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933
2030-2039 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933
2040-2049 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933
Table 7.7 The fossil-power generation capacity expansion (IFCX) [MW] in SD 2010 - 2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 450 650 885 420 600 955
2030-2039 2150 2510 3500 2015 2495 3750
2040-2049 2250 3200 4500 2100 3500 5100
Table 7.8 The capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity (IRC) [MW]
in SD 2010 - 2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 288 288 288 288 288 288
2030-2039 288 288 288 288 288 288
2040-2049 288 288 288 288 288 288
In Tables 7.6 - 7.9, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 7.6 - 7.9, we make the following observations and conclusions.
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Table 7.9 The renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion (IRCX) [MW] in SD 2010 - 2049
(NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 0 0 0 0 0 0
2030-2039 0 0 0 0 0 0
2040-2049 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 7.10 The wind power percentage (WPP) [%] in SD 2010 - 2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 2.73 3.33 4.01 2.61 3.53 3.99
2030-2039 2.14 2.22 2.37 1.81 2.11 2.43
2040-2049 1.63 1.95 2.33 1.51 1.99 2.39
• In SD, the existing fossil power generation capacities (IFC) are used up (to 2933 MW) during
the period of 2020 - 2049. For example, in Table 7.6, all values after 2020 are 2933 even though
we have 5% and 10% uncertainty changes.
• Fossil power generation capacities need to be expanded after its existing generation capacities are
used up after 2020 (shown in Table 7.7). No wind power generation capacities are expanded (all
values are 0s in Table 7.9) after its existing capacities are used up (all values after 2020 are 288
in Table 7.8) because wind power capacity expansion costs are higher than those of fossil power
generation capacity expansions.
• WPP’s values (shown in Table 7.10) are 0s during 2010 - 2019, which is the result of IRC’s
values are 0s (in Table 7.8)) during that period.
• The different uncertainty changes may lead to wider change ranges of the fossil-power generation
capacity expansion (IFCX). For example, in Table 7.7, during 2030 - 2039, for 5% change, its
maximum is 3500 and minimum is 2150, the range is 3500 − 2150 = 350. But, for 10% change,
its maximum is 3750 and minimum is 2015, the range is 3750 − 2015 = 1735. So, the higher
uncertainty change means wider ranges of IFCX. But, this may not always hold. For exmaple,
the result of 2010-2019 in table 7.6, for 5% change, the ranges is 2933− 2125 = 808, but, for 10%
change, the range is 2933− 2260 = 673, which is smaller than that of 5%.
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• The values of WPP in Table 7.10 are much smaller than those of Table 7.39 because there is no
RPS constraint that drives the development of wind power generation capacity expansions in SD.
The changes of WPP values (in Table 7.10) are the results of uncertainties of IFC and IFCX.
Table 7.11 The capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity (IFC) [MW] in NE 2010
- 2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 6500 6650 6790 6475 6600 6850
2020-2029 7023 7023 7023 7023 7023 7023
2030-2039 7023 7023 7023 7023 7023 7023
2040-2049 7023 7023 7023 7023 7023 7023
Table 7.12 The fossil-power generation capacity expansion (IFCX) [MW] in NE 2010 - 2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 660 695 720 675 705 740
2030-2039 1400 1550 1620 1390 1520 1650
2040-2049 2000 2550 3100 1990 2500 2900
Table 7.13 The capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity (IRC) [MW]
in NE 2010 - 2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 153 153 153 153 153 153
2030-2039 153 153 153 153 153 153
2040-2049 153 153 153 153 153 153
In Tables 7.11 - 7.14, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 7.11 - 7.9, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• In NE, the existing fossil power generation capacities (IFC) are used up (to 7023 MW) during
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Table 7.14 The renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion (IRCX) [MW] in NE 2010 -
2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 0 0 0 0 0 0
2030-2039 0 0 0 0 0 0
2040-2049 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 7.15 The wind power percentage (WPP) [%] in NE 2010 - 2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 0.84 0.84 0.85 0.83 0.84 0.84
2030-2039 0.75 0.76 0.77 0.75 0.76 0.77
2040-2049 0.64 0.68 0.72 0.65 0.68 0.72
the period of 2020 - 2049. For example, in Table 7.11, all values after 2020 are 7023 even though
we have 5% and 10% uncertainty changes.
• Fossil power generation capacities need to be expanded after its existing generation capacities are
used up after 2020 (shown in Table 7.12). No wind power generation capacities are expanded (all
values are 0s in Table 7.14) after its existing capacities are used up (all values after 2020 are 153
in Table 7.13) because wind power capacity expansion costs are higher than those of fossil power
generation capacity expansions.
• WPP’s values (shown in Table 7.15) are 0s during 2010 - 2019, which is the result of IRC’s
values are 0s (in Table 7.13)) during that period.
• The different uncertainty changes may lead to wider change ranges of the fossil-power generation
capacity expansion (IFCX). For example, in Table 7.12, during 2030 - 2039, for 5% change, its
maximum is 1620 and minimum is 1400, the range is 1620 − 1400 = 220. But, for 10% change,
its maximum is 1650 and minimum is 1390, the range is 1650 − 1390 = 260. So, the higher
uncertainty change means wider ranges of IFCX.
• The values of WPP in Table 7.15 are much smaller than those of Table 7.44 because there is no
RPS constraint that drives the development of wind power generation capacity expansions in NE.
The changes of WPP values (in Table 7.15) are the results of uncertainties of IFC and IFCX.
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Table 7.16 The capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity (IFC) [MW] in MN
2010 - 2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 11500 12160 12890 11400 12300 12890
2020-2029 12890 12890 12890 12890 12890 12890
2030-2039 12890 12890 12890 12890 12890 12890
2040-2049 12890 12890 12890 12890 12890 12890
Table 7.17 The fossil-power generation capacity expansion (IFCX) [MW] in MN 2010 - 2049 (NO
RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 1010 1160 1310 990 1150 1420
2030-2039 3200 3870 4200 3100 3820 4550
2040-2049 5450 5700 6000 5320 5750 6150
Table 7.18 The capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity (IRC) [MW]
in MN 2010 - 2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805
2030-2039 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805
2040-2049 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805
Table 7.19 The renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion (IRCX) [MW] in MN 2010 -
2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 0 0 0 0 0 0
2030-2039 0 0 0 0 0 0
2040-2049 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 7.20 The wind power percentage (WPP) [%] in MN 2010 - 2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 5.16 5.21 5.27 5.12 5.22 5.28
2030-2039 4.33 4.41 4.59 4.24 4.42 4.61
2040-2049 3.93 3.99 4.04 3.90 3.98 4.07
In Tables 7.16 - 7.19, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 7.16 - 7.19, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• In MN, the existing fossil power generation capacities (IFC) are used up (to 12890 MW) during
the period of 2020 - 2049. For example, in Table 7.16, all values after 2020 are 12890 even though
we have 5% and 10% uncertainty changes.
• Fossil power generation capacities need to be expanded after its existing generation capacities are
used up after 2020 (shown in Table 7.17). No wind power generation capacities are expanded (all
values are 0s in Table 7.19) after its existing capacities are used up (all values after 2020 are 1805
in Table 7.18) because wind power capacity expansion costs are higher than those of fossil power
generation capacity expansions. WPP’s values (shown in Table 7.20) are 0s during 2010 - 2019,
which is the result of IRC’s values are 0s (in Table 7.18)) during that period.
• The different uncertainty changes may lead to wider change ranges of the fossil-power generation
capacity expansion (IFCX). For example, in Table 7.17, during 2030 - 2039, for 5% change, its
maximum is 4200 and minimum is 3200, the range is 4200− 3200 = 1000. But, for 10% change,
its maximum is 4550 and minimum is 3100, the range is 4550 − 3100 = 1450. So, the higher
uncertainty change means wider ranges of IFCX.
• The values of WPP in Table 7.20 are much smaller than those of Table 7.49 because there is no
RPS constraint that drives the development of wind power generation capacity expansions in SD.
The changes of WPP values (in Table 7.20) are the results of uncertainties of IFC and IFCX.
In Tables 7.21 - 7.24, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
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Table 7.21 The capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity (IFC) [MW] in IA 2010
- 2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 8200 8750 9250 8100 8755 9370
2020-2029 10015 10520 10900 9900 10530 11050
2030-2039 11070 11600 12055 11000 11610 12060
2040-2049 12287 12287 12287 12287 12287 12287
Table 7.22 The fossil-power generation capacity expansion (IFCX) [MW] in IA 2010 - 2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 0 0 0 0 0 0
2030-2039 0 0 0 0 0 0
2040-2049 420 500 610 410 510 620
Table 7.23 The capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity (IRC) [MW]
in IA 2010 - 2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053
2030-2039 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053
2040-2049 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053
Table 7.24 The renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion (IRCX) [MW] in IA 2010 -
2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 0 0 0 0 0 0
2030-2039 0 0 0 0 0 0
2040-2049 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 7.25 The wind power percentage (WPP) [%] in IA 2010 - 2049 (NO RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 10.72 11.06 11.55 10.58 11.05 11.67
2030-2039 7.97 8.19 8.48 7.97 8.19 8.52
2040-2049 9.21 9.28 9.33 9.20 9.27 9.34
generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 7.21 - 7.24, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• In IA, the existing fossil power generation capacities (IFC) are used up (to 12287 MW) during
the period of 2040 - 2049. For example, in Table 7.21, all values after 2040 are 12287 even though
we have 5% and 10% uncertainty changes.
• Fossil power generation capacities need to be expanded after its existing generation capacities are
used up after 2040 (shown in Table 7.22). No wind power generation capacities are expanded (all
values are 0s in Table 7.24) after its existing capacities are used up (all values after 2020 are 3053
in Table 7.23) because wind power capacity expansion costs are higher than those of fossil power
generation capacity expansions. WPP’s values (shown in Table 7.25) are 0s during 2010 - 2019,
which is the result of IRC’s values are 0s (in Table 7.23)) during that period.
• The different uncertainty changes may lead to wider change ranges of the fossil-power generation
capacity expansion (IFCX). For example, in Table 7.22, during 2040 - 2049, for 5% change, its
maximum is 610 and minimum is 420, the range is 610 − 420 = 190. But, for 10% change, its
maximum is 620 and minimum is 410, the range is 620 − 410 = 210. So, the higher uncertainty
change means wider ranges of IFCX.
• The values of WPP in Table 7.25 are much smaller than those of Table 7.54 because there is no
RPS constraint that drives the development of wind power generation capacity expansions in IA.
The changes of WPP values (in Table 7.25) are the results of uncertainties of IFC and IFCX.
After presenting the results of the fossil/wind power generation capacities, we present the results of
transmission capacity expansions year by year in the whole region of ND, SD, NE, MN and IA. The LN
used in the following tables have been presented in Table 6.2.
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Table 7.26 The transmission capacity expansion [MW] 2010-2019 (NO RPS)
LN 5% 10% LN 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max min mean max min mean max
1 50 100 270 60 110 280 2 100 210 350 90 220 400
3 150 240 400 120 270 460 4 50 90 120 40 80 130
5 130 200 300 100 220 350 6 150 200 270 140 190 300
7 0 20 40 0 30 50 8 270 320 380 260 330 400
9 30 50 80 20 60 90 10 15 35 50 15 35 60
Table 7.27 The transmission capacity expansion [MW] 2020-2029 (NO RPS)
LN 5% 10% LN 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max min mean max min mean max
1 100 310 500 110 320 520 2 300 420 550 280 450 600
3 400 550 700 450 560 800 4 100 110 130 90 100 120
5 400 440 510 390 460 550 6 300 350 460 290 360 500
7 20 45 40 20 40 60 8 520 580 660 500 570 680
9 80 110 120 70 100 130 10 65 85 100 60 80 110
Table 7.28 The transmission capacity expansion [MW] 2030-2039 (NO RPS)
LN 5% 10% LN 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max min mean max min mean max
1 400 500 650 430 520 680 2 550 700 900 500 770 1000
3 700 900 1200 680 950 1300 4 130 150 170 120 140 160
5 680 720 800 670 710 850 6 570 620 780 550 630 820
7 50 60 70 40 55 80 8 680 710 750 660 700 770
9 120 140 155 110 150 160 10 150 210 350 140 220 400
Table 7.29 The transmission capacity expansion [MW] 2040-2049 (NO RPS)
LN 5% 10% LN 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max min mean max min mean max
1 800 920 1100 780 910 1200 2 800 1050 1200 780 1100 1450
3 1000 1200 1500 950 1100 1600 4 210 230 260 200 230 280
5 800 950 1050 780 900 1200 6 750 890 1200 720 850 1300
7 80 90 100 70 100 120 8 800 950 1100 800 970 1200
9 150 200 280 140 210 310 10 480 550 680 450 560 750
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In Tables 7.26 - 7.29, LN is transmission line number; ITX is transmission line capacity expansion.
From results in Tables 6.17 - 6.20, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• Tables 7.26 - 7.29 show that the transmission capacity expansions in the whole region increase
from 2010 to 2049. This is driven by the growing demand.
• Generally, the results of 10% have more extreme values than those of 5%. For example, in Table
7.27, the line 2 (with LN as 2) has maximum value of 550 and minimum value of 300 for 5%
change and its change range is 550− 300 = 250. For 10% change, the maximum value is 600 and
the miminum value is 280 and its change range is 600 − 280 = 320, which is larger than that of
5% change. The similar tendency can be found in other lines of Table 7.26 - 7.29.
7.3 Uncertainty Analysis for CEMNF-RPS
In this section, we present the break-down solutions of CEMNF-RPS (min minimum, mean: mean,
max: maximum) for each item (IFC, IFCX, IRC, IRCX) state by state and for ITX transmission-line
by transmission-line. The meanings of these items have been presented in Table 6.1.
Table 7.30 The capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity (IFC) [MW] in ND
2010 - 2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091
2020-2029 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091
2030-2039 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091
2040-2049 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091
Table 7.31 The fossil-power generation capacity expansion (IFCX) [MW] in ND 2010 - 2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 0 5 85 0 5 135
2030-2039 1480 2290 3205 1515 2270 3175
2040-2049 3900 5360 7830 3895 5490 7785
In Tables 7.30 - 7.33, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
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Table 7.32 The capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity (IRC) [MW]
in ND 2010 - 2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 767 767 767 767 767 767
2020-2029 767 767 767 767 767 767
2030-2039 767 767 767 767 767 767
2040-2049 767 767 767 767 767 767
Table 7.33 The renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion (IRCX) [MW] in ND 2010 -
2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 1020 1035 1055 1025 1030 1065
2020-2029 2015 2020 2065 2020 2025 2090
2030-2039 4325 4935 5620 4350 4920 5600
2040-2049 8425 9880 12350 8415 10015 12310
Table 7.34 The wind power percentage (WPP) [%] in ND 2010 - 2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 12.74 12.74 12.74 12.74 12.74 12.74
2020-2029 18.42 18.42 18.42 18.42 18.42 18.42
2030-2039 24.38 24.38 24.38 24.38 24.38 24.38
2040-2049 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00
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generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 7.30 - 7.33, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• In ND, the existing fossil power generation capacities (IFC) are used up (to 5091 MW) during
the period of 2010 - 2049. For example, in Table 7.30, all values after 2010 are 5091 even though
we have 5% and 10% uncertainty changes.
• Fossil power generation capacities need to be expanded after its existing generation capacities are
used up after 2010 (shown in Table 7.31).
• Wind power generation capacities are expanded (in Table 7.33) after its existing capacities are
used up (all values after 2010 are 767 in Table 7.32).
• Although wind power capacity expansion costs are higher than those of fossil power generation
capacity expansions, wind power generation capacities are expanded after 2010.
• Fossil power generation capacities are not expanded during the period of 2010 - 2019 because
RPS constraint drives the development of wind energy such that WPP can satisfy the RPS
requirements of RPSv (presented in Section 6.3).
• WPP’s values (shown in Table 7.34) do not have any uncertainties during the period of 2010 -
2049, which is the result of RPS constraint, which must be satisfied in Model of Eq. 6.1.
• The different uncertainty changes may lead to wider change ranges of the fossil/wind-power gen-
eration capacity expansion (IFCX, IRCX). For example, in Table 7.33, during 2010 - 2019, for
5% change, its maximum is 1055 and minimum is 1020, the range is 1055 − 1020 = 35. But, for
10% change, its maximum is 1065 and minimum is 1025, the range is 1065− 1025 = 40.
• The higher uncertainty change means wider ranges of IRCX. But, this may not always hold. For
example, the result of 2040-2049 in the same table, for 5% change, the ranges is 12350− 8425 =
3925, but, for 10% change, the range is 12310− 8415 = 3895, which is smaller than that of 5%.
• The values of WPP in Table 7.34 do not have any uncertainty changes because RPS constraint
must be satisfied and also the wind power generation capacity expansions costs need to be mini-
mized in Model of Eq. 6.1.
In Tables 7.35 - 7.38, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
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Table 7.35 The capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity (IFC) [MW] in SD 2010
- 2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 2010 2070 2135 2065 2080 2150
2020-2029 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933
2030-2039 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933
2040-2049 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933
Table 7.36 The fossil-power generation capacity expansion (IFCX) [MW] in SD 2010 - 2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 10 25 55 15 35 65
2030-2039 600 800 1020 750 900 1100
2040-2049 850 1115 2550 900 1205 2680
Table 7.37 The capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity (IRC) [MW]
in SD 2010 - 2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 288 288 288 288 288 288
2020-2029 288 288 288 288 288 288
2030-2039 288 288 288 288 288 288
2040-2049 288 288 288 288 288 288
Table 7.38 The renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion (IRCX) [MW] in SD 2010 -
2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 400 420 440 420 430 460
2020-2029 1070 1275 1300 1270 1300 1350
2030-2039 2400 2570 2710 2500 2600 2775
2040-2049 2675 3880 5200 3600 3885 5400
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Table 7.39 The wind power percentage (WPP) [%] in SD 2010 - 2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 12.74 12.74 12.74 12.74 12.74 12.74
2020-2029 18.42 18.42 18.42 18.42 18.42 18.42
2030-2039 24.39 24.39 24.39 24.39 24.39 24.39
2040-2049 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00
generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 7.35 - 7.38, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• In SD, the existing fossil power generation capacities (IFC) are used up (to 2933 MW) during
the period of 2020 - 2049. For example, in Table 7.35, all values after 2020 are 2933 even though
we have 5% and 10% uncertainty changes.
• Fossil power generation capacities need to be expanded after its existing generation capacities are
used up after 2020 (shown in Table 7.36).
• Wind power generation capacities are expanded (in Table 7.38) after its existing capacities are
used up (all values after 2010 are 288 in Table 7.37).
• Although wind power capacity expansion costs are higher than those of fossil power generation
capacity expansions, wind power generation capacities are expanded after 2010.
• Fossil power generation capacities are not expanded during the period of 2010 - 2019 becasue
RPS constraint drives the development of wind energy such that WPP can satisfy the RPS
requirements of RPSv (presented in Section 6.3). WPP’s values (shown in Table 7.39) do not
have any uncertainties during the period of 2010 - 2049, which is the result of RPS constraint,
which must be satisfied in Model of Eq. 6.1.
• The different uncertainty changes may lead to wider change ranges of the fossil/wind-power gen-
eration capacity expansion (IFCX, IRCX). For example, in Table 7.36, during 2020 - 2029, for
5% change, its maximum is 55 and minimum is 10, the range is 55−10 = 45. But, for 10% change,
its maximum is 65 and minimum is 15, the range is 65 − 10 = 55. So, the higher uncertainty
change means wider ranges of IRCX. But, this may not always hold. For exmaple, the result of
2040-2049 in Table 7.38, for 5% change, the ranges is 5200 − 2675 = 2525, but, for 10% change,
the range is 5400− 3600 = 1800, which is smaller than that of 5%.
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• The values of WPP in Table 7.34 do not have any uncertainty changes because RPS constraint
must be satisfied and also the wind power generation capacity expansions costs need to be mini-
mized in Model of Eq. 6.1.
Table 7.40 The capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity (IFC) [MW] in NE 2010
- 2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 6060 6170 6285 5850 6165 6300
2020-2029 6605 6820 7023 6590 6840 7023
2030-2039 6810 6900 7023 6770 7000 7023
2040-2049 7023 7023 7023 7023 7023 7023
Table 7.41 The fossil-power generation capacity expansion (IFCX) [MW] in NE 2010 - 2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 0 0 0 0 0 0
2030-2039 0 0 0 0 0 0
2040-2049 350 560 1060 480 650 1555
Table 7.42 The capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity (IRC) [MW]
in NE 2010 - 2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 153 153 153 153 153 153
2020-2029 153 153 153 153 153 153
2030-2039 153 153 153 153 153 153
2040-2049 153 153 153 153 153 153
In Tables 7.40 - 7.43, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 7.40 - 7.43, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• In NE, the existing fossil power generation capacities (IFC) are used up (to 7023 MW) during
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Table 7.43 The renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion (IRCX) [MW] in NE 2010 -
2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 1250 1270 1285 1240 1280 1290
2020-2029 2900 2930 2950 2890 2940 2960
2030-2039 6100 6250 6400 6100 6250 6300
2040-2049 7265 7655 7900 7400 7700 8500
Table 7.44 The wind power percentage (WPP) [%] in NE 2010 - 2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 6.23 6.23 6.23 6.23 6.23 6.23
2020-2029 14.81 14.81 14.81 14.81 14.81 14.81
2030-2039 28.15 28.15 28.15 28.15 28.15 28.15
2040-2049 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00
the period of 2040 - 2049. For example, in Table 7.40, all values after 2040 are 7023 even though
we have 5% and 10% uncertainty changes.
• Fossil power generation capacities need to be expanded after its existing generation capacities are
used up after 2040 (shown in Table 7.41).
• Wind power generation capacities are expanded (in Table 7.43) after its existing capacities are
used up (all values after 2010 are 153 in Table 7.42).
• Although wind power capacity expansion costs are higher than those of fossil power generation
capacity expansions, wind power generation capacities are expanded after 2010. But, fossil power
generation capacities are not expanded during the period of 2010 - 2039 because RPS constraint
drives the development of wind energy such thatWPP can satisfy the RPS requirements of RPSv
(presented in Section 6.3).
• WPP’s values (shown in Table 7.44) do not have any uncertainties during the period of 2010 -
2049, which is the result of RPS constraint, which must be satisfied in Model of Eq. 6.1.
• The different uncertainty changes may lead to wider change ranges of the fossil/wind-power gen-
eration capacity expansion (IFCX, IRCX). For example, in Table 7.41, during 2040 - 2049, for
5% change, its maximum is 1060 and minimum is 350, the range is 1060 − 350 = 710. But, for
10% change, its maximum is 1555 and minimum is 480, the range is 1555− 480 = 1075.
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• The higher uncertainty change means wider ranges of IFCX. The similar tendency can also be
found in IRCX results of Table 7.43. But, this may not always hold. For example, the result of
2030-2039 in Table 7.43, for 5% change, the ranges is 6400 − 6100 = 300, but, for 10% change,
the range is 6300− 6100 = 200, which is smaller than that of 5%.
• The values of WPP in Table 7.44 do not have any uncertainty changes because RPS constraint
must be satisfied and also the wind power generation capacity expansions costs need to be mini-
mized in Model of Eq. 6.1.
Table 7.45 The capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity (IFC) [MW] in MN
2010 - 2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 9935 10335 11315 9525 10295 11395
2020-2029 9295 10115 11845 9260 10210 11930
2030-2039 11630 12465 12890 11610 12425 12970
2040-2049 12890 12890 12890 12890 12890 12890
Table 7.46 The fossil-power generation capacity expansion (IFCX) [MW] in MN 2010 - 2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 0 0 0 0 0 0
2030-2039 0 0 0 0 0 0
2040-2049 0 100 780 0 110 800
Table 7.47 The capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity (IRC) [MW]
in MN 2010 - 2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805
2020-2029 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805
2030-2039 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805
2040-2049 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805
In Tables 7.45 - 7.48, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
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Table 7.48 The renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion (IRCX) [MW] in MN 2010 -
2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 1105 1415 1740 1095 1460 1840
2020-2029 5870 6600 8000 5815 6600 8010
2030-2039 8830 10000 10100 8810 9580 10100
2040-2049 11525 11700 11900 11500 11700 11950
Table 7.49 The wind power percentage (WPP) [%] in MN 2010 - 2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 16.65 16.65 16.65 16.65 16.65 16.65
2020-2029 26.04 26.04 26.04 26.04 26.04 26.04
2030-2039 28.15 28.15 28.15 28.15 28.15 28.15
2040-2049 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00
generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 7.45 - 7.48, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• In MN, the existing wind power generation capacities (IRC) are used up (to 1805 MW) during
the period of 2010 - 2049. For example, in Tables 7.45, all values after 2010 are 1805 even though
we have 5% and 10% uncertainty changes.
• Fossil power generation capacities need to be expanded after its existing generation capacities
(12890 MW) are used up after 2040 (shown in Table 7.46).
• Wind power generation capacities are expanded (in Table 7.48) after its existing capacities are
used up (all values after 2010 are 1805 in Table 7.47).
• Although wind power capacity expansion costs are higher than those of fossil power generation
capacity expansions, wind power generation capacities are expanded after 2010.
• Fossil power generation capacities are not expanded during the period of 2010 - 2039 because
RPS constraint drives the development of wind energy such that WPP can satisfy the RPS
requirements of RPSv (presented in Section 6.3).
• WPP’s values (shown in Table 7.44) do not have any uncertainties during the period of 2010 -
2049, which is the result of RPS constraint, which must be satisfied in Model of Eq. 6.1.
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• The different uncertainty changes may lead to wider change ranges of the fossil/wind-power gener-
ation capacity expansion (IFCX, IRCX). For example, in Table 7.46, during 2040 - 2049, for 5%
change, its maximum is 780 and minimum is 0, the range is 780− 0 = 780. But, for 10% change,
its maximum is 800 and minimum is 0, the range is 800 − 0 = 800. So, the higher uncertainty
change means wider ranges of IFCX.
• The similar tendency can also be found in IRCX results of Table 7.48. For example, the result
of 2020-2029 in Table 7.48, for 5% change, the ranges is 8000−5870 = 2130, but, for 10% change,
the range is 8010− 5815 = 2195, which is larger than that of 5%.
• The values of WPP in Table 7.49 do not have any uncertainty changes because RPS constraint
must be satisfied and also the wind power generation capacity expansions costs need to be mini-
mized in Model of Eq. 6.1.
Table 7.50 The capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity (IFC) [MW] in IA 2010
- 2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 7860 8230 8650 7845 8245 8865
2020-2029 8560 9910 10595 8535 9030 11600
2030-2039 9195 9615 10095 9210 9750 10115
2040-2049 9535 10125 10565 9660 10115 10580
Table 7.51 The fossil-power generation capacity expansion (IFCX) [MW] in IA 2010 - 2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 0 0 0 0 0 0
2030-2039 0 0 0 0 0 0
2040-2049 0 0 0 0 0 0
In Tables 7.50 - 7.53, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 7.50 - 7.53, we make the following observations and conclusions.
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Table 7.52 The capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity (IRC) [MW]
in IA 2010 - 2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 1490 1555 1635 1485 1560 1700
2020-2029 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053
2030-2039 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053
2040-2049 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053
Table 7.53 The renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion (IRCX) [MW] in IA 2010 -
2049 (RPS)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 500 1000 1300 450 650 1700
2030-2039 3220 3505 3835 3230 3600 3850
2040-2049 6480 7070 7515 6600 7065 7525
Table 7.54 The wind power percentage (WPP) [%] in IA 2010 - 2049
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 7.50 7.50 7.50 7.50 7.50 7.50
2020-2029 14.81 14.81 14.81 14.81 14.81 14.81
2030-2039 22.62 22.62 22.62 22.62 22.62 22.62
2040-2049 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00
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• In IA, the existing wind power generation capacities (IRC) are not used up during the period
of 2010 - 2049. So, all IFCX values in Table 7.46 are 0s even though we have 5% and 10%
uncertainty changes.
• Fossil power generation capacities do not need to be expanded (shown in Table 7.51).
• Wind power generation capacities are expanded (in Table 7.53) after its existing capacities are
used up (all values after 2020 are 3053 in Table 7.52).
• Although wind power capacity expansion costs are higher than those of fossil power generation
capacity expansions, wind power generation capacities are expanded after 2010.
• Fossil power generation capacities are not expanded during the period of 2010 - 2039 because
RPS constraint drives the development of wind energy such that WPP can satisfy the RPS
requirements of RPSv (presented in Section 6.3).
• WPP’s values (shown in Table 7.54) do not have any uncertainties during the period of 2010 -
2049, which is the result of RPS constraint, which must be satisfied in Model of Eq. 6.1.
• The different uncertainty changes may lead to wider change ranges of the fossil/wind-power gen-
eration capacity expansion (IFCX, IRCX). For example, in Table 7.53, during 2020 - 2029, for
5% change, its maximum is 1300 and minimum is 500, the range is 1300 − 500 = 800. But, for
10% change, its maximum is 1700 and minimum is 450, the range is 1700− 450 = 1250.
• The higher uncertainty change means wider ranges of IFCX. The similar tendency can also be
found in IRCX results of the same table. The values of WPP in Table 7.54 do not have any
uncertainty changes because RPS constraint must be satisfied and also the wind power generation
capacity expansions costs need to be minimized in Model of Eq. 6.1.
After presenting the results of the fossil/wind power generation capacities, we present the results of
transmission capacity expansions year by year in the whole region of ND, SD, NE, MN and IA. The LN
(transmission line number) used in the following tables have been presented in Table 6.2.
In Tables 7.55 - 7.58, LN is transmission line number; ITX is transmission line capacity expansion.
From results in Tables 7.55 - 7.58, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• The transmission capacity expansions in the whole region increase from 2010 to 2049. This is
driven by the growing demand. Generally, the results of 10% have more extreme values than
those of 5%. For example, in Table 7.56, the line 2 (with LN as 2) has maximum value of 410 and
minimum value of 230 for 5% change and its change range is 410 − 230 = 80. For 10% change,
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Table 7.55 The transmission capacity expansion ITX [MW] 2010-2019 (RPS)
LN 5% 10% LN 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max min mean max min mean max
1 170 220 280 160 210 300 2 140 170 260 120 190 300
3 260 320 410 240 330 430 4 80 110 140 70 100 130
5 70 110 150 60 100 160 6 200 240 320 190 260 360
7 10 30 50 10 40 60 8 290 340 370 270 350 390
9 20 40 70 20 40 80 10 15 25 50 10 30 60
Table 7.56 The transmission capacity expansion ITX [MW] 2020-2029 (RPS)
LN 5% 10% LN 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max min mean max min mean max
1 330 350 370 320 360 400 2 230 320 410 220 310 430
3 470 560 720 460 540 730 4 120 180 210 110 170 220
5 170 190 220 160 200 240 6 330 400 480 310 420 530
7 15 40 60 10 40 60 8 550 600 690 540 580 710
9 70 100 110 60 90 120 10 60 75 90 50 70 100
Table 7.57 The transmission capacity expansion ITX [MW] 2030-2039 (RPS)
LN 5% 10% LN 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max min mean max min mean max
1 500 530 550 480 540 570 2 470 560 620 460 550 660
3 850 1000 1350 800 1100 1480 4 260 290 310 240 270 320
5 330 370 430 310 400 470 6 580 660 710 560 680 730
7 20 50 70 20 60 80 8 690 730 790 670 740 810
9 110 130 140 100 130 150 10 160 190 320 130 180 380
Table 7.58 The transmission capacity expansion ITX [MW] 2040-2049 (RPS)
LN 5% 10% LN 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max min mean max min mean max
1 810 960 1200 790 970 1300 2 720 850 930 710 860 970
3 1100 1300 1600 1000 1400 1700 4 310 350 420 300 360 440
5 510 550 600 490 570 650 6 880 960 1310 820 950 1360
7 60 75 90 50 80 100 8 830 990 1250 810 980 1360
9 130 180 240 110 170 260 10 470 510 620 440 500 690
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the maximum value is 430 and the miminum value is 220 and its change range is 430−220 = 110,
which is larger than that of 5% change.
• The similar tendency can be found in other lines of Tables 7.55 - 7.58. Compared with the ITX
results in Tables 7.26 - 7.29, the results in Tables 7.55 - 7.58 do not show that RPS necessarily
require more transmission capacity expansions becasue RPS policy mainly ask for more renewable
energy productions to satisfy its requirements by developing more renewable power generation
capacity expansions locally (state level).
7.4 Uncertainty Analysis for
CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustment-Before-Transformation
In this section, we present the break-down solutions (minimum, mean, maximum) of CEMNF-RPS-
Price-Adjustment (before transformation) for each item (IFC, IFCX, IRC, IRCX) state by state and
for ITX transmission-line by transmission-line. The meanings of the items (IFC, IFCX, IRC, IRCX
and ITX) have been presented in Table 6.1.
Table 7.59 The capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity (IFC) [MW] in ND
2010 - 2049 (RPS-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091
2020-2029 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091
2030-2039 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091
2040-2049 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091
Table 7.60 The fossil-power generation capacity expansion (IFCX) [MW] in ND 2010 - 2049 (RP-
S-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 0 15 100 0 20 150
2030-2039 1550 2400 3230 2190 2780 3280
2040-2049 3960 5400 7860 3920 5520 7810
In Tables 7.59 - 7.62, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
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Table 7.61 The capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity (IRC) [MW]
in ND 2010 - 2049 (RPS-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 767 767 767 767 767 767
2020-2029 767 767 767 767 767 767
2030-2039 767 767 767 767 767 767
2040-2049 767 767 767 767 767 767
Table 7.62 The renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion (IRCX) [MW] in ND 2010 -
2049 (RPS-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 1100 1125 1200 1055 1080 1225
2020-2029 2035 2060 2105 2030 2045 2120
2030-2039 4370 4990 5680 4810 5260 5750
2040-2049 8475 9910 12390 8460 10055 12390
Table 7.63 The wind power percentage (WPP) [%] in ND 2010 - 2049 (RPS-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 13.68 13.75 14.20 13.29 13.45 14.46
2020-2029 19.08 19.16 19.17 19.05 19.08 19.09
2030-2039 24.77 24.89 24.92 24.46 24.70 25.01
2040-2049 30.32 30.37 30.44 30.39 30.41 30.49
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generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 7.59 - 7.62, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• In ND, the existing fossil power generation capacities (IFC) are used up (to 5091 MW) during
the period of 2010 - 2049. For example, in Table 7.59, all values after 2010 are 5091 even though
we have 5% and 10% uncertainty changes.
• Fossil power generation capacities need to be expanded after its existing generation capacities are
used up after 2010 (shown in Table 7.60). Wind power generation capacities are expanded (in
Table 7.62) after its existing capacities are used up (all values after 2010 are 767 in Table 7.61).
• Although wind power capacity expansion costs are higher than those of fossil power generation
capacity expansions, wind power generation capacities are expanded after 2010. But, fossil power
generation capacities are not expanded during the period of 2010 - 2019.
• WPP’s values (shown in Table 7.63) have uncertainties during the period of 2010 - 2049, which
is the result of the uncertainties of IFCX and IRCX shown in Tables 7.60 and 7.62. This is
different from the results of Table 7.34 becasue the RPS requirements are implemented by price
adjustment not by a constraint.
• The different uncertainty changes may lead to wider change ranges of the fossil/wind-power gener-
ation capacity expansion (IFCX, IRCX). For example, in Table 7.62, during 2020 - 2029, for 5%
change, its maximum is 2105 and minimum is 2035, the range is 2105− 2035 = 75. But, for 10%
change, its maximum is 2120 and minimum is 2030, the range is 2120− 2030 = 90. So, the higher
uncertainty change means wider ranges of IRCX. But, this may not always hold. For exmaple,
the result of 2030-2039 in the same table, for 5% change, the ranges is 5680− 4370 = 1310, but,
for 10% change, the range is 5750− 4810 = 940, which is smaller than that of 5%.
• The values ofWPP in Table 7.63 have uncertainty changes (which is caused by the uncertainties
of IFCX and IRCX shown in Tables 7.60, 7.62) because RPS is implemented by price adjustment
not by a constraint.
• The RPS goals can be realized during the period even though we implement RPS by price ad-
justment. But, the values of WPP are not just the values of RPSv (the lowest requirement of
renewable energy). This is different from the results of CEMNF-RPS modeling strategy with RPS
implemented as constraint (presented in Section 7.3).
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Table 7.64 The capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity (IFC) [MW] in SD 2010
- 2049 (RPS-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 2050 2170 2210 2080 2100 2250
2020-2029 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933
2030-2039 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933
2040-2049 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933
Table 7.65 The fossil-power generation capacity expansion (IFCX) [MW] in SD 2010 - 2049 (RP-
S-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 20 45 65 15 55 80
2030-2039 660 860 1070 640 950 1160
2040-2049 930 1160 2590 910 1240 2710
Table 7.66 The capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity (IRC) [MW]
in SD 2010 - 2049 (RPS-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 288 288 288 288 288 288
2020-2029 288 288 288 288 288 288
2030-2039 288 288 288 288 288 288
2040-2049 288 288 288 288 288 288
Table 7.67 The renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion (IRCX) [MW] in SD 2010 -
2049 (RPS-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 530 550 570 540 560 590
2020-2029 1290 1295 1310 1300 1340 1400
2030-2039 2430 2600 2780 2450 2740 2900
2040-2049 3675 3910 5270 3655 3910 5460
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Table 7.68 The wind power percentage (WPP) [%] in SD 2010 - 2049 (RPS-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 14.20 14.26 14.60 14.32 14.57 14.75
2020-2029 18.55 18.59 18.63 18.75 18.93 19.36
2030-2039 24.48 24.60 24.72 24.47 25.02 25.04
2040-2049 30.13 30.18 30.53 30.12 30.38 30.54
In Tables 7.64 - 7.67, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 7.64 - 7.67, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• In SD, the existing fossil power generation capacities (IFC) are used up (to 2933 MW) during
the period of 2020 - 2049. For example, in Table 7.64, all values after 2020 are 2933 even though
we have 5% and 10% uncertainty changes.
• Fossil power generation capacities need to be expanded after its existing generation capacities are
used up after 2020 (shown in Table 7.65). Wind power generation capacities are expanded (in
Table 7.67) after its existing capacities are used up (all values after 2010 are 288 in Table 7.66).
• Although wind power capacity expansion costs are higher than those of fossil power generation
capacity expansions, wind power generation capacities are expanded after 2010. But, fossil power
generation capacities are not expanded during the period of 2010 - 2019.
• WPP’s values (shown in Table 7.63) have uncertainties during the period of 2010 - 2049, which
is the result of the uncertainties of IFCX and IRCX shown in Tables 7.65 and 7.67. This is
different from the results of Table 7.39 becasue the RPS requirements are implemented by price
adjustment not by a constraint.
• The different uncertainty changes may lead to wider change ranges of the fossil/wind-power gen-
eration capacity expansion (IFCX, IRCX). For example, in Table 7.67, during 2010 - 2019, for
5% change, its maximum is 570 and minimum is 530, the range is 570− 530 = 40. But, for 10%
change, its maximum is 590 and minimum is 540, the range is 590 − 540 = 50. So, the higher
uncertainty change means wider ranges of IRCX.
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• The values ofWPP in Table 7.68 have uncertainty changes (which is caused by the uncertainties
of IFCX and IRCX shown in Tables 7.65, 7.67) because RPS is implemented by price adjustment
not by a constraint.
• The RPS goals can be realized during the period even though we implement RPS by price ad-
justment. But, the values of WPP are not just the values of RPSv (the lowest requirement of
renewable energy). This is different from the results of CEMNF-RPS modeling strategy with RPS
implemented as constraint (presented in Section 7.3).
Table 7.69 The capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity (IFC) [MW] in NE 2010
- 2049 (RPS-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 6080 6190 6310 5870 6200 6390
2020-2029 6615 6860 7023 6590 6880 7023
2030-2039 6830 7000 7023 6790 7010 7023
2040-2049 7023 7023 7023 7023 7023 7023
Table 7.70 The fossil-power generation capacity expansion (IFCX) [MW] in NE 2010 - 2049 (RP-
S-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 0 0 0 0 0 0
2030-2039 0 0 0 0 0 0
2040-2049 380 660 1080 510 720 1570
Table 7.71 The capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity (IRC) [MW]
in NE 2010 - 2049 (RPS-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 153 153 153 153 153 153
2020-2029 153 153 153 153 153 153
2030-2039 153 153 153 153 153 153
2040-2049 153 153 153 153 153 153
In Tables 7.69 - 7.72, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
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Table 7.72 The renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion (IRCX) [MW] in NE 2010 -
2049 (RPS-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 1230 1280 1300 1200 1290 1300
2020-2029 2910 2920 2970 2880 2960 3000
2030-2039 6160 6290 6430 6050 6265 6340
2040-2049 7275 7680 7970 7425 7730 8520
Table 7.73 The wind power percentage (WPP) [%] in NE 2010 - 2049 (RPS-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 8.88 8.89 9.06 8.87 8.89 9.06
2020-2029 16.01 16.10 16.55 16.47 16.20 16.52
2030-2039 28.28 28.37 28.65 28.13 28.18 28.94
2040-2049 30.07 30.08 30.40 30.12 30.20 30.12
generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 7.69 - 7.72, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• In NE, the existing fossil power generation capacities (IFC) are used up (to 7023 MW) during
the period of 2040 - 2049. For example, in Tables 7.69, all values after 2040 are 7023 even though
we have 5% and 10% uncertainty changes.
• Fossil power generation capacities need to be expanded after its existing generation capacities are
used up after 2040 (shown in Table 7.70). Wind power generation capacities are expanded (in
Table 7.72) after its existing capacities are used up (all values after 2010 are 153 in Table 7.71).
• Although wind power capacity expansion costs are higher than those of fossil power generation
capacity expansions, wind power generation capacities are expanded after 2010.
• Fossil power generation capacities are not expanded during the period of 2010 - 2039. WPP’s
values (shown in Table 7.73) have uncertainties during the period of 2010 - 2049, which is the
result of the uncertainties of IFCX and IRCX shown in Tables 7.70 and 7.72. This is different
from the results of Table 7.44 becasue the RPS requirements are implemented by price adjustment
not by a constraint.
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• The different uncertainty changes may lead to wider change ranges of the fossil/wind-power gen-
eration capacity expansion (IFCX, IRCX). For example, in Table 7.72, during 2010 - 2019, for
5% change, its maximum is 1300 and minimum is 1230, the range is 1300 − 1230 = 70. But, for
10% change, its maximum is 1300 and minimum is 1200, the range is 1300− 1200 = 100.
• The higher uncertainty change means wider ranges of IRCX. The values of WPP in Table 7.73
have uncertainty changes (which is caused by the uncertainties of IFCX and IRCX shown in
Table 7.70, 7.72) because RPS is implemented by price adjustment not by a constraint.
• The RPS goals can be realized during the period even though we implement RPS by price ad-
justment. But, the values of WPP are not just the values of RPSv (the lowest requirement of
renewable energy). This is different from the results of CEMNF-RPS modeling strategy with RPS
implemented as constraint (presented in Section 7.3).
Table 7.74 The capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity (IFC) [MW] in MN
2010 - 2049 (RPS-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 9900 10300 11350 9510 10255 11375
2020-2029 9270 10090 11830 9210 10160 11900
2030-2039 11600 12450 12860 11580 12400 12960
2040-2049 12890 12890 12890 12890 12890 12890
Table 7.75 The fossil-power generation capacity expansion (IFCX) [MW] in MN 2010 - 2049 (RP-
S-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 0 0 0 0 0 0
2030-2039 0 0 0 0 0 0
2040-2049 0 80 760 0 90 800
In Tables 7.74 - 7.77, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 7.74 - 7.77, we make the following observations and conclusions.
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Table 7.76 The capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity (IRC) [MW]
in MN 2010 - 2049 (RPS-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805
2020-2029 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805
2030-2039 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805
2040-2049 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805
Table 7.77 The renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion (IRCX) [MW] in MN 2010 -
2049 (RPS-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 1085 1390 1780 1060 1440 1820
2020-2029 5855 6570 7980 5790 6570 7980
2030-2039 8800 9960 10060 7990 9560 10070
2040-2049 11500 11670 11970 11470 11660 11930
Table 7.78 The wind power percentage (WPP) [%] in MN 2010 - 2049 (RPS-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 16.70 16.85 17.32 16.77 16.89 17.08
2020-2029 26.70 26.87 27.11 26.66 26.84 27.26
2030-2039 28.63 28.86 28.93 28.43 28.72 29.19
2040-2049 30.30 30.58 30.69 30.21 30.46 30.71
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• In MN, the existing fossil power generation capacities (IFC) are used up (to 12890 MW) during
the period of 2040 - 2049. For example, in Table 7.74, all values after 2040 are 12890 even though
we have 5% and 10% uncertainty changes.
• Fossil power generation capacities need to be expanded after its existing generation capacities are
used up after 2040 (shown in Table 7.75). Wind power generation capacities are expanded (in
Table 7.77) after its existing capacities are used up (all values after 2010 are 1805 in Table 7.76).
• Although wind power capacity expansion costs are higher than those of fossil power generation
capacity expansions, wind power generation capacities are expanded after 2010. But, fossil power
generation capacities are not expanded during the period of 2010 - 2039.
• WPP’s values (shown in Table 7.78) have uncertainties during the period of 2010 - 2049, which
is the result of the uncertainties of IFCX and IRCX shown in Tables 7.75 and 7.77. This is
different from the results of Table 7.49 becasue the RPS requirements are implemented by price
adjustment not by a constraint.
• The different uncertainty changes may lead to wider change ranges of the fossil/wind-power gen-
eration capacity expansion (IFCX, IRCX). For example, in Table 7.77, during 2010 - 2019, for
5% change, its maximum is 1780 and minimum is 1085, the range is 1780− 1085 = 695. But, for
10% change, its maximum is 1820 and minimum is 1060, the range is 1820− 1060 = 760.
• The higher uncertainty change means wider ranges of IRCX. The values of WPP in Table 7.78
have uncertainty changes (which is caused by the uncertainties of IFCX and IRCX shown in
Tables 7.75, 7.77) because RPS is implemented by price adjustment not by a constraint.
• The RPS goals can be realized during the period even though we implement RPS by price ad-
justment. But, the values of WPP are not just the values of RPSv (the lowest requirement of
renewable energy). This is different from the results of CEMNF-RPS modeling strategy with RPS
implemented as constraint (presented in Section 7.3).
In Tables 7.79 - 7.82, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 7.79 - 7.82, we make the following observations and conclusions.
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Table 7.79 The capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity (IFC) [MW] in IA 2010
- 2049 (RPS-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 7810 8200 8640 7820 8235 8850
2020-2029 8550 9880 10570 8520 9000 11580
2030-2039 9170 9600 10065 9200 9730 10100
2040-2049 9520 10100 10540 9640 10100 10560
Table 7.80 The fossil-power generation capacity expansion (IFCX) [MW] in IA 2010 - 2049 (RP-
S-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 0 0 0 0 0 0
2030-2039 0 0 0 0 0 0
2040-2049 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 7.81 The capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity (IRC) [MW]
in IA 2010 - 2049
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 1470 1530 1620 1460 1530 1680
2020-2029 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053
2030-2039 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053
2040-2049 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053
Table 7.82 The renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion (IRCX) [MW] in IA 2010 -
2049 (RPS-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 480 965 1280 410 610 1660
2030-2039 3200 3480 3800 3210 3580 3830
2040-2049 6460 7050 7485 6550 7035 7510
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Table 7.83 The wind power percentage (WPP) [%] in IA 2010 - 2049 (RPS-PRICE)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 7.71 7.76 7.82 7.61 7.69 7.74
2020-2029 14.95 14.97 15.11 14.82 14.85 14.90
2030-2039 22.76 22.88 22.95 22.68 22.73 22.85
2040-2049 30.77 30.83 30.91 30.55 30.62 30.72
• In IA, the existing wind power generation capacities (IRC) are used up (to 3053 MW) during the
period of 2020 - 2049. For example, in Table 7.81, all values after 2020 are 3053 even though we
have 5% and 10% uncertainty changes.
• Fossil power generation capacities do not need to be expanded because its existing generation
capacities are not used up during the period of 2010 - 2049 (shown in Table 7.80).
• Wind power generation capacities are expanded (in Table 7.82) after its existing capacities are
used up (all values after 2020 are 3053 in Table 7.81).
• Although wind power capacity expansion costs are higher than those of fossil power generation
capacity expansions, wind power generation capacities are expanded after 2010. But, fossil power
generation capacities are not expanded during the period of 2010 - 2049.
• WPP’s values (shown in Table 7.83) have uncertainties during the period of 2010 - 2049, which is
the result of the uncertainties of IFC and IRCX shown in Tables 7.79 and 7.82. This is different
from the results of Table 7.54 becasue the RPS requirements are implemented by price adjustment
not by a constraint.
• The different uncertainty changes may lead to wider change ranges of the fossil/wind-power gen-
eration capacity expansion (IFCX, IRCX). For example, in Table 7.82, during 2020 - 2029, for
5% change, its maximum is 1280 and minimum is 480, the range is 1280 − 480 = 800. But, for
10% change, its maximum is 1660 and minimum is 410, the range is 1660− 410 = 1250.
• The higher uncertainty change means wider ranges of IRCX. The similar tendency can be found
in other entries of the same table. The values of WPP in Table 7.83 have uncertainty changes
(which is caused by the uncertainties of IFC and IRCX shown in Tables 7.79, 7.82) because RPS
is implemented by price adjustment not by a constraint.
• The RPS goals can be realized during the period even though we implement RPS by price ad-
justment. But, the values of WPP are not just the values of RPSv (the lowest requirement of
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renewable energy). This is different from the results of CEMNF-RPS modeling strategy with RPS
implemented as constraint (presented in Section 7.3).
After presenting the results of the fossil/wind power generation capacities, we present the results of
transmission capacity expansions year by year in the whole region of ND, SD, NE, MN and IA. The LN
used in the following tables have been presented in Table 6.2.
Table 7.84 The transmission capacity expansion ITX [MW] 2010-2019 (RPS-PRICE)
LN 5% 10% LN 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max min mean max min mean max
1 60 110 260 50 120 270 2 90 190 330 80 200 370
3 170 300 450 160 310 500 4 70 120 180 60 140 200
5 120 180 290 100 200 330 6 170 220 300 160 210 330
7 20 40 60 10 50 80 8 290 340 390 280 380 430
9 40 70 90 30 80 100 10 10 20 40 10 30 50
Table 7.85 The transmission capacity expansion ITX [MW] 2020-2029 (RPS-PRICE)
LN 5% 10% LN 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max min mean max min mean max
1 90 280 470 80 290 500 2 290 390 530 270 410 570
3 480 590 740 470 600 870 4 120 150 190 100 160 210
5 380 430 490 370 440 520 6 350 400 500 330 410 560
7 50 75 90 40 80 110 8 560 600 700 530 620 750
9 100 120 150 90 130 180 10 50 70 90 40 65 100
Table 7.86 The transmission capacity expansion ITX [MW] 2030-2039 (RPS-PRICE)
LN 5% 10% LN 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max min mean max min mean max
1 410 500 630 380 490 670 2 530 690 880 510 750 970
3 730 940 1250 700 950 1360 4 160 180 210 150 190 230
5 660 700 780 650 690 820 6 590 660 720 570 670 850
7 80 90 100 60 80 110 8 700 740 790 680 750 810
9 150 170 190 140 180 220 10 130 190 330 110 180 360
In Tables 7.84 - 7.87, LN is transmission line number; ITX is transmission line capacity expansion.
From results in Tables 7.84 - 7.87, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• The transmission capacity expansions in the whole region increase from 2010 to 2049. This is
driven by the growing demand. Generally, the results of 10% have more extreme values than
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Table 7.87 The transmission capacity expansion ITX [MW] 2040-2049 (RPS-PRICE)
LN 5% 10% LN 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max min mean max min mean max
1 780 860 990 760 870 1080 2 730 930 1100 700 920 1300
3 1200 1320 1600 1100 1300 1750 4 300 360 380 280 350 400
5 770 900 990 760 890 1150 6 860 960 1280 810 950 1390
7 100 120 150 90 130 180 8 840 980 1150 820 990 1260
9 170 220 300 150 230 340 10 460 530 660 430 520 710
those of 5%. For example, in Table 7.84, the line 4 (with LN as 4) has maximum value of 180
and minimum value of 70 for 5% change and its change range is 180− 70 = 110.
• For 10% change, the maximum value is 200 and the miminum value is 60 and its change range is
200 − 60 = 140, which is larger than that of 5% change. The similar tendency can be found in
other lines of Table 7.84 - 7.87.
• Compared with the ITX results in Tables 7.55 - 7.58, the results in Tables 7.84 - 7.87 do not
show that the financial support (dirven by RPS) necessarily require more transmission capacity
expansions becasue RPS policy mainly ask for more renewable energy productions to satisfy its
requirements by developing more renewable power generation capacity expansions locally (state
level).
7.5 Uncertainty Analysis for
CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustment-After-Transformation
In this section, we present the break-down solutions (min: minimum, mean: mean, max: maxi-
mum) of CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustment (after transformation of CEMNF models by our algorithm
presented in Section 5.3) for each item (IFC, IFCX, IRC, IRCX) state by state and for ITX
transmission-line by transmission-line. The values of min, mean and max are obtained from 50 times
of CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustment modeling strategy. The meanings of the items (IFC, IFCX, IRC,
IRCX and ITX) have been presented in Table 6.1. The transformed CEMNF models are solved by
-relaxation algorithm in [? ].
In Tables 7.88 - 7.91, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
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Table 7.88 The capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity (IFC) [MW] in ND
2010 - 2049 (after transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091
2020-2029 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091
2030-2039 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091
2040-2049 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091 5091
Table 7.89 The fossil-power generation capacity expansion (IFCX) [MW] in ND 2010 - 2049 (after
transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 10 15 100 0 30 145
2030-2039 1560 2410 3220 2200 2780 3280
2040-2049 3960 5400 7860 3920 5520 7820
Table 7.90 The capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity (IRC) [MW]
in ND 2010 - 2049 (after transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 767 767 767 767 767 767
2020-2029 767 767 767 767 767 767
2030-2039 767 767 767 767 767 767
2040-2049 767 767 767 767 767 767
Table 7.91 The renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion (IRCX) [MW] in ND 2010 -
2049 (after transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 1105 1130 1210 1050 1090 1230
2020-2029 2045 2050 2110 2010 2040 2110
2030-2039 4360 5000 5690 4800 5260 5750
2040-2049 8460 9920 12390 8460 10045 12390
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Table 7.92 The wind power percentage (WPP) [%] in ND 2010 - 2049 (after transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 13.73 13.77 14.26 13.36 13.61 14.49
2020-2029 19.11 19.17 19.49 18.94 19.02 19.06
2030-2039 24.78 24.83 24.98 24.65 24.70 25.01
2040-2049 30.38 30.39 30.44 30.39 30.39 30.41
From results in Tables 7.88 - 7.91, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• After transformation of CEMNF models, the results are very close to those before transformation.
In ND, fossil power capacities need to be expanded after its existing generation capacities are used
up after 2020.
• Wind power generation capacities are expanded after its existing capacities are used up because
wind power capacity expansion costs are close to those of fossil power generation capacity expan-
sions.
• WPP’s values (shown in Table 7.92) show that the RPS goals can be realized during the period
even though we implement RPS goals by price adjustment.
• But, the values of WPP are not just the values of RPSv (the lowest requirement of renewable
energy marketshare of RPS policy). This is different from the results of CEMNF-RPS-Price-
Adjustment models before transformation (presented in Section 7.4).
• In some years, WPP may not satisfy the RPS requirement of RPSv. For example, in 2040,
for 5% uncertainty, the minimum value of WPP is 24.78, which is less than 24.89 (the RPSv
requirement).
• The similar tedency can also be found in the following tables in this section because of the
approximation algorithm (presented in Section 5.1.1), which is used to solve CEMNF transformed
models. Because we only use the algorithm to solve transformed CEMNF models, the tendency
obtained from Tables 7.88 - 7.91 is same as those (before transformation) obtained in Tables 7.59
- 7.62.
In Tables 7.93 - 7.96, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX is
fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
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Table 7.93 The capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity (IFC) [MW] in SD 2010
- 2049 (after transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 2060 2170 2210 2080 2120 2240
2020-2029 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933
2030-2039 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933
2040-2049 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933 2933
Table 7.94 The fossil-power generation capacity expansion (IFCX) [MW] in SD 2010 - 2049 (after
transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 30 50 65 20 60 80
2030-2039 670 870 1060 645 960 1140
2040-2049 930 1160 2600 900 1240 2700
Table 7.95 The capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity (IRC) [MW]
in SD 2010 - 2049 (after transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 288 288 288 288 288 288
2020-2029 288 288 288 288 288 288
2030-2039 288 288 288 288 288 288
2040-2049 288 288 288 288 288 288
Table 7.96 The renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion (IRCX) [MW] in SD 2010 -
2049 (after transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 510 550 570 540 570 600
2020-2029 1270 1290 1310 1310 1350 1410
2030-2039 2440 2610 2790 2440 2750 2890
2040-2049 3675 3920 5280 3610 3940 5470
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Table 7.97 The wind power percentage (WPP) [%] in SD 2010 - 2049 (after transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 14.23 14.26 14.60 14.32 14.52 14.78
2020-2029 18.39 18.48 18.59 18.74 18.92 19.37
2030-2039 24.50 24.62 24.83 24.62 24.87 25.06
2040-2049 30.27 30.30 30.33 30.19 30.31 30.39
From results in Tables 7.93 - 7.96, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• After transformation of CEMNF models, the results are very close to those before transformation.
In SD, fossil power capacities need to be expanded after its existing generation capacities are used
up after 2020.
• Wind power generation capacities are expanded after its existing capacities are used up because
wind power capacity expansion costs are close to those of fossil power generation capacity expan-
sions.
• WPP’s values (shown in Table 7.97) show that the RPS goals can be realized during the period
even though we implement RPS goals by price adjustment.
• But, the values of WPP are not just the values of RPSv (the lowest requirement of renewable
energy). This is different from the results of CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustment models before trans-
formation (presented in Section 7.4) due to the approximation algorithm (presented in Section
5.1.1). Because we only use the algorithm to solve transformed CEMNF models, the tendency
obtained from Tables 7.93 - 7.96 is same as those (before transformation) obtained in Tables 7.59
- 7.67.
Table 7.98 The capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity (IFC) [MW] in NE 2010
- 2049 (after transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 6070 6210 6320 5890 6200 6400
2020-2029 6610 6870 7023 6580 6870 7023
2030-2039 6840 7010 7023 6800 7000 7023
2040-2049 7023 7023 7023 7023 7023 7023
In Tables 7.98 - 7.101, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX
is fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
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Table 7.99 The fossil-power generation capacity expansion (IFCX) [MW] in NE 2010 - 2049 (after
transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 0 0 0 0 0 0
2030-2039 0 0 0 0 0 0
2040-2049 390 670 1090 520 735 1560
Table 7.100 The capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity (IRC)
[MW] in NE 2010 - 2049 (after transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 153 153 153 153 153 153
2020-2029 153 153 153 153 153 153
2030-2039 153 153 153 153 153 153
2040-2049 153 153 153 153 153 153
Table 7.101 The renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion (IRCX) [MW] in NE 2010 -
2049 (after transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 1220 1260 1310 1220 1270 1310
2020-2029 2900 2930 2980 2860 2950 3000
2030-2039 6150 6280 6440 6030 6260 6350
2040-2049 7280 7670 7980 7420 7720 8530
Table 7.102 The wind power percentage (WPP) [%] in NE 2010 - 2049 (after transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 8.83 8.88 9.07 8.84 8.89 8.92
2020-2029 16.13 16.44 16.56 16.13 16.40 16.52
2030-2039 28.22 28.31 28.69 28.07 28.19 28.40
2040-2049 30.05 30.11 30.33 30.08 30.24 30.33
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generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 7.98 - 7.101, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• After transformation of CEMNF models, the results are very close to those before transformation.
In NE, fossil power capacities need to be expanded after its existing generation capacities are used
up after 2020.
• Wind power generation capacities are expanded after its existing capacities are used up because
wind power capacity expansion costs are close to those of fossil power generation capacity expan-
sions.
• WPP’s values (shown in Table 7.102) show that the RPS goals can be realized during the period
even though we implement RPS goals by price adjustment.
• But, the values of WPP are not just the values of RPSv (the lowest requirement of renewable
energy). This is different from the results of CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustment models before trans-
formation (presented in Section 7.4).
• Because we only use the algorithm to solve transformed CEMNF models, the tendency obtained
from Tables 7.98 - 7.101 is same as those (before transformation) obtained in Tables 7.69 - 7.72.
Table 7.103 The capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity (IFC) [MW] in MN
2010 - 2049 (after transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 9910 10350 11340 9510 10250 11380
2020-2029 9265 10080 11840 9200 10155 11910
2030-2039 11610 12440 12850 11590 12410 12970
2040-2049 12890 12890 12890 12890 12890 12890
In Tables 7.103 - 7.106, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX
is fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 7.103 - 7.106, we make the following observations and conclusions.
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Table 7.104 The fossil-power generation capacity expansion (IFCX) [MW] in MN 2010 - 2049 (after
transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 0 0 0 0 0 0
2030-2039 0 0 0 0 0 0
2040-2049 0 90 750 0 95 810
Table 7.105 The capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity (IRC)
[MW] in MN 2010 - 2049 (after transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805
2020-2029 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805
2030-2039 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805
2040-2049 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805 1805
Table 7.106 The renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion (IRCX) [MW] in MN 2010 -
2049 (after transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 1090 1410 1790 1055 1450 1830
2020-2029 5850 6560 7985 5800 6560 7970
2030-2039 8810 9970 10050 7980 9570 10075
2040-2049 11510 11680 11980 11460 11650 11920
Table 7.107 The wind power percentage (WPP) [%] in MN 2010 - 2049 (after transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 16.68 16.85 17.37 16.71 16.87 17.12
2020-2029 26.65 26.82 27.15 26.68 26.81 27.23
2030-2039 28.60 28.82 28.95 28.40 28.75 29.21
2040-2049 30.33 30.53 30.66 30.23 30.42 30.69
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• After transformation of CEMNF models, the results are very close to those before transformation.
In MN, fossil power capacities need to be expanded after its existing generation capacities are
used up after 2020.
• Wind power generation capacities are expanded after its existing capacities are used up because
wind power capacity expansion costs are close to those of fossil power generation capacity expan-
sions.
• WPP’s values (shown in Table 7.107) show that the RPS goals can be realized during the period
even though we implement RPS goals by price adjustment.
• But, the values of WPP are not just the values of RPSv (the lowest requirement of renewable
energy). This is different from the results of CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustment models before trans-
formation (presented in Section 7.4) due to the approximation algorithm (presented in Section
5.1.1).
• Because we only use the algorithm to solve transformed CEMNF models, the tendency obtained
from Tables 7.103 - 7.106 is same as those (before transformation) obtained in Tables 7.74 - 7.77.
Table 7.108 The capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity (IFC) [MW] in IA
2010 - 2049 (after transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 7800 8220 8645 7810 8240 8870
2020-2029 8540 9870 10560 8530 9010 11585
2030-2039 9160 9590 10060 9190 9740 10110
2040-2049 9530 10110 10550 9650 10090 10550
Table 7.109 The fossil-power generation capacity expansion (IFCX) [MW] in IA 2010 - 2049 (after
transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 0 0 0 0 0 0
2030-2039 0 0 0 0 0 0
2040-2049 0 0 0 0 0 0
In Tables 7.108 - 7.111, IFC is capacity needed from existing fossil-power generation capacity; IFCX
is fossil-power generation capacity expansion; IRC capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power
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Table 7.110 The capacity needed from existing renewable(wind) power generation capacity (IRC)
[MW] in IA 2010 - 2049 (after transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 1460 1540 1610 1470 1520 1690
2020-2029 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053
2030-2039 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053
2040-2049 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053 3053
Table 7.111 The renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion (IRCX) [MW] in IA 2010 -
2049 (after transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 0 0 0 0 0 0
2020-2029 490 960 1290 400 600 1650
2030-2039 3210 3470 3810 3200 3590 3840
2040-2049 6470 7060 7490 6560 7045 7520
Table 7.112 The wind power percentage (WPP) [%] in IA 2010 - 2049 (after transformation)
Year 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max
2010-2019 7.70 7.74 7.81 7.62 7.67 7.76
2020-2029 14.91 14.95 15.29 14.81 14.83 14.88
2030-2039 22.73 22.87 22.92 22.66 22.71 22.84
2040-2049 30.75 30.82 30.90 30.54 30.60 30.70
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generation capacity; IRCX is renewable(wind) power generation capacity expansion; WPP is wind
power percentage, which is calculated by wind-power-consumed/total-power-consumed.
From results in Tables 7.108 - 7.111, we make the following observations and conclusions.
• After transformation of CEMNF models, the results are very close to those before transformation.
In IA, fossil power capacities need to be expanded after its existing generation capacities are used
up after 2020. wind power generation capacities are expanded after its existing capacities are
used up because wind power capacity expansion costs are close to those of fossil power generation
capacity expansions.
• WPP’s values (shown in Table 7.112) show that the RPS goals can be realized during the period
even though we implement RPS goals by price adjustment.
• But, the values of WPP are not just the values of RPSv (the lowest requirement of renewable
energy). This is different from the results of CEMNF-RPS-Price-Adjustment models before trans-
formation (presented in Section 7.4) due to the approximation algorithm (presented in Section
5.1.1).
• Because we only use the algorithm to solve transformed CEMNF models, the tendency obtained
from Tables 7.108 - 7.111 is same as those (before transformation) obtained in Tables 7.79 - 7.82.
After presenting the results of the fossil/wind power generation capacities, we present the results of
transmission capacity expansions (of CEMNF models after transformation) year by year in the whole
region of ND, SD, NE, MN and IA. The LN used in the following tables have been presented in Table
6.2.
Table 7.113 The transmission capacity expansion (ITX) [MW] 2010-2019 (after transformation)
LN 5% 10% LN 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max min mean max min mean max
1 70 120 270 55 110 280 2 95 170 320 70 210 360
3 160 290 440 150 300 510 4 80 130 190 70 150 210
5 110 170 280 90 190 310 6 160 210 290 150 200 320
7 20 40 60 15 60 90 8 280 330 390 260 360 420
9 50 80 100 40 70 110 10 10 20 40 10 35 60
In Tables 7.113 - 7.116, LN is transmission line number; ITX is transmission line capacity expansion.
From results in Tables 7.113 - 7.116, we make the following observations and conclusions.
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Table 7.114 The transmission capacity expansion (ITX) [MW] 2020-2029 (after transformation)
LN 5% 10% LN 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max min mean max min mean max
1 110 290 460 90 300 510 2 270 370 520 260 400 580
3 470 580 730 460 610 860 4 130 160 200 110 170 220
5 390 440 480 380 430 530 6 360 420 510 340 430 570
7 55 70 90 50 75 100 8 570 610 710 540 630 760
9 100 130 160 85 135 170 10 60 75 100 50 80 110
Table 7.115 The transmission capacity expansion (ITX) [MW] 2030-2039 (after transformation)
LN 5% 10% LN 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max min mean max min mean max
1 390 510 640 420 480 660 2 540 680 880 520 740 960
3 750 950 1230 720 960 1340 4 170 190 220 160 210 240
5 660 710 790 640 700 830 6 580 650 720 560 670 870
7 75 90 110 65 85 120 8 700 750 800 670 760 820
9 160 180 200 150 185 230 10 140 180 320 120 190 350
Table 7.116 The transmission capacity expansion (ITX) [MW] 2040-2049 (after transformation)
LN 5% 10% LN 5% 10%
min mean max min mean max min mean max min mean max
1 770 850 990 750 860 1060 2 740 940 1110 710 930 1290
3 1210 1310 1620 1110 1320 1740 4 310 350 380 290 360 390
5 760 890 980 740 880 1120 6 850 950 1290 820 960 1400
7 110 130 160 95 140 190 8 850 990 1170 830 980 1240
9 160 210 310 130 220 330 10 450 540 670 420 530 700
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• After transformation of CEMNF models, the results are very close to those before transformation.
For some results, they may not be same. For example, in Table 7.116, the minimum value of ITX
of line 1 (with LN as 1) is 770 but its corresponding value in Table 7.87 is 780.
• The similar tendency can also be found in Tables 7.113 - 7.116. But, the overall tendency obtained
from Tables 7.113 - 7.116 show that the transmission capacity expansions in the whole region
increase from 2010 to 2049. This is driven by the growing demand and also RPS goals.
• Generally, the results of 10% have more extreme values than those of 5%. This can also be found
in Tables 7.84 - 7.87.
7.6 Uncertainty Analysis for the Total Renewable Energy Planning Driven
By RPS
In this Section, we present the results of total (the five states) wind power generation capacity
expansion (driven by RPS) from 2020 to 2049 in Figures 7.1 - 7.4. The unit of vertical-axle is KMW. For
each year (2020, 2030, 2040, 2049) and each uncertainty case (5% and 10%), we solve 50 CEMNF models
(of CEMNF price adjustment strategy) and present the 50 data points by box-plots with minimum,
mean, maximum and pooled std. deviation values.
From Figure 7.1 to Figure 7.4, we make the following observations:
1. In each year, the mean are very close to each other but the IQRs are not same. Generally, the
IQR’s length of 10% change is larger than that of 5% change. This is what we expect because we
have larger changes of demand in 10% than in 5%.
2. In Figures 7.1 - 7.4, most IQR has negative skewness (mean less than median) or positive skewness
(mean more than median).
3. The whiskers’s length are not same. There are few outliers in Figure 7.1 and 7.4.
4. The pooled std. deviation increases from 0.44 (in 2010 - 2019) to 0.92 (in 2040 - 2049) because the
total demand increases from 2020 to 2049 and the corresponding demand variations also increase.
So, generation capacity expansions also have larger variations in order to satisfy the demand.
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Figure 7.1 Box-plots of the total wind power generation capacity expansion by different change values
during 2010-2019
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Figure 7.2 Box-plots of the total wind power generation capacity expansion by different change values
during 2020-2029
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Figure 7.3 Box-plots of the total wind power generation capacity expansion by different change values
during 2030-2039
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Figure 7.4 Box-plots of the total wind power generation capacity expansion by different change values
during 2040-2049
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Pooled std. deviation is the square-root of a pooled variance, which is used to estimate variance
for several different data samples. These samples are taken in different situations in which the mean
may be different among the samples. Their variance is assumed to be the same. Pooled variance can be
computed as follows. [5]
s2pool =
m∑
i=1
((ni − 1)s2i )
m∑
i=1
(ni − 1)
(7.1)
Here, ni is the sample size of ith sample; s2pool is the pooled variance; m is the the number of samples
being combined; s2i is the variance of the ith sample.
7.7 Uncertainty Analysis for the Total Fossil Energy Planning Driven By
RPS
In this Section, we present the results of total (the five states) fossil power generation capacity
expansion (driven by RPS) from 2020 to 2049 in Figures 7.5 - 7.7. The 2010-2019’s results are all 0s.
The units of vertical-axle is KMW.
From Figure 7.5 to Figure 7.7, we make the following observations:
1. The mean are very close to each other but the IQRs are not same. Generally, the IQR’s length
of 10% change is larger than that of 5% change. This is what we expect because we have larger
changes of demand in 10% than in 5%.
2. In Figures 7.5 - 7.7, most IQR has positive skewness (mean more than median) or positive skewness
(mean more than median).
3. The whiskers’s length are not same and 10% length is larger than 5%. There are few outliers in
Figure 7.5 and 7.6.
4. The pooled std. deviation increases from 0.063 (in 2020-2029) to 0.927 (in 2040-2049) because the
total demand increases from 2020 to 2049 and the corresponding demand variations also increase.
So, generation capacity expansions also have larger variations in order to satisfy the demand.
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Figure 7.5 Box-plots of the total fossil power generation capacity expansion by different change values
during 2020-2029
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Figure 7.6 Box-plots of the total fossil power generation capacity expansion by different change values
during 2030-2039
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Figure 7.7 Box-plots of the total fossil power generation capacity expansion by different change values
during 2040-2049
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7.8 Uncertainty Analysis for the Total Transmission Planning Driven By
RPS
In this Section, we present the results of total (the five states) transmission capacity capacity ex-
pansion (driven by RPS) from 2020 to 2049 in Figures 7.8 - 7.11. The units of vertical-axle is KMW.
Figure 7.8 Box-plots of the total transmission capacity expansion by different change values during
2010-2019
From Figure 7.8 to Figure 7.11, we make the following observations.
1. The mean are very close to each other but the IQRs are not same. Generally, the IQR’s length
of 10% change is larger than that of 5% change. This is what we expect because we have larger
changes of demand in 10% than in 5% and we may need more power transmissions among the
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Figure 7.9 Box-plots of the total transmission capacity expansion by different change values during
2020-2029
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Figure 7.10 Box-plots of the total transmission capacity expansion by different change values during
2030-2039
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Figure 7.11 Box-plots of the total transmission capacity expansion by different change values in
2040-2049
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five states, which leads to more transmission capacity expansions.
2. In Figures 7.8 - 7.11, some IQRs have positive skewness (mean more than median) and others
have positive skewness (mean more than median).
3. The whiskers’s length are not same and that of 10% is larger than 5%. There are no outliers.
4. The pooled std. deviation increases from 0.569 (in 2010-2019) to 1.243 (in 2040-2049) because
the total demand increases from 2010 to 2049 and the corresponding transmission variations also
increase. So, transmission capacity expansions also have larger variations in order to satisfy the
demand.
In general, the tendencies of the total wind/fossil generation/transmission capacity expansions are
as follows.
1. The uncertainty of power demand, generation/transmission costs and their capacity expansion
costs have some impacts on the planning. The higher uncertainty, the higher possibility that we
need to consider some extreme cases, such as maximum or minimum values shown in the box-plot
figures of this chapter.
2. The standard deviations in the box-plot figures of this section show that the possible risks caused
by the uncertainty are not large, for example, most of them are not more than 1.
7.9 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we have presented the results of the uncertainty analysis for CEMNF modeling
strategies without RPS, with RPS and with RPS implemented by price-adjustment (before/after trans-
formation). The models’ parameters are obtained from the official documents in Section 3.4. The models
are implemented by linear programming. For each modeling strategy, we run it 50 times for each year
interval (2010-2019, 2020-2029, 2030-2039, 2040-2049). We choose minimum, mean and maximum val-
ues of each group of 50 models and present them for items (of IFC, IFCX, IRC, IRCX and ITX)
state-by-state in this Chapter.
The results in Tables 7.1 - 7.116 show that we can realize RPS goals if we implement RPS as
constraints in CEMNF model formulations. For CEMNF-NO-RPS strategy, no wind power generation
capacities are expanded because of its higher cost than that of fossil power. The obtained WPP values
are much smaller than the values of RPSv. For CEMNF-RPS strategy, the wind power generation
capacities are expanded much larger than that of CEMNF-NO-RPS strategy. The obtained WPP
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values are exactly equal to the values of RPSv because RPS is implemented as a constraint in CEMNF-
RPS strategy. Tables 7.55 - 7.58 and 7.84 - 7.87 show that the transmission capacities also need to be
expanded during the period of 2010 - 2049. All tables in this Chapter show that the higher uncertainty
changes (from 5% to 10%), the more possible that we can have more extreme values for IFC, IFCX,
IRC, IRCX and ITX.
We also use the approximation algorithm (presented in Section 5.1.1) to solve transformed CEMNF
models and show that the obtained results are very close to those of CEMNF models before transfor-
mation (they are solved by Simplex algorithm [4]). The speedup can also be obtained even though it is
not ideal-linear.
The total fossil/wind power generation capacity expansions are studied by box-plots in order to show
uncertainties’ impacts on the planning solutions. It also shows that the higher uncertainty changes, the
larger variations that we may get for the capacity expansion planning. Therefore, for decision makers,
model parameters uncertainty should not be ignored.
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS
In this dissertation, we use linear programming technique to perform modeling for RPS [73] driven
energy infrastructure planning. We designed and implemented a high-performance computing tool that
can solve large-scale (region/state-level) energy planning problems on multi-computer systems. With
the tool, we analyze the relationship of fossil/wind energy capacity installations and expansions, the
impacts of transmission line capacity expansions on green-house-gas (C02) reductions, and the optimal
investment budget given RPS policy requirements for renewable energy market shares.
On the basis of the above work, we present a type of general purpose network flow (CEMNF)
problems, which can be applied to real-world problems about commodity flow scheduling and generation
planning. Compared with classical linear network flow (LNF) problems, in which each node has a
constant flow demand or supply and each arc has a constant upperbound flow transmission capacity,
(CEMNF) problems have some distinct properties different from those of (LNF) problems. First, in
(CEMNF) problems, the total flow demand is greater than the total currently existing flow supply in
the whole network, which means that some nodes need to do some flow generation capacity expansions
so that the total demand can be satisfied. In this way, each node’s flow supply is not a constant and the
transmission capacities of arcs connecting the nodes are not constants either, which can be expanded
to allow more flow to be generated or transmitted among nodes so that some nodes can get flows
from neighboring nodes to satisfy their local demand. Second, like in classical (LNF) problems, in
(CEMNF) problems we also need to minimize the flow transmission cost but we also need to minimize
the generation cost and generation/transmission capacity expansion cost in the whole network. Third,
from the perspective of mathematical programming optimization techniques, both of two problems can
be formulated as linear programming models, but their formulations are different in that (LNF) problem
formulations have only equality constraints and (CEMNF) problem formulations have not only equality
constraints but also inequality constraints.
This difference makes it impossible to solve (CEMNF) problems with node-based parallelization in
distributed computing environment, which can allow the computing tasks of each node to be performed in
parallel on multi-processor cluster systems (the main-stream high-performance computing platforms for
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large-scale scientific computing problems). However, the (LNF) problems have been proved to be solved
by distributed computing patterns with convergence and optimality [20]. Our proposed methodology can
transform (CEMNF) problems into (LNF) problems such that they can be solved by the distributed
computing pattern, which make it possible to solve this type of problems on high-performance computing
platforms.
In this dissertation, we have proved that the transformation methodology has polynomial time and
space complexity and the transformed formulation can give the equivalent optimal solutions like the
formulation before the transformation. We apply the transformation method to policy-driven (RPS)
energy infrastructure planning problems and present/compare the results from CMNF and its LNF
models.
We analyze the optimal solutions of CEMNF models with the impacts from the uncertainty of
demand, generation/transmission and their capacity expansion cost parameters and show that the un-
certainties have some impacts on the capacity expansion planning.
The tendency analysis of uncertainty impacts on energy planning shows that we may get some im-
pacts on the energy infrastructure planning, which are caused by the uncertainties of power demand,
generation/transmission costs and their capacity expansion costs. If uncertainties are larger, the possi-
bility that we may have some extreme cases about capacity expansions is also higher. But, the possible
risks caused by these uncertainties are not large. This can help decision makers understand what needs
to be done for doing capacity expansions and handling the risks in energy planning.
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